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Proposal for Research 

A PRELIMINARY STUDY OF THE REQUIREMENTS, CRITERIA, AND MEASURES 
OF PERFORMANCE OF INFORMATION STORAGE AND RETRIEVAL SYSTEMS 

INTRODUCTION 

Increasing amounts of money are being spent by government and 
commercial organizations for complex systems and equipment for the 
partial mechanization of the operations of collection, storage, and 
retrieval of scientific information. It is estimated that there is a 
current national annual expenditure of approximately 100 million dollars 
for information retrieval equipment alone. In addition to this equip
ment cost, a large amount of money is being spent to support special 
information services and centers. Undoubtedly, the main objective of 
these efforts is to increase the productivity of those people who must 
use scientific and technical knowledge to further their work. The 
present and projected rates of generation of scientific knowledge, and 
the greater reliance of all societies on progress through science, give 
growing importance to the making of correct choices among proposed 
information storage and retrieval systems. 

There are no simple rules by which intelligent choices may be made 
among the many information systems that are pressing for attention. 
Many of these systems involve not only large complexes of files and 
information specialists, but also extremely expensive electronic equip
ment. In the face of a whole array of such intricate information 
systems, the evaluative techniques known to systems engineering and to 
operations research are hard pressed to select from the competing 
alternatives those that will most efficiently satisfy the users of 
scientific information within specified time and cost constraints. The 
problem is aggravated by the consideration that the stakes involved in 
the choices are likely to increase with time. This is because the 
information retrieval systems proposed in the future to assist the 
scientist will be apt to cost more than present ones; however, in 
return they will undoubtedly offer greater gains. 

For some time, Stanford Research Institute has been interested in 
information processing, as well as in problems of defining and evaluating 
complex information handling systems. In response to a request by the 
National Academy of Sciences—National Research Council Ad Hoc Committee 
on Information Retrieval, a written informal discussion of the problems 
of evaluating alternative systems for information storage and retrieval 
was submitted by the Institute. After discussions with a member of the 
NAS-NRC Committee, the Office of Science Information Services of the 
National Science Foundation invited a formal proposal from the Institute. 
The purpose of the research study is to derive a preliminary set^ of 
criteria that can be applied to existing information retrieval systems 
i~rP~order to evaluate the performance of those systems^ This proposal has 
been~prepare3 TrT response to that NSF request. 
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OBJECTIVES 

There is an immediate need to make choices among the present array 
of systems and machines for information retrieval. The lack of 
sophisticated techniques by which such comparisons can be made calls . 
for the rapid development of rough Jjut logical measures-of-worth for 
candidate systems. At the same time, a need exists for the development 
o f  a  l o n g e r - r a n g e  r e s e a r c h  e f f o r t  a i m e d  a t  i m p r o v i n g  t h e  m e t h o d o l o g y  f o r  ^  / _ -
comparison of information systems. Such research would ultimately , a 
result in a better understanding of the role of information systems 
in increasing scientific productivity. > 

This proposal is directed primarily to the first need namely, the 
fairly rapid development of rough measures-of-worth for candidate systems. 
Specifically, the objectives are fivefold: 

(1) To develop a methodology for determining users' requirements- fvO, 
(2) To obtain specific data about the information requirements 

of a community of users.* < 
(3) To develop a preliminary set of criteria and a procedure 

that can be applied to existing information retrieval systems IC^P 
in order to reach tentative conclusions about the desirability 

. \ « 
of such systems. /witAi 

(4) To develop measures of system performances CApfl- v 7 
(5) To develop plans for a research program for the longer-range 1 j-

development of more basic and exhaustive criteria and methods VYVlzc* 
for the assessment of alternative systems and procedures. 

SCOPE AND METHOD OF APPROACH 

In order to make a meaningful comparison between two or more 
different implementations of a given system, one needs: 

(a) A Statement of Requirements 
(b) A Translation of Requirements into Criteria 
(c) A Means of Determining the Performance of the System 
(d) A Method for Evaluating the Performance of the System 

A Statement of Requirements 

The first step in the establishment of requirements for a user 
population is a review of the findings of those who have already attempted 
to document such needs (see references in Appendix B). When the extent 
of the data available is adequately known and when the gaps in the 
information have been determined, discussions can begin with selected 
members of the user population. 

*It is later suggested that the study be restricted to the electronics 

field. 
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Furthermore, in order that this study yield an integrated set of re
sults in the limited time available, attention will be restricted to a 
specific population of users. It is suggested that the population segment 
chosen be applied researchers in the field of electronics. This would 
permit many Institute personnel and personnel of neighboring facilities to 
be used as the interview subjects, thereby speeding up the study and 
reducing its costs. I,t_may turn out that a fairly elaborate survey will 
be needed for even a reasonably accurate determination of user needs. 
Hopefully, initial estimates derived from interviews of carefully selected 
workers in this field and from the results of previous research will be 
suitable for this study. 

Nearly all of the previous studies of users' information needs have 
been criticized because of certain questionable methods by which the data 
were obtained. This proposed research effort would attempt to derive from 
the critical incidents technic^oe a general methodology for conducting 
studies "of "fliers' nee"ds~7~ A discussion of how it is hoped to use the 
technique is given in Appendix A. It is felt that the methodology would 
be applicable generally to studies of users' needs in fields other than 
applied research in electronics. 

Incidentally, specific information about the users' needs in the 
electronics area would be a very valuable by-product of the main research 
effort. Since very little work has been done to describe the needs of this 
particular group, the information would be of direct value to all organi
zations that are planning equipment or information services for the 
electronics field. 

It is almost certain that each class of user in the technical community 
will place a different value on each requirement (e.g., exhaustiveness 
of file search, speed, cost, etc.). However, each requirement that can 
be expressed quantitatively should not be stated as a single number. 
Ideally, it should be given in terms of a probability density function. 
However, it may be difficult as a result of this brief study to obtain 
sufficient data to construct such functions. Undoubtedly the use of such 
functions, two examples of which are shown below, rather than single 
numbers, should make more realistic the design or evaluation of any system 
to truly meet the needs of many users. 

It is hoped that useful estimates can be made of the general shape 
of these density functions. 

1 1 
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It will be quite difficult to express in numerical form some of 
the desirable attributes of information systems. For example,a useful, 
quantitative description of the way in which the system or machine places 
demands on the userand responds to queries from the user, is not readily 
attainable. Nevertheless, every effort should be made to develop such 
a measure for these requirements. 

Finally, when the full spectrum of requirements is compiled, great 
care must be taken to see that they are: 

(a) Reasonably complete 
(b) Self-Consistent 
(c) Weighted as to their relative worth to the user. 

An initial list of requirements, some of which can be expressed 
quantitatively, would include the following points. 

User-Oriented Performance Parameters 

Elapsed time from inquiry to partial and complete response 

Type and form of final product (reference, abstract, document) 

Size of file to be maintained and searched 

Amount of extraneous material selected 

Complexity of search logic possible (depth of analysis, syntax, 
role indicators, logic relationships) 

Completeness of search 

Amount of pertinent material neglected 

Operator-Oriented Performance Parameters 

Ease of man-machine communication (language, media) 

Degree of compatability with other information processing systems 

Ease of file maintenance (rate of acquisition and obsolescence) 

Scope of subject matter covered 

Ability to cope with synonyms and jargon of individual 

cb <LC\ 

Initial cost to the operator (equipment, installation, training, 
conversion, and parallel test) 

Continuing cost to the operator (supplies, maintenance, operating 
staff) 

Equipment delivery date 

Expandability in size, speed, and other operating characteristics 

Quality of equipment fabrication 

Safety of operation 

cMjl trW 

1/V\_WY~ f-
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Flexibility (alternate input-output units, alternate coding 
systems, expandability into other subject areas, ability to 
provide multiple file copies) 

Speed and effort for encoding input items 

Mean time to equipment failure 

Mean duration of equipment failures 

Probable time to operational obsolescence 

j|c 
Translation of Requirements into Criteria 

From these requirements, a set of criteria, stated in system rather 
than user terms must be derived. Above all, these criteria should faith-
fully reflect the requirements without introducing any bias. Criteria, , ^ 
in the sense used here, are a set of self-consistent standards or tests, ^ 
possibly mathematical in nature, against which the performance of an "i" 
information system may be judged to see how closely if"meets the require
ments being placed on it. The requirements are usually stated in user-
oriented terms, while the criteria are most usefully given in system-
oriented terms. In particular, a single user requirement may generate 
a number of criteria. An example of such a situation is given in 

Fig. 1. 

Means of Calculating System Performance 

Even if complete, self-consistent, and fully-weighted criteria 
that adequately reflect the user's requirements are developed, there may 
yet be considerable difficulty in making system comparisons. This 
difficulty stems partially from general lack of agreement about the 
terms in which the performance of an information system should be 
described and also from the fact that it is usually not easy to 
calculate or express the manner in which the system actually performs 

in practice. 

The disagreement of terms can be overcome by establishing a 
standard nomenclature for system functions, elements, procedures, and 
events. Included for definition and clarification in a standard glossary 
of terms would be definitions for such terms as "file items," "descriptors," 
"false drops," and "satisfactory search." 

A strong belief in the need for simultaneous consideration of all 
aspects — requirements, criteria, performance, and evaluation of the 
problem has already been expressed. It seems to the Institute that such 
an integrated approach is required for full value to be derived from 
work in any one of the areas. For instance, one must be able to describe 

"Criterion" as defined by Webster and used here, means a standard, rule, 
or test by which a judgment can be formed. 
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SYSTEM #1 
(Aperture card 

system) 

USER REQUIREMENT 

The storage and retrieval system must 
include file items which consist of a 
mixture of graphic and textual information 
All of the graphic information (original 
printed pages) enters the system with a 
resolution of 200 lines per millimeter, 
and must subsequently be reproduced with 
a resolution of at least 100 lines per 
millimeter. 

SYSTEM #2 
(Micro-xerographic 
recording system! 

TEST OR CRITERIA 

Does the system permit the direct storage 
of mixed graphic and textual information? 
As an input item passes through a complete 
cycle of microfilming and subsequent hard 
copy printout, does it still have a reso
lution of at least 100 lines per millimeter? 

,Does the system permit the direct storage of 
mixed graphic and textual information? 
As an input item passes through a complete 
cycle of micro-xerographic recording and 
subsequent printout, does it still have 
a resolution of at least 100 lines per 
millimeter? 

05 

SYSTEM #3 . 
(General purpose) 7' 
computer storage || 

system wi 
standard equipment 

oes the system permit the direct storage 
of mixed graphic and textual information? 
Is the memory large enough to hold the 
equivalent bit pattern of the scanned 
image? 
Is input-output equipment provided which 
will permit graphic information to be 
coded into digital form and subsequently 
re-composed for graphic printout at the 
required resolution? 

Fig. 1 

An Example of Criteria Generated from a Requirement of a User 



accurately and objectively to a potential user, whose needs one is 
seeking, the performance of achievable and economic information retrieval 
systems. Such a description can probably now be given with satisfactory / ^ } 
detail and precision to permit the eliciting of users' needs. However, ^ ̂ ̂ 
it is believed that a calculation of the performance accurate enough to 
aid the development of the evaluation techniques sought in this proposal 

will be more difficult. 

Consequently, in order that all the concommitant aspects of the 
problem can be treated within the scope of the project, it is proposed 
that a simplified but representative system be modelled and that the 
model's performance with various types of file material be calculated, ^ ̂ 
The performance of such a system would then be used in testing the J 
evaluation techniques evolved on the project. 

It is felt that this approach will also point the way, in future 
research work, to the best manner of scientifically determining the 
performance of operational systems. It is expected that a combination 
of monitoring and simulation techniques will be called for. While the 
functioning of a live system can be discovered under some conditions by 
noting its response to test inquiries, the tests to make can probably 
be best determined through the study of the performance of a model of 
this system. Further, the investigation of other than simple models 
will probably best be done using simulation techniques with a digital 

computer. 

Evaluation of Performance 

The actual procedures to be used to discriminate between alternative 
retrieval systems can cover a wide range of sophistication. Ideally, a 
figure of merit involving as few parameters as possible should be 
calculated for each system, and the worth of the several systems stated 
in a single measure applicable to all systems. However, in practice, 
such schemes are not generally too useful, since considerable realism 
is often lost in the attempt to derive a single figure of merit. An 
indication of the range of sophistication for evaluation procedures is 
given below by several examples, given in increasing degree of complexity. 

1. Screening for Simple and Obvious Limitations. A rudimentary 
screening test can be applied alone or as a preliminary device 
to eliminate systems on the basis of obviously unacceptable 
features, such as an exorbitant price, potential safety 
hazards, and estimated equipment lifetime. However, this type 
of test may not be able to eliminate any of the candidate 
systems, and in some cases, it may eliminate all systems. 

2. Direct Comparison of Characteristics. One commonly used 
evaluation or selection technique is to construct a summary 
table for the comparison of the features of the candidate 
systems, as indicated in the sample table below. 
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Basic Characteristic System - 1 System - 2 Improvement of 
1 over 2 

Cost C C2 + 

Speed S S2 

Memory Size M^ M^ + 

However, unless each of the basic characteristics has a 
relative weighting, there will not be any means for directly 
comparing one alternative system against another. And in 
any case, none of the candidates have been matched against 
the needs or requirements of the user. That is, the machine 
characteristics are compared without any consideration of 
the characteristics that are actually required. 

Comparison with Minimum Requirements. One simple way to 
incorporate the users' requirements with the alternative 
machine characteristics is to compare each machine characteristic 
against minimum scalar requirements that have been established 
by the users. An example of such a comparison is shown in the 
table below. 

Minimum Users' Requirements (Scalar) System - 1 System - 2 

Cost: xxx 

Speed: yyy 

Size: zzz 

Meets Does not meet 

Meets Meets 

Does not Meets 
meet 

After such a table has been completed, it is not always clear * vr £>1 
how the results should be used. For example, what happens ./ ' * 
when each alternative system meets the same number of, but 1 ^ 
different, criteria? This type of analysis also suggests a 
need for ranking the users' requirements. 

4. Comparison on a Weighted Probabilistic Basis. There are 
undoubtedly many other procedures that can be used to evaluate 
alternative systems. One example of a procedure that provides 
a greater degree of refinement of evaluation is the use of 
probabilistic expressions to describe the requirements and 
characteristics, and appropriate weighting functions to 
rank each of the requirements by their relative value or 
importance. Such a procedure can be illustrated with a 
tabulation such as the one shown in Table I. In this example, 
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probability density functions such as the ones previously 
outlined are described where possible for each of the require
ments and each of the machine characteristics. An expression 
giving the degree of conformity between the requirement and 
the characteristic will be obtained when the corresponding 
density functions are compared. This performance number or 
degree of satisfaction can be computed for each characteristic 
of each candidate system. A separate weighting function for 
each requirement can then be used to weight the initial per 
formance number according to its importance in the over-all 

system operation. 

These are but a few of the many possibilities that exist. The 
proposed research effort will be directed to the development of a number 
of the more accurate and comprehensible evaluation; .techniques, such as 
the weighted probabilistic comparison described above. The evaluation 
operation can also serve usefully as a design tool by suggesting 
modifications to the systems or to the weighting of requirements. Thus, 
an iterative design cycle would use the information from the evaluation 
to modify the system weighting of requirements and criteria. 

The requirements, criteria, and evaluation procedures developed 
during this study will be tested on two or more representative information 
retrieval systems to point out the problem areas in the procedures and 
to point out those aspects which need further study. The final result 
of this effort will be a completed list of requirements, criteria, and 
evaluation procedures which can be used for preliminary examinations of r-

information retrieval systems. As a final task, the study would also (Y<2̂  0 
provide more specific plans for continued study and the development of tfTbl&cJy 
improved techniques for the evaluation of complex information retrieval I ,J 
systems. 

Specific Project Tasks 

In summary, there are a number of specific tasks that must be 
undertaken as part of this proposed research program. The project team 

would perform the following tasks. A 
j) J 

Develop an initial list of users' requirements to be Task 1 iVC V a. wi. — — — — * 

studied. ^ 

Task 2 Develop scalar and probabilistic measures of as many of ..JyvC 
the requirements as possible within the level of effort " 

of this study. 

Task 3 Develop the ranking or relative weighting for as many of 
the requirements as possible within the level of effort 

of this study. 

Task 4 Develop a rough set of criteria and a procedure, that 
could be applied to existing systems in order to reach J , t 

tentative conclusions about their performance. ~i£jttl. 
u 
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Minimum Users 
Requirements (Probabilistic) 

Degree 
of 

of Satisfaction 
Requirement* 

Relative Weighting 
Function for 
Importance of 
Requirement 

Weighted Performance 
Number 

System 1 System 2 System 1 System 2 

Search Speed: $(S) 1.0 0.6 W1 
i.ow1 0.6W1 

S 

Max. File Size: 
0(M) /V 0.5 0.7 W2 

°'5W2 0.7W2 

M 

— 

— 

— — 

| 

| 

Total 
i 

Total 
J 

Based on comparison of the probability density functions of the requirement and the system.yfe-x^YV/AMCC 

TABLE I 

Weighted Probabilistic Comparisons 



Task 5 Develop a model of a representative simple information 
retrieval system. 

Task 6 Test the requirements, criteria, and evaluation procedures Jpgf 
on such representative systems. 

Task 7 Develop plans for a research study to better describe the 
users' requirements, and to improve the criteria and 
evaluation procedures. 

REPORTING SCHEDULE 

The primary results of the research program will be presented in a 
final report at the conclusion of the project. In addition, both oral 
and written progress reports will be prepared at regularly scheduled 
intervals, or whenever a specific need arises. 

PUBLICATIONS 

SRI encourages technical publications by its professional staff, 
whenever such publication does not endanger security or the proprietary 
rights of sponsors. The Institute requests the right to publish signi
ficant results of this research work as soon as necessary patent pro
tection has been obtained. 

ESTIMATED TIME AND CHARGES 

This research program would be conducted over a period of six 
months at an estimated cost of $39,023. This amount wOuld not be 
exceeded without prior approval of.the client. A breakdown of charges 
is provided at the end of this proposal. 

CONTRACT FORM 

It is requested that any contract resulting from this proposal be 
written on a cost-plus-fixed-fee basis. 

ACCEPTANCE PERIOD 

This proposal will remain in effect until 1 July 1961. If 
consideration of the proposal requires a longer period, the Institute 
will be glad to consider a request for an extension of time. The work 
could begin within two weeks after the formal acceptance of this proposal. 

PROJECT AUTHORIZATION 

This proposal can be established as a project on the basis of a 
letter of acceptance or by returning two signed copies of the enclosed 
research agreement, with any modifications that may be agreeable to both 

parties. 
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SRI QUALIFICATIONS AND INTEREST 

There is wide interest among many staff members at the Institute in 
the problem of the collection, storage, retrieval, and use of scientific 
information. These men and others on the staff are qualified to help in 
a concerted attack on this problem by virtue of the fact that they have 
experience in many of its facets and because they are involved with the 

subject in their daily work. 

As systems engineers, information retrieval experts, statisticians, 
behavioral scientists, computer engineers, and operations researchers, 
the Institute staff has worked on a fairly wide range of problems in the 
information retrieval field or in areas directly related to it. Many 
Institute projects involve the evaluation and comparison of complex 
information handling systems and, consequently, there exists at SRI 
both the appreciation of the difficulties of making valid comparisons 
and a keen intellectual interest in the subject. 

QUALIFICATIONS OF PERSONNEL 

Personnel for this study will be chosen from those whose biographies 
are listed below. Others may be brought in as the work demands. 

Bourne, Charles P. - Research Engineer, General Systems Department 

Mr. Bourne received a B.S. degree in Electrical Engineering from the 
University of California in 1957. He is working on an M.S. degree in 
Industrial Engineering at Stanford University, specializing in data-
processing and operations research. 

He served in the U.S. Marine Corps during 1950-1951. In 1952-1953 
he was an Instructor at Convair Guided Missile Division. While he was a 
university student he did summer work as an Engineering Aide at Stanford 
Research Institute on design studies for the ERMA computer system. 

In June 1957 Mr. Bourne became a Research Engineer on the staff of 
the Institute. He has participated in a government project to investigate 
storage, retrieval, and reproduction techniques for a file of several 
million engineering drawings; engineering and operational evaluations of 
several new general-purpose digital computer systems for various 
computer manufacturers; technical planning for digital computer system 
installations; and a government project to design a comprehensive 
mechanized system for accumulating, reviewing, disseminating, storing, 
and retrieving abstracts of European technical literature. He also 
supervised the operation and programming effort and conducted the systems 
studies that determined programming requirements, choice of computer, 
and expansion capabilities for a large digital computer system currently 
used as part of a military reconnaissance system. He has provided product 
planning assistance in the design of magnetic tape systems for commercial 
data processing equipment and market research and product planning for 
commercial information retrieval equipment, and has conducted system 
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studies for the design of a very large memory for information retrieval 
problems. He has provided technical assistance in the design of the data 
processing and display portions of a world-wide bomb damage assessment 
center for the joint military services, and has also assisted in the 
evaluation of the data processing and display portions of a large air 
defense system. He is currently working on pattern recognition and the 
processing of graphic information with digital computer techniques, as 
well as methods for automatically abbreviating and coding English text 
material. 

Mr. Bourne has written several articles for technical journals, 
dealing with information retrieval and technical information problems. 
He is a member of the Institute of Radio Engineers, the American Documen
tation Institute, the National Microfilm Association, and the Association 
for Computing Machinery, and was Chairman of the Sessions on Information 
Retrieval and Machine Translation at the 1959 Western Joint Computer 
Conference, the 1960 Annual Conference of the American Documentation 
Institute, and the 1961 Annual Conference of the Society of Technical 
Writers and Publishers. 

Kincaid, Harry V. - Manager, Behavioral Sciences Program 

As manager of the Behavioral Sciences Research Program, Dr. Kincaid 
is responsible administratively for research in experimental psychology, 
sociology, social psychology, anthropology, and educational psychology. 
These sciences are applied to such problems as man-machine systems, 
consumer behavior, surveys of attitudes and opinions, and personnel 
selection, training, and evaluation 

Before joining the Institute staff in January 1956, Dr. Kincaid 
served for three years as a research associate in the Bureau of Applied 
Social Research, Columbia University. From 1951 to 1953, he was an 
assistant study director, Survey Research Facility, Stanford University. 
His earlier background includes Air Force service during World War II 
and various teaching and research assignments while pursuing graduate 
studies. 

Dr. Kincaid received a B.A. degree in psychology from the University 
of California in 1947 and M.A. and Ph.D. degress in sociology from 
Stanford University in 1949 and 1953. 

Dr. Kincaid*s published works include a monograph written in 
conjunction with Fred Ikle, Some Social Aspects of Wartime Evacuation 
of American Cities (Washington: National Academy of Science, National 
Research Council, 1953), and articles in professional journals. He was 
a John Randolph and Dora Haynes Foundation research fellow in 1950-51, 
and is a member of the American Marketing Association, American 
Sociological Society, and American Association for Public Opinion 
Research. 
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Lefkowitz, Benjamin, - Operations Analyst, Industrial Operations 
Research and Electronic Data Processing 

Mr. Lefkowitz specializes in the study of electronic data processing 
systems for application to industrial operations. He performs analyses 
in the fields of transportation, distribution, warehousing, product 
mixing, inventory control, and system simulation. 

Projects in which he has participated are: (1) a study of the 
utility of an electronic data processing system for a major oil company, 
(2) gasoline blending procedure for a major oil company, (3) stock control 
policy for a supply office of the U.S. Navy, (4) computer simulation of 
a complex logistic system for the U.S. Air Fbrce, (5) design of an 
information storage and retrieval system for the U.S. Air Force, (6) 
design of an information system for controlling R&D activities for the 
U.S. Army, and (7) development of a method for computing minimum distance 
routes for an agency of the State of California. 

Mr. Lefkowitz was an applied sciences representative for Inter
national Business Machines at the time he joined the Institute staff in 
1956. Formerly, he was a research assistant at Stanford University, 
statistician for the Econometric Institute in New York City, and 
statistical analyst for another New York firm. He served as an officer 
in the Navy during 1952-1955, handling classified information. 

A graduate of City College of New York with a bachelor's degree 
cum laude in statistics and mathematics, Mr. Lefkowitz continued his 
education at Stanford University where he received a master's degree in 
statistics and mathematics. He also did some graduate work at American 
University in Washington, D.C., while in the Navy, and at UCLA following 
his release from active duty. 

Mr. Lefkowitz is a member of the Econometric Society and the 
Association for Computing Machinery. 

Sorensen, Philip H. - Psychologist, Behavioral Sciences Research Program 

Dr. Sorensen directs research on personnel and educational problems. 
Typical studies include personnel policies for The Ford Foundation's 
overseas staff; the future of a San Francisco Bay area hospital's school 
of nursing; a training manual on operational implications of radioactive 
fallout for the Air Force; the future development of Mills College, Oakland, 
California; a survey of flight crews' working conditions for a major 
airline; an analysis of trends in supply and demand for scientific and 
engineering manpower; a critical review of "teaching machines"; and 
an evaluation of education and training activities for an airline. 

For one year, Dr. Sorensen was a member of the Institute's project 
team at the Army's Combat Development Experimentation Center, Fort Ord, 
California, where he worked on studies concerned with weapons system 
performance, surveillance, and intelligence production, and logistics. 
He continues to participate in CDEC work on a task basis. 
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Before coming to the Institute in 1956, Dr. Sorensen spent two years 
as a student personnel adviser in Portland, Oregon, public schools; two 
years as a counselor at Washington State University; and three years as 
assistant dean of students at Kansas State College. He served three 
years in the Navy during World War II, and currently holds the rank of 
lieutenant commander in the Naval Reserve. 

Dr. Sorensen received a B.A. degree with distinction, in social 
science and an M.A. degree in educational psychology, both from Washington 
State University, and a Ph.D. degree in educational psychology from 
Stanford University. He has also attended Willamette University, the 
University of Oregon, Reed College, and Kansas State College. He is a 
member of Phi Beta Kappa, Phi Delta Kappa, and the American Psychological 
Association. He has published articles in Psychological Reports and the 
American Psychologist. 

Whitby, Oliver W. - Manager, General Systems Department 

Dr. Whitby received a B.Eng. degree from McGill University in 1938. 
In 1940 he received an S.M. degree and in 1949 an S.D. degree, both in 
Communication Engineering from Harvard University. 

In 1949 Dr. Whitby joined the staff of the Engineering Division of 
Stanford Research Institute. From 1950 until 1955 he was responsible 
for the broad system planning for the ERMA automatic bookkeeping system 
developed at the Institute for the Bank of America. In 1955 he headed 
a group charged with doing technical program planning for the Computer 
and for the Control System Laboratories of the Engineering Division. In 
1956 he became Manager of the General Systems Department, carrying out 
systems engineering for problems that employ computers, communication 
networks, and control elements. 

In this capacity he has been responsible for the close technical 
direction of projects in the following areas: automatic airline reser
vation systems, banking automation, information retrieval system design, 
battlefield instrumentation, and communication network research. He is 
an active member of the group within the Institute that has maintained 
a long-term interest in Air Navigation and Traffic Control (ANTC). In 
this role he has maintained close contact with the FAA and with various 
air carriers flying the North Atlantic. He has participated in the 
preparation of many technical proposals on ANTC problems submitted to 
these organizations. 

Dr. Whitby is a Senior Member of the Institute of Radio Engineers, 
and an associate member of the Operations Research Society of America. 
In 1954-55 he was the IRE representative on the Joint Computer Conference 
Committee and in 1955 was General Manager of the Western Joint Computer 
Conference. 
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Appendix A 

Notes on User Requirements 

In any study to develop criteria for the performance of information 
storage and retrieval systems, it is axiomatic that the requirements 
of the user must be taken into account. This has not gone unnoticed 
in previous studies of information systems. However, it is difficult to 
determine with accuracy the requirements of any given segment of the 
user population. The requirements are likely to vary by the type of 
activity, research habits of the scientist, the particular use to which 
the information is to be put, and the like. In addition, one must ensure 
that those scientists who are observed or asked questions with a view to 
estimating their information requirements are qualified to comment on 
that problem. Perhaps one of the biggest areas of confusion is the lack 
of a clear distinction between user requirements and user action. The 
scientist may not be aware of his ultimate requirements, since he may 
not know the full range of information systems currently available to 
him, or that could be made available to him given the state of the art. 
Thus, a study of what he actually does, will not necessarily lead to 
what should be. These difficulties notwithstanding, it appears that the 
requirements of the user are one of the prime determinants of the design 
of information systems. 

There is a substantial literature on the information requirements 
of scientists of which much undoubtedly is of value for this study, 
although there has been much criticism of the entire "user need" 
approach. In any event, a preliminary effort such as the one proposed 
here cannot hope to supply definitive results on user requirements. The 
approach to be used here will, therefore, be oriented to two major 
aspects of the problem: (a) knowledge of user requirements sufficient 
to proceed with the development of the model for evaluating information 
systems; (b) methodological work leading to more refined measurements 
of user requirements for the future. 

To be of maximum usefulness, in this context, the study of users 
will be geared to the problem of "critical" requirements, i.e., those 
requirements for information that are fundamental to the solution of 
a given scientific or technical problem. In any scientific enterprise 
there are crucial stages. Some of these stages require scientific 
information and some do not. The objective would be to determine, 
insofar as is possible, a list of critical information requirements 
along with an estimate of how adequately these requirements are being 
met, using applied electronics research as a vehicle for study. 

The method of approach would employ a modification of the well-known 
critical incident technique as suggested by Flanagan (see references in 
Appendix B). This technique is based on the idea that any human 
endeavor is composed of many parts, some of which are "critical" to the 
success of the endeavor and some of which are not. In science and 
technology, the same is presumed to be true. 
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Listed below are the steps that would be taken: 

1. A systematic definition of "applied electronics" research, 
including the precise subject matter and personnel involved. 

2. A statement of the types of functional activity phases 
taking place in electronics research (see Fig. 2) such as: 

a. Definition of problem 

b. Formulation of research design 

c. Methods and techniques 

d. Supporting evidence 

e. Theory and conceptualization 

f. etc. 

3. Enumeration of the critical incidents in each of these 
functional categories. The incidents would be subdivided into 
those requiring scientific or technical information and those 
not requiring such information. The data would be collected 
primarily by personal interviews. However, it may be possible 
to employ diaries, observation, and experimentation to a 
limited extent. 

4. Analysis of the critical incidents with specific reference to 
evaluating the performance of competing information systems. 

The end product would be a list of those information requirements 
found to be crucial to success in the various functional stages noted 
above. "Criticality" of information requirements will no doubt vary 
according to the habits, pre-dispositions, creativity, and attitudes 
of individual scientists. Part of the logic of the critical incident 
technique is that observations of sufficient individuals will reveal 
areas of common agreement, which serves as one index of the criticality. 

Since this is a modest effort, definitive results are not expected. 
However, it is anticipated that progress will be sufficient to provide 
adequate inputs to the evaluation system as a whole, as well as pro
viding guidelines for more intensive studies of user requirements in the 
future. 

The study will be based fully on the available literature in the 
area of user requirement, particularly as outlined in the proceedings 
of the 1958 International Conference on Scientific Information, and in 
Herbert Menzel's monograph, "Review of Studies in the Flow of Infor
mation Among Scientists." (See references in Appendix B.) 
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CRITICAL INFORMATION REQUIREMENTS 

Abstracts Foreign Meetings Journals 
Review and Language Face-to-Face and and 

Articles Indexes Literature Talk with Experts Seminars Books Others 

FUNCTIONAL ACTIVITY 

Definition of Problem 

Formulation of Research 
Design 

Methods and Techniques 

Supporting Evidence 

Theory and Conceptualization 

oo 

Fig. 2 

CRITICAL INFORMATION REQUIREMENT MATRIX 
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ESTIMATE OF TIME AND CHARGES 

Personnel Costs 

Supervisory, 1 man-month at $2,050/mo. /$ 2,050._o'_vf 
Senior Professional, 1-1/2 man-month at $iy350/mo. 2,362 
Professional, 1-1/2 man-month at $805/mo. 1,208 
Professional, 1-1/2 man-month at $635/mo. 952 
Professional, 1-1/2 man-month at $l,335/mo. 2,003 
Professional, 6 man-months at $980/mo. 5,880 
Technical, 1/2 man-month at $700/mo. 350 
Clerical, 3 man-months at $460/mo. 1,380 

•Total Personnel Costs $ 16,151 

••Overhead at 100% of Direct Salaries 16,151 

Direct Costs 

Travel and subsistence (6 trips to Washington) 2,715 
Shipping and Communications 150 
Publication of Reports 1,650 

Total Direct Costs 4,515 

Total Estimated Costs $ 36,815 

Fixed Fee at 6% Estimated Cost 2,208 

Total Estimated Costs Plus Fixed Fee $ 39,023 

• 
Included in direct labor are all salary base costs such as vacation, 
holiday and sick leave pay, social security taxes, and contributions to 
employee benefit plans. 

* 
The overhead rate quoted represents current cost experience. It is 
requested that the contract provide for reimbursement at this rate on 
a provisional basis, subject to retroactive adjustment to fixed rates 
negotiated on the basis of historical cost data in accordance with 
ASPR 3-704. The contract should also specifically provide for the 
inclusion of general research costs as an allowable indirect expense 
to the extent determined reasonable. It is further requested that any 
contract resulting from this proposal provide for the determination of 
costs in accordance with ASPR, Chapter XV, Part 2, Rev. 50. 
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November 14, 1981 

Mrs. Hslan Browneon 
Program Director for Documentation Research 
Office of Science Information Service 
National Science Foundation 
Washington 25, D. C. 

Dear Helen: 

This short note describes in summary form the work on our project to date. 
I think that this brief description will be adequate for tb© NAS-NRC ad hoc 
Comnittee meeting, but if you desire more information, S would b® glad to 
furnish it. 

DETERMINATION CST USERS' REQUIREMENTS 

The personal interviews have been completed, after talking with 92 electrical 
ongiceers from 4 organizations, and 11 metallurgists from 2 organizations. Most 
of the data has been procesfjed and analyzed, and all of the information will be 
included in the final report. It was found that some requirements could be 
measured in a quantitative meaner, and that rankings could be determined for 
the relative importance of each of the requirements. It was also found that in 
several cases, different organizations or groups of users could not agree amongst 
themselves as to the relative importance of the requirements. As indicated, the 
interviews war® made primarily with the electrical engineers. However, the same 
procedure was also uned with 11 metallurgists to see if the methodology was 
relatively independent of the subject specialty of the user population. Within 
the limits of this small teat, it was found that our methodology could be uni
versally applied without major modification, to users in different subject fields. 
Some errors and oversights have been found in the interview guide, and many addi
tional improvements have corns to mind. The final report will include e critique 
of our interview guide, and suggestions on how a subsequent guide might ba 
improved. 

EVALUATION TECHNIQUES 

Three separate and complementary tools have been developed for the evaluation 
of proposed retrieval systems: (1) a coarse screening procedure; <2) a perform
ance evaluation procedure; (2) a cost analysis and simulation procedure. 
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TIm coarse screening procedure PRESIDES SOSE© background infoniation on ranges of 
retrieval requirements end parameters that exist today in many operational Infor
mal Aon service®. This information •sill permit some statements to be made as to 
the degree of universality of proposed systems. Tae attached figure describes, 
for example, the storage capacity and input rates required of any complex of 
equipment that claims to solve) the problems of all college and university libraries. 

The performance evaluation procedure, a® illustrated fey the attached preliminary 
worksheet, takes each requirement and msssuroa the amount of ngreessent bstwfen 
the users' nesdss end s particular system's performance. This measure of agroo-
meet la then weighted by what the uoere' felt was the relative importance of that 
requirement. This sequence of computation is described oia the worksheet as a 
single horizontal line across the pags. All of the weighted agreement numbers 
are than atraaaed to giv© a total measure of how well a particular system satisfies 
the requirements of « specific population of users. A separate worksheet would 
fee computed for each system under consideration. The sample worksheet shows) the 
fora of our measurements of users' requirements, as well as hjrpothstical perform
ance figure© for a specific retrieval installation. Tfc© requirements sre ranked 
in the order of importance {the top on© is the most Important) as determined by 
the users interviewed in thio study. The ©valuation methodology is reasonably 
complete. However, there ere several reasons why it would fee of very limited 
value for immediate use for the field of metallurgy: 

1. The mothoo requires quantitative information and measurements of each 
of the requirements of tb© specific population of users to bo served. 
The requirements of the metallurgists or user© of b»ie metallurgical 
information services have not boon measured in this way, and there is 
no evidence at this time to suggest that the measurements of the 
electrical engineers could fee used instead. A separate program of 
measurement for this specific population should be initiated. 

2. No measurements have been mads of the relative importones of each of 
the requirements to the metallurgist population. An with the specific 
requirements, these weighting factors should be determined from a study 
of the metallurgist population. 

3. Very little performnnc© data is available for existing or proposed 
systems that is of the form and type required for the evaluation pro
cedure. More specific measurements or estimates siuat be obtained from 
the manufacturers and proponents of alternative systems. 

Because of the lack of specific performance data, it is unlikely that any test 
systems will be evaluated by this procedure during this current project. 

A cost analysis and simulation procedure has been programmed sand run on a 
computer. This program accepts e definition and functional description of a 
storage and retrieval system; considers the limitations of all the personnel and 
equipment employed; allows variations in the salary, burden, and overhead struc
tures; allows variations in the methods of amortizing the equipment cost; allows 
variations in file size, accession rate, and the number of search requests—and 
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iron this information, computes en equivalent assaucl operating cost lor that 
system. The attacked illustration describes the result of applying this analysis 
procedure to t*?o distinctly different retrieval systems over s wid© range in the 
number of searches end accession rate. Ik® two hypothetical systems chosen sere 
a asuual edge-notched card system end a computer systen. The attached iliustra-
tioc shows the costs of operating each of the systems ever a wide range of 
operating conditions. These preliminary curves are illustrated BB smooth planes. 
However, they are actually piecewise-linear scnotonic increasing planes, whose 
interior surfaces have, for simplicity, baen approximated on this illustration. 
Naturally, the accuracy of the analysis procedure deposeds to a large measure on 
the basic tins and cost factors for each of the functional components of the pro
posed system. Very little of this type of data Is available, and it would he 
very helpful if ecme studies were conducted to derive or obtain this information. 
Incidentally, the program was written in ALGOL, c universal programming language 
that can be run on a number of different computer models. For that reason, it 
will be possible for other organizations to use our programs. 

SUGGESTIONS FOR ADDITIONAL RESEARCH 

There appear to be several topics that would be fruitful targets for continued 
research. At this time, the following tasks are pertinent: 

1. An operations analysis study of several operating syotems to develop 
realistic time and cost factors for the baeic functional elements. 
This would permit a store accurate cost analysis and simulation of 
proposed systems or extensions of existing systems. 

2. Additional development and refinement of the simulation and cost 
analysis programs, with teat evaluations of ti number of different 
retrieve! systems. 

3. Additional development of the course screening criteria and perform
ance evaluation methodology, raea&ureEent of the performance of a few 
existing or proposed cysteine, and application of the evaluation pro
cedure to a few teet cases. 

4. Additional development of the methodology of measuring users' require
ments—concentrating on the requirements that were not measured during 
the current study. This work should be coupled to another measurement 
of a specific population of users, perhaps the metallurgists. 

5. Study of some cf the mora basic considerations of the evaluation proce
dure, such as the possibility of converting oil of the user require
ments and system performance characteristics into c uniform basis for 
comparison, such as time or cost. Another basic question is that of 
determining how the users* productivity is related to the amount of 
information services provided, (i.e., what gain in user productivity 
results from increasing incremental amounts of information?). 

REPORTS 

The final written report will be delivered by the end of December 1961. 
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£ hops that this brief report ®ill satisfy the needs of the Caaicsitteo for its 
forthcoming meeting. 

Sincerely, 

Charles P, Bourne 
Sesearch Engineer 
Systems Engineering Department 

CPB/,so 

Attachments 
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2101 CONSTITUTION AVENUB TELEPHONE 

WASHINGTON 25, D. C EXECUTIVE 3-8100 

NATIONAL ACADEMY OF SCIENCES 
NATIONAL RESEARCH COUNCIL 

2101 CONSTITUTION AVENUE, WASHINGTON 25, D. C. 

OFFICE OF DOCUMENTATION 

AGENDA 

MEETING OF THE AD HOC STEERING COMMITTEE, W.R. U. PROJECT 
TUESDAY APRIL 17, 1962 - 10:00 A.M. 

HOTEL MANGER, EAST 13th at CHESTER AVE. , CLEVELAND 14, OHIO 
(Room will be reserved in name of National Academy of Sciences) 

Open meeting, beginning 10:00 a.m. 

10-10:15 a.m. Opening by Dr. Marzke 

10:15-11:15 a.m. Report of Charles P. Bourne, Stanford Research Institute 

11:15 a.m.-12:15 p.m. Report of David B. Hertz, Arthur Andersen & Co. 

12:15-12:45 p.m. Discussion 

12:45-2:30 p.m. Lunch* 

2:30-2:45 p.m. Progress Report by Bureau of Social Science Research, Inc. 
on their contract with NSF 

2:45-3:00 p. m. Comments by A. S. M. 

3:00-3:15 p.m. Comments by WRU Center 

3:15 p.m. Adjournment of Open Meeting 

Closed meeting - Ad Hoc Committee, beginning at 3:15 p.m. 

3:15 p.m. Report by Newman 
a) Preliminary notes on parallel search results 
b) Final Report 

1. Content 
2. Timing 

3:30-3:45 p.m. Discussion 
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3:45 p.m. till 
adjournment Comments of Members 

* Those who have not already accepted, please let me know by April 12 so that I 
can arrange for lunch for you. 

Simon M. Newman 
For the Committee 
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TO: NSF (Project File) 3741-1 

FROM: Charles Bourne 

SUBJECT: General Methods for Determining User's Information Requirements 

There are a number of different approaches which can be taken to determine 

user's information requirements. Generally, the approaches might be character

ized by one of the following situations: (1) a look at the user's information 

environment; (2) a close look at the information resources and facilities. 

(This is a special part of the information environment). (3) a close look at 

the user; Methods and considerations appropriate to each of these approaches 

are discussed below. 

A Look at the User's Information Environment 

This approach examines some of the economic and social pressures present 

in the working scientists environment. These pressures or practical constraints 

put some limits on the information resources which can be utilized by the 

individual. For example, regardless of the type of information or services 

available, an individual or organization still has a limited amount of time or 

money to spend for information. For this reason, it would be of interest to 

note what some of the present constraints are, since they are not likely to 

change very significantly as new and improved information retrieval systems 

are provided. To do this, we might ask some of the following kinds of questions. 

1. How much do organizations spend now for information services (and how 

much do they feel they can afford?) 

2. What is the amount of time that a worker can afford (because of cost or 

personal pressures) to spend in reviewing or searching the literature? 

3. What total volume of literature is currently made available to him in 

his own organization? This represents the organizations scope of interest, and 

budget for information services. 

4. What total volume of literature is of personal interest to the worker? 

This represents the parameters of the file which satisfies a good fraction of 

the information retrieval needs of the individual worker. 
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A Look at the Present Information Resources 

The present level of service of the user's information resources provides 

a lower bound for the requirements of any proposed alternative systems. That is, 

any new retrieval system should provide at least as much service and value as 

the present systems. There is the further consideration that the present actions 

of the user reflect, in some unknown degree, the needs and requirements of the 

users. Withthis in mind, we might consider the following topics. 

1. What are the ways in which the libraries and information services are 

actually used (what functions, what type cf material, what type of user, what 

type of questions)? 

2. What are the operating statistics of the present systems (what volume 

of questions, how many users, what budgets, what type of staffing, what file 

size, what input rate)? 

A Look at the User 

Fundamentally, the information about the user is the data that we're 

trying to obtain—but unfortunately it is also the most difficult to obtain. 

Measurements are difficult if not impossible, and most studies resort to 

judgements or opinions. The user himself is often a poor source for direct 

comments on his needs because he is usually influenced by the tools and facilities 

that he is familiar with, and cannot discriminate between his actual needs, and 

his actual way of doing business. Any of the following methods, or combinations 

of them, might be used to obtain information about the<user's requirements. 

1. Ask the user specific questions about what they think their requirements 

are (e.g. tolerable delay, form of resulting product, types of service preferred). 

2. Perform an autopsy of a recent information request by a user. Probe the 

circumstances that motivated the request for information. Determine what 

parameters such as response and error rates would have been tolerable in this 

particular situation. Find out the nature of any disappointments or unsatisfactory 

results. Taking advantage of the user's hindsight, find out what he would 

liked to have obtained in the way of specific products or services. 

3. Monitor the establishment and fulfillment of a research project or 

experiment, and monitor the specific needs and requirements as they occur. Some 

realistic data may be obtained in this way, but the method also has the dis-

advantages of interferring with the working group, requiring a relatively Tag 
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time for completion of the data gathering through a complete project schedule, 
e 

and probably requires a relatively large amount of observer's time for a number 

of different projects in order to obtain statistically significant data. 

4. Postulate a "perfect" retrieval system and then invite questions about 

the system, allow people to pose questions to the system, and invite requests 

for service from the system. 

5. Determine what the functions of the various portions or channels of 

the information services are (e.g. preparation to learn new techniques, to 

learn experimental results, to plan new research, to prepare lectures, to keep 

abreast, etc.) and find out how well each of these functions is being met. 

The dual of this method is to find out what the various portions or channels 

of the information system are (e.g. abstracts, books, journals, advertisements, 

etc.) and find out what functions each of these channels serve. 

6. As an indication of the amount of improvement that might be possible, 

measure the performance that a user visually obtains (let him perform or direct a 

test search), and compare it to the performance that can be achieved (by an 

exhaustive search of all available resources). 

7. In oi-der to determine the point of diminishing returns by providing 

information services, perform a controlled experiment in which identical or 

comparable tasks are performed by groups which are provided with different 

amounts of information resources. 

8. In order to estimate the scope of interest or range of coverage of the 

individual user, record, in some uniform measure, the amount of information 

that is normally clustered about the individual in his own office. How large 

a file of information for personal immediate use does he consider to be important 

enough to warrant regarding personal time and money on their acquisition? 

9. What are the circumstances surrounding the critical requirements for 

information? That is, those requests or requirements for information that are 

critical or fundamental to the solution of a given technical problem? 
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TO: NSF Project 37U1-1 File 

FROM: Charles Bourne 
2>ev\S6W 

SUBJECT: Meeting with Vinson - Lehner Corporation, Santa Monica (lu July 1961) 

Vinoon was glad to hear that we were doing this work and was anxious 

to cooperate in every way possible. During our discussions, we were able 

to generate the following list of requirements that we Mt were important 

in information retrieval system: 

(COPY FROM LIST) 

Vinson and Gunther Krumbach furnished a detailed description of an 

advanced information retrieval system (Comae - 2 ) that they hope to 

demonstrate by December, 1961, They would like to see this unit sub

jected to our evaluation procedure as part of this project. Documentation 

Incorporated in Washington (Mr. Eugene MillerfPresident, Mr. Mortimer 
£ Is ? 

Taub^ Board Chairman; Mr. A1 ^reithen;^Mr. John Sayre) will furnish 
.V 

detailed information about the soft w*an£for Comae *•, as well as 
5bf-fuJ<KrGL-

information about their operating experience with the current Comae 

which they developed and originally licensed to IBM. 

^.noBn Lehner's R&D group approximately 20-25 people in it 

including perhaps 5 applied electronics researchers. Vinoon volunteered 

that these people could be used for test subjects if we desire. 



For Char les Bourne 

1)  Size of  s tore 

2)  Growth rate 

3)  Size of  sub-groups in  store 

k)  Number o f  descr iptors for  indexing 

5)  Number o f  descr iptors for  searching 

6)  Informat ion content  of  answer,  a lphanumer ic,  graphic,  s ize,  etc.  

7)  Urgency of  reply 

8)  Value of  reply 

9)  Value of  completeness of  answer 

10)  Value of  accuracy of  answer 

11)  Probabi l i ty  of  absent  document 

12)  Signi f icance of  absent  document 

13)  Penal ty  of  misf i l ing wi th nonmechanized system 

1 k)  Value of  in terchange of  b locks of  in format ion wi th other  stores 
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TO: NSF Project 371:1-1 File 

FROM: Charles Bourne 

SUBJECT: Visit to National Science Foundation (July 17 and 19, 1961) 

I talked with Helen Brownson and Simon Newman to describe our 

progress to date and to explain the things that we hope to achieve 

during the next 6 months. We reviewed in detail the approach and the 

accomplishments in each of the specific project tasks. Mrs. Brownson 

was unable to tell us of any other work done on questionnaire or usage 

studies subsequent to the summary report that had been written by Menzell. 

However, she did provide some rough draft descriptions of the character

istics of a number of non-conventional information retrieval systems 

from data currently being collected for an NSF publication on this topic. 

She also provided references to several other projects which are of 

mutual interest to this one. She did mention that Arthur G. Anderson, 

another contractor in the East, is also working for NSF on this problem 

at a level of effort less than ours and also for 6 months. Their 

principal investigator is a chap by the name of Wentz who is apparently 

known for some work in group dynamics. 

Brownson posed the problem of the Bureau of Budget clearance on 

questionnaire surveys before I could introduce the subject. (This is a 

restriction by the Bureau of Budget which says that they must authorize 

or provide clearance for any government-sponsored surveys which have 

over 5 respondents.) This means that any written questionnaires 

administered to a group of more than 5 people will require advance 
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de ar a nee by the Bureau of Budget. This is apparently a cumbersome 

procedure and it takes quite a bit of time. Also, the Bureau is known 

to slow down quite a bit when asked to speed things up. It looked like 

one way we could get out of this problem, considering the extreme time 

schedule that we have for this project, is to consider each of the question

naires to be an outline guide for the interviewer and let the interviewer 

fill in the answers on the questionnaire. 

Brownson didn't see any particular reason why we should concentrate 

especially on the Western Reserve System. It was her feeling that we 

could make the study rather general in nature. However, she did want to 

see more emphasis on evaluation of different intellectual organizations; 

that is, different classification and indexing systems rather than concen

trating our effort on evaluating equipment or hardware or ways to implement 

the intellectual arrangements. 



TO: NSF Project File 

FROM: Charles Bourne 

SUBJECT: Notes of Meeting with Kincaid & Peterson 

DATE: June 26, 

(June 23, 1961) 

1. The sample population is to be drawn entirely from the SRI 
staff if possible, and will include applied electronics 
researchers from all fields (e.g. microwave, computers)— 
thus yielding a cross-cut or composite sample, rather than a 
detailed study of a particular discipline, age group or 
academic level. Jim Norton is currently having a list of 
SRI E.E.'s compiled for this purpose. 

2. A tentative project schedule is attached to indicate the re
lative sequencing and overlap of the major work tasks. The 
seven numbered tasks are the major tasks of the project as 
outlined in the proposal. Initially, it would appear that 
(Kincaid, Peterson, and Bourne) would be the main contributors 
to tasks 1, 2, 3» > and that (Lefkowitz and Bourne) would be 
the major contributors to tasks h-7. 

cc H. Kincaid - 322 
Jackie Peterson - 322 
Ben Lefkowitz - 310A 
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TASKS 

1. Develop an initial list of user's requirements to be studied 
2. Develop scalar and probabilistic measures of as many of these requirements as possible 
3. Develop ranking or relative weighting for as many of these requirements as possible 
U. Develop a rough set of critera and a procedure that could be applied to existing systems to sank /Aa-ĥ /** 

tentative conclusions about performance 
3. Develop a model of a representative simple information retrieval system 
6. Test the requirements, critera, and evaluation procedures of such representative systems 
7. Develop plans for a research study to better describe the user's requirements and pc^Se^criterias 

and evaluation procedures 



TO: NSF Project File DATE: June 29, 1961 

FROM: Charles Bourne 

SUBJECT: Description of the User Population 

To help with the planning of the survey work, I have 

written this memo, summarizing what might be our description 

of the user population, trying to: (l) describe the population 

as completely as possible at this timej and (2) describe the 

environment and type of information processes that we will 

be concerned with. The description has been written in 

such a way that it might easily be adjusted for use in the 

final report to explain the rationale and approach used in 

selecting our particular population. 

There are currently about 135 members of the Engineering 

Division who hold one or more electrical engineering degrees 

(38 Ph.D, 56 M.S., liO B.S.). A summary list of these people 

will be provided shortly. 

I would appreciate your comments and suggestions on this 

note. 

cc H. Kincaid - 322 
J. Peterson - 322 
B. Lefkowitz - UlOA 
R. Amara 



DESCRIPTION OF THE USER POPULATION 

The proposal suggests that the population segment be chosen from 

applied researchers in the field of electronics. For the main purposes 

of the project, the choice of population is not critical, since we are 

primarily concerned with the form of the requirements—determining which 

requirements can be described analytically, and which requirements are 

judgemental. However, the details of the requirements will be a useful 

by-productj for this and other reasons, it is important to accurately 

describe the population. 

PEOPLE 

As stated in an earlier memo, the sample population will be drawn 

entirely from the SRI staff if possible, and will include applied 

electronics researchers from all fields (e.g. microwave, computers) — 

thus yielding a cross-cut or composite sample, rather than a detailed 

study of a particular age group, discipline, or academic level. The 

study will consider only those people who have one or more degrees in 

Electrical Engineering. If possible, the study will consider only those 

individuals whose primary duty is performing research; this would neces

sarily exclude many management people and people with electrical engineering 

degrees who are not primarily engaged in performing electronics research 

(e.g. systems engineers). The study would also concentrate on applied 

researchers rather than basic researchers. It is extremely difficult to 

make any clear distinction between basic and applied researchers because 
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of the different definitions, concepts, stereotypes, images, and opinions 

that individuals may have about both types. However, for the purpose of 

this study, it may be adequate to note that the basic researchers are a 

minority group which may be identified to a fair degree of accuracy by 

some simple tests. In general, the following comparative descriptions are 

applicable to electronic engineers: 

Basic Researcher. Generally, a basic researcher is: more inclined to write 

a substantial portion of his technical reports in a mathematical notation; 

more inclined to work in interdisciplinary projects; more interested in 

instrumentation equipment than other types of equipment, and is primarily 

interested in measuring and explaining natural phenomena. 

Applied Researcher. Generally, an applied researcher: generates more formal 

engineering drawings; designs complex equipment; supervises the development 

and fabrication of prototype equipment; reads as many or more trade journals 

(throw-aways) than professional journals; requests components from a stock

room or vendor; deals with vendors and salesman; attempts to improve the 

design of existing equipment or circuits; and tries to keep current on new 

devices and hardware. 

For an initial screening, it might be sufficient to get the lab 

manager's opinion as to which of his group are basic and applied. 

This particular sample can not hope to speak for the entire electrical 

engineering population, since this sample of 50 to 100 engineers is a small 

fraction of the estimated total of llj.0,000 electronic engineers and scientists 

in the U.S.A. (with 110,000 in industry). There are, for example, over 

88,000 electrical engineers in the Institute of Radio Engineers, the largest 

professional society of electrical engineers (with at least 2^00 with the 

Bay Area). In addition to age, academic level, and other parameters, two 
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other factors might also be recorded for each subject to help relate this 

population to other groups: (l) the professional status within SRI (e.g. 

Research Engineer, Senior Research Engineer) and, (2) the subject's 

professional society status (e.g. IRE Fellow, Senior Member, Member, 

Associate). For the record, it should be noted that the IRE has a member

ship of 88,̂ 00 with a breakdown of: 

1$ Fellow 
11$ Sr. Member 
53$ Member 
15$ Associate 
20$ Student 
100$ 

Reference: IRE Proc., June 1961, pg. llOli 

ENVIRONMENT 

This study is necessarily restricted to workers in a large non-profit 

research institute. The degree of correlation between this group and other 

groups such as universities, industry, and government laboratories, is not 

known. 

TYPE OF INFORMATION REQUIREMENT 

Engineers and other workers have requirements for many different types 

of information. Generally, the requirements might be characterized as: (l) 

current awareness—educational news about work that is currently in progress 

or being reported on; (2) specific information to help with current project 

work; (3) exhaustive searches which are usually performed as a separate 

project, or as a prelude to the major effort of a project. This study will 
JUJt 

concentrate on the boot.two items. In particular, the study will be restricted 

to the requirements for formal technical literature such as lerm&J. articles 
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and conference proceedings. Both open source periodical literature, and 

the non-periodic report literature (e.g. ASTIA) will be considered. In 

particular, we will be interested in the type of information that would 

likely be incorporated into a national or regional library, or special 

information center for a particular subject or discipline. 
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STANFORD RESEARCH INSTITUTE 

NSF Project file Date. August 7, 1961 

From- „ „ Location: 
C. Bourne 

Subject: initial List of Userfe Information Requirements Answering: 

One of the tasks of this project is to determine what the userte 
information requirements are, how they might be measured, and in what metric 
or units the requirements will be stated. This memo provides a first approxima
tion to a list of requirements. 

Type or form of search product (number, citation, abstract, reprint) 
Quality of printing or presentation of search product 
Amount of relevant material overlooked during search 
Amount of irrelevant material provided with search results 
Time to respond to the search request (intially and completely) 
Depth or degree of indexing 

Number of discriptors per document 
Number of documents per descriptor 

Type of information to be included in the file (technical papers, 
books, patents, reviews, etc.) 

Frequency of usage of file facilities 
Type of function or purpose being served by the file (current 

awareness, specific facts, etc.) 
Capability for incorporating information into the file which is 

written in the important foreign languages 
Provision for a current awareness or automatic dissemination capability 
Capability of providing references to technical literature 
Capability of providing substantive answers to technical questions 
Capability of providing information concerning the source or 

availability of specific products or materials 
Capability of providing information concerning current research 

and development projects 
Capability to provide loan copies of technical references 
Capability to provide throw-away copies of technical references 
Capability to provide current copies of the indexing system and 

record of holdings 
Capability to provide translations of material originally published 

in a foreign language 
Value, significance, or technical excellence of the file material 
Capability for handling graphic material (equations, chemical 

structures, etc.) 
Provision for easy re-indexing, purging, and file maintenance 

as required 
Ease of communication between system and user (codes, languages, 

media) 
Growth capability \J±\JYi Oil JLX oj . 

S R I 2" 
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Flexibility to accommodate information from new subject fields 
or enlarge the scope of the present coverage 

Complexity of search logic that can be handled 
Complete coverage of the subject fields of interest (core and 

fringe, X years of material) 
Provision for alternate mode of operation if one or more parts of 

the system become inoperative 
Capability for providing the following services (abstracts, 

interpretive summaries, annual reviews, distribution of 
documents, bibliographic lists, activity in collecting 
information, technical answering service, accession lists, 
index of workers, translations, patents, index to sources 
of information, calendar of meetings, evaluation, literature 
recording, summary data sheets, handbooks) 

Indications of the reliability, credibility, or technical competence 
of each article provided 

Provision for individual browsing 
Minimum clerical effort demanded of user 
Provision to allow the users to do their own searching 
System provision for adequate management information and control 
Current-awareness publications or listings for various specialty 

fields 
System knowledge of whether or not specific information does 

exist? (i.e., if your search provides no references, you want 
to be sure that the reason for no results is the fact that 
no references exist) 

Exhaustive search (both core material and fringe material) 
Rapid feedbacks to 3earch request (provision to re-direct the search 
Nature of system response (dribbling output, botched output, quick-look) 
Personal safety of operation 
Storage capacity 
Compatability with other information systems and communication systems 
Minimum need for space, power and special installation facilities 
Minimum need for training or specialization of the system personnel 
Self-analysis to recover misfiled information, note missing information, 

obtain operating statistics on system use and performance, and 
generate current indexes or catalogs 

Immediate and continuous system availability for searching 
Capability for handling continuous or standing requests 
Provision for a manual back-up system 
Protection against loss of stored information 
Minimum need for training or retraining of staff 
Minimum delay in entering new information into the system 
Minimum costs (equipment purchase or rental, maintenance, spare parts, 

parallel testing, conversion, initial development and programming, 
indexing, reproduction, storage, training, staff, etc.) 

Ability to coordinate system with similar services in the same field 
Ability to coordinate system with similar services in other subject 

fields 
Automatic removal of obsolete or redundant material 
Ability to handle a number of user's problems simultaneously 
Ability to control semantic problems (e.g., synonyms) with minimum 

inconvenience to user 
Ability to converse in the specialized jargon of individual specialty fields 
Reliability of the search process 
Reliability of the indexing 

CB:jfc 
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TO: NSF PROJECT (3741-1) FILE AUGUST 7, 1961 

FROM: CHARLES BOURNE 

SUBJECT: SAMPLE MIX CONSIDERATIONS 

Different engineers may have different information requirements depending 

upon the type of organization that they work for, their own educational 

background, the size of the organization (and consequently the capability of the 

information sources available) that they work for, the particular specialty 

field that they work in, and the type of work that they are engaged in (e.g. basic 

and theoretical; applied and experimental; management, maintenance, and service). 

If one of the objectives of a survey program is to obtain a composite represent

ation of the requirements of all the engineers, then the sample must avoid 

any built-in bias for any of these factors. Consequently, any chosen samples 

should accurately reflect or approximate the total characteristics of the entire 

population. Completely random sampling satisfies our objectives if the sample 

is large enough. However, it is very difficult to obtain a truly random sample 

since the study—for economic and other reasons—may be restricted to one geographic 

area and hence one particular set of circumstances which may or may not be 

representative of the total population. One alternative approach is to specify 

in advance, how many test subjects of each particular background will be chosen— 

and then choose (perhaps randomly) the subjects to satisfy these specifications. 

One of the primary objectives of our survey effort is to determine what 

requirements can be measured, and what form or metric the measurements actually 
L take. In this regard, we don't have to be careful about Biasing the sample. 

However, if we can obtain some useful descriptive information as a by-product of 

our efforts, then I think that our survey should be designed with this in mind. 

One additional thought is that since previous user studies in this field have 

been so crude and lacking in technique, and since we have the capability of 

providing greatly improved work, I would very much like to see our survey work 

and methodology stand out on order of magnitude better than previous efforts 

in this field. I would hope that our work would be something that could be 

pointed to by NSF and others as a good example of how the work should be done. 

In any case, here are some specifics regarding the makeup and character

istics of the engineering population. 
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1. Distribution by Type of Organization 

According to a 1958 study of the total engineering population (est. 850,000) 

(ref. U.S. Dept. of Labor, "Occupational Outlook Handbook," 1959 edition), 

engineers are distributed in the following manner: 

Type of Organization Percent of Total Engineers 

Private industry 

Federal, state, and local 
government agencies 

73 

15 

Engineering & Architectural 4 
services (including consultants) 

Military duty 

Educational institutions 

All others (non-profit org. 
& individual labs) 

3 

2 

3 
100 

Private industry is certainly the dominant type of organization. 

2. Distribution by Size of Industrial Organizations 

fo. of 
Smployees 

over 5,000 

1,000-5,000 

500-1,000 

100-500 

less than 100 

-&3% 

=114% 
-|6% 

;|11% 

10 20 30 40 50 
'Percent of Total Population 
of Scientists and Engineers 
in Industry — —" 

This information (ref. "Scientific & Technical Personnel in American Industry," 

NSF report 60-62 (1960) ) indicates that the greatest majority of scientists and 

engineers in industry work for very large companies. In fact, 2/3 of all U.S. 

engineers and scientists work for companies with more than 1,000 employees, and 

over 1/2 of the U.S. engineers and scientists work for companies with moT3 than 

than 5,000 employees. Our sample should be biased in favor of the larger 

organizations. 
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J 
3. Distribution by Type of Activity 

According to a 1959 study (ref. "Scientific & Technical f}& Personnel 

in American Industry," NSF report 60-62 (I960)), engineers in private 

industry are distributed in the following manner: 

Percent of Total Enginners £ 

Type of Function All Types of Eng. 
& Scientists Metallurgists Engineers 

Production & Operations 38.5 38.9 41.5 

Research & Development 31.0 36.3 28.4 

Management & Admin, of R&D 5.3 9.4 5.0 

Management & Admin, of Other 
Activities 8.5 10.7 9.3 

Exploration 1.9 0.1 0.4 

All Other Activities (sales, 
service) 14.8 

100.0 
4.6 

100.0 
15.4 
100.0 

This suggests that for the purposes of this study there may not be any 

significant differences between the needs of the metallurgists and the 

engineers, or any other specialty ffeld of the scientific and technical 

community. 

4. Distribution by Academic Degree 

According to a 1955 study (ref. "American Science Manpower," NSF 

Report 59-39 (July 1959) engineering personnel have the following distributions 

of academic degrees. 

Bachelor Master Doctor 

Private industry 65.9 24.5 9.6 

Governmental organizations 65.5 26.3 8.2 

Non-profit organizations 39.8 35.0 25.2 

Educational Institutions 21.1 32.6 46.3 

Li/TrJU. *6 3 Z ^ i? Z ^ 
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STANFORD RESEARCH INSTITUTE 

To: NSF Project File 37U1-1 Date: August 16, 1961 

From: Charles Bourne Location: 

Subject:Further Comments on User Requirements Answering: 

A close examination and rework of the preliminary list of requirements 

stated in a previous project memo (7 August 196l) yields the following 

groupings of requirements: 

The initial list of requirements has been consolidated and re-grouped under 

the above headings. We will probably select what we feel are the most 

important of each group, and use these as the basis for our questionnaires. 

Common & Independent Requirements 

These are the requirements that truly exist, but can be satisfied in 

the same way and with the same costs and results for each alternative 

system. For example, there is a requirement that each file be as complete 

as possible in the subject fields of interest to the users—this is an 

acquisitions problem that is the same for all systems considered. These 

requirements must be considered in a total evaluation of a system, but 

Jio not help with determining the differences of various systems. The 

Types of Requirements 

Those which are common and independent of the systems 
Search product considerations 
File material considerations 
System operation (in front of the counter) 
System operation (in back of the counter) 

S R I  2 5 5  
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following requirements might be considered independently of their specific 

systems: 

V Need for high value, significance, or technical excellence 
of the file material 

Capability for providing translations of foreign language 
material 

Capability for providing a duplicate of the indexing system 
Capability for providing throw-away copies of requested 

file items 
Need for simple acquisition procedures 

Search Product 

These are the requirements concerned with the actual search product 

given to the requestor: 

Type of form of search product (number, citation, 
abstract, reprint) • 

cL —-- Quality of printing 
v . Reliability of the indexing and search product (i.e. 

knowledge that you always get a good product) 

File Material 

These are the requirements concerned with the material in the file: 

Type of information to be included (technical papers, 
books, patents, reviews, etc.) 

Capability for accepting information written in the 
important foreign languages 

Capability for storing graphic material (equations, 
chemical structures, etc.) 

Storage capacity 
Compatability with other information systems and 

communication systems 
Protection against loss of stored information (e.g. 

information on magnetic tape). 
Minimum delay in entering new information into the system 
Automatic removal of obsolete or redundant material 

System Operation (In Front of the Counter) 

These are the requirements concerned with the actual over-the-counter 

services given to the user by the information services staff and are of 

most interest to the customer of the information services: 

Amount of relevant material overlooked during the search 
Amount of irrelevant material provided 
Delay to get first^reference 
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4jXi*r*~X 
Delay to get final̂ reference 
Total number of searches which can be handled in a given 
time peiaod 

Ease of communication between system and user (codes, 
languages, media) 

Complexity of search logic that can be handled 
Completeness of coverage (core and fringe material, 
recent and past literature) 

Provision for alternate mode of operation (e.g. manual) 
if one or more of the system parts become inoperative 

Indications of the reliability, credibility, or technical 
competence of each search product 

Provision for user browsing 
Amount of clerical effort required of user 
Provision for searching directly by the user 
Immediate and continuous availability for searches 
Ability to control and handle language problems with 
minimum inconvenience to user (synonymous, jargon). 

System Operation (Behind the Counter) 

These are the requirements concerned with the behind-the-scenes 

operation of the information service, and of most interest to the organi

zation or corporate entity that is providing the service: 

Provision for easy re-indexing, purging, correction, and 
file maintenance as required 

Personal safety of operation 
Minimum need for space, power, and special installation 
or operating facilities 

Minimum need for training, retraining, or specialization 
of system personnel 

Provision of information for management and system control 
Growth capability (file size, subject diversity, volume 
of searches, et&) 

Self-analysis to recover mis-filed information, note 
missing information, obtain operating statistics on system 
use and performance, and generate indexes or catalogs. 

Minimum costs (equipment purchase or rental, maintenance, 
spare parts, parallel testing, conversion, initial 
development and programming, indexing, reproduction, 
storage, training, staff, etc.) 

Ability to coordinate system with similar services in the 
same or alien subject fields. 

It would seem that the type of user that we are going to interview is not 

qualified to answer questions or comment on thesê requirements. It would 

seem that the library directors might be better qualified since we are 
TjU*- *i 

discussing their requirements, and not̂ the over-the-counter user. 
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Which Ones Do We Measure? 

Because of practical restrictions on time, money, and the patience 

of the test subject, we cannot measure each of these requirements. We 

must settle for measuring what we feel are the most important ones At 

this point, I believe that the following requirements are important to 

try to measure: 

Type and form of search product (number, citation, 
abstract, reprint)^ «*., 

Reliability of the indexing and search product (i.e. 
knowledge that you always get a good product) 

File capacity (i.e. does everybody want complete access 
to the world's literature for every search?) 

Minimum delay in entering new information into the 
system 

Automatic removal of obsolete or redundant material 

Amount of relevant material overlooked during the search 
Amount of irrelevant material provided with the search 

result 
Immediate and contjjiutys system availability for searching 
Delay to get firs^reierence 
Delay to get final^reference 
Total number of searches which can be handled in a given 

time period (i.e. search productivity) 
Ease of communication between system and user (codes, 

languages, media) 
Provision for alternate mode of operation (e.g. manual) 

if one or more of the system parts becomes inoperative 
Provision for user browsing 

The following three items are important, but the over-the-counter user is 

not qualified to answer them: 

Minimum cost 
Provision for easy re-indexing, purging, correction, and 

file maintenance 
Self-analysis to recover misfiled information, as required, 
i note missing information, obtain system operating and 

performance figures, and generate indexes or catalogs 



TO: NSF Project File 371*1-1 

FROM: Charles Bourne 

SUBJECT: Sources for our Test Subjects 

August 18, 1961 

The following list describes the organizations in the immediate area 

that are performing electronics research, and are potential sources of 

interviewees for the project. 

No. Test Subjects 
Firm SRI Contact No. Employees Requested 

Lockheed Bourne 16,000 20 

Ampex 1*,600 12 

Hewlett Packard Whitby- 3,200 15 

Varian Whitby 2,550 12 

Fhilco 2,500 15 

SRI J. Peterson 1,800 30 

Lenkurt 1,720 12 

Eimac 1,700 10 

Sylvania (all labs) Whitby 1,665 15 

IBM (San Jose) Bourne 1,500 15 

NASA (Moffet Field) i,l;5o 10 

Litton 1,000 10 

Rheem Semiconductor 800 5 

Fairchild Semiconductor (Mt. View) 780 

Dalmo Victor 560 5 

GE Microwave Lab Bourne U25 5 



Firm SRI Contact No. Employees 
No. Test Subjects 

Requested 

Benson-Lehner Bourne 300 5 

Sierra Electronics Corp. 230 

Dymec (Div. of H-P) 220 

Sperry Gyro 200 

Beckman & Whitely, Inc. 200 

Huggins 200 

Melabs 17 £ 

Palo Alto Eng. Co. 175 

Link I60 

Calif. Technical Industries lUO 

Shoelsley Transistor 135 

Watkins-Johnson 125 

Kaiser Air & Electronics Whitby 110 

Vega Electronics 10° 

Radiation, Inc. 1°° 

Kaar Engineering 1°° 

GE Computer Lab 1°° 

Levinthal Whitby 85 

Admiral Corp. 70 

Microwave Electronics Corp. 

Vidya 

Menlo Research Labs 55 
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Firm SRI Contact No. Employees No. Test Subjects 
Requested 

ITT-Farnsworth 

Fisher Research Lab 

Palomar Sci. Co. 

GT & E 

Friden 

Granger Associates 

Bourne 

Whitby 

50 

50 

50 

20 

rt 
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STANFORD RESEARCH INSTITUTE {x 

To: Project File 3741-1 Date:August 28, 1961 

From: Charles Bourne Location: 

Subject: Hypotheses for Testing Answering: 

HYPOTHESES THAT WILL BE PROVED OR DISPROVED BY THE SURVEY 

1. Our list of requirements includes the most important ones. 

2. A -ranking or relative weighting can be determined for our list of requirements. 

3. There are significantly different rankings of information requirements for 
each of the major engineering activities (i.e. project planning, equipment 
design, report writing, etc.). 

4. There are no significant differences in the rankings of information require
ments due to the individual's age, academic degree, or years of engineering 
experience. 

5. None of the requirements on our list can be measured. 

6. Not more than V% of the individuals are aware of the existence of more than 
5 of the engineering indexing and abstracting services. 

7. Not more than W% of the individuals have personally used (for reading or 
searching) more than 5 of the engineering indexing and abstracting devices. 

8. Publications received from an individual's subscriptions satisfy X% of his 
search requirements. 

9. Publications received by an individual's library satisfy Y% of his search 
requirements. 

HYPOTHESES THAT MAY BE PROVED OR DISPROVED BY THE SURVEY 

1. There are no significant differences in the rankings of information require
ments due to the size (no. of total employees) or type (industry, institute, 
government lab, etc.) of the organization he works for. 

SRI 255 
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2. There are no significant differences in the rankings of information require
ments due to the individual's level of responsibility (i.e. manager, senior 
staff, junior staff), professional level of competence (IRE & AIEE rank) 
or specialty field (i.e. computers, microwave). 

3. There are no significant differences in the rankings of information require
ments between basic and applied researchers. 

4. A basic researcher can tolerate a larger delay than the applied researcher 
in receiving the major portion of his search product. 

5. A basic researcher requires a more complete search (larger number of sources, 
and over a longer publication period) than an applied researcher. 

6. The use of an individual's information services (e.g. library) is proportional 
to the size of his information service. 

7. Junior engineers are more liable to encounter problems in obtaining technical 
information than senior engineers are. 

HYPOTHESES THAT WILL NOT BE PROVED OR DISPROVED BY THE SURVEY, 
BUT ARE OF INTEREST FOR FUTURE WORK 

1. The individual's need for information services is proportional to the size 
of the information service currently available to that individual. 

2. The individual's need for information services is proportional to the amount 
of publishing that he does. 

3. For a given engineering activity (i.e. project planning, equipment design, etc.) 
the individual's information requirements are the same, regardless of the 
size or type of organizationthat he works for. 

4. The type of information desired for inclusion in a reference retrieval system 
for (basic, applied, etc.) researchers is: journal and conference articles, 
letters to the editors, reviews, patents, books, non-periodical reports, new 
product announcements, and military specifications—in that order. 

5. Increasing amounts of information provided to a user result in increasing 
productivity by that worker. 



TO: Project File 3741-1 DATE: August 31, 1961 

FROM: Charles Bourne 

SUBJECT: Outline-jodE Project Progress to Pate 
A  

One third of the project time and money has been expended, and we 

effectively have only 2 or 2 1/2 months of productive research time ahead 

of us before we have to start on the reports and presentations. 

This is unfortunate because there have been delays in getting personnel 

started on this project. Both Kincaid and Lefkowitz, for example, were 

away from the project for a full month during the first two months of the 

project, and Peterson was only available for a quarter of the time for the 

first month of the project. This was a handicap since their talents could 

have been used in the early stages, as planned, to help with the design 
y J L - ^ Z j U  

of the survey and quootionnaire- for the determination of users' requirements. 

The amount of time that each of the team workers has been able to spend 

on the project to date (through the week ending August 26) is shown in the 

table below. 
July*\hours) 

Bourne 146 126 

Peterson 38 91 

Whitby — 64 

Ford 24 13 

Kincaid 12 8 

Lefkowitz 4 — 

Amara / 3 4 

* (There is a contractual requirement for a final report at the conclusion 
of the project in December, and I think we should plan our final oral present
ation in late November or early December) 

^  t j  
 ̂ct<. J,̂  (Mi1' 



STANFORD RESEARCH INSTITUTE 

Menlo Park, California 

TO: Project File 3741-1 September 12, 1961 

FROM: Charles Bourne 

SUBJECT: Outline of Project Progress to Date 

A delay in getting personnel assigned to the project has resulted in 

a delay in starting the survey of user requirements. A series of pilot 

interviews will probably start shortly after September 11. The other 

tasks are approximately on schedule. However, since some of the tasks 

must be performed sequentially, there may be less time allocated for 

tasks 4, 5, 6, and 7 than we had planned. The progress to date can be 

described in terms of the specific tasks outlined in the proposal (pg. 9): 

TASKS 1,2,3 (1) Develop an initial list c£ user's requirements to be 

studied; (2) develop scalar and probabilistic measures 

of as many of the requirements as possible within the 

level of effort of this study; (3) develop the ranking or 

relative weighting for as many of the requirements as 

possible within the level of effort of this study. 

The bulk of the project work to date has been directed toward these 

three tasks. The activity in this area might briefly be described by the 

following points: 

1. Review of previous literature, and questionnaires xroa current 

studies. (A great deal has been written about user requirements, and we have 

probably read most of it. Most of this literature has been concerned with what 

and where people read, how they spend their time, and where they obtain their 

information. Most of the user studies are concerned with improving present 

services and facilities—such as better abstracts, increased coverage, and 

more current-awareness services. In a few cases, specific requirements or 

suggested criteria have been described. However, no measurements, no rankings, 

and no attempts to measure or rank the requirements in a way that would be 

useful for system comparisons or evaluations have been found in the literature. 

The only possible exceptions are several papers which describe the complexity 

of search logic required by the users, as determined by a study of questions 

asked existing systems. However, even this measurement is very questionable 

because of its dependence on the type of indexing system used, and the users 

familiarity with the system and subject. 
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The questionnaires for two current user studies (Bell Labs, UCRL-Livermore) 

were studied and conversations held with their principal investigators 

(R.A. Kennedy, Bob Hov/erton, respectively). 

2. Derive an initial list of requirements. (From our previous 

experience, from reviewing the literature, and from talking to a number of 

knowledgeable people about the topic, we developed an initial list of about 

60 requirements and by an iterative process distilled this to a list of about 

10 requirements that we feel are the most important. However, even these 10 

haven't been completely accepted as a final list. Discussions on this matter 

have been held, for example, with Mr. Paul Howerton (CIA), Dr. Bob Howerton 

(UCRL-Livermore), Dr. Laurie Heilprin (CLR), Mr. Bernard Benson (Benson-Lehner 

Corporation), Mr. Max Mueller (Lockheed), Mrs. Claire K. Schultz (Institute 

for Advancement of Medical Communication), and many other people outside of 

SRI. 

3. Determination of general methods of measuring the requirements and 

their rankings. (Wa have looked at a number of possible ways in which these 

measurements might be made. Because of the limited time available for this 

effort, it was decided to use personal interviews with research workers to 

obtain this information. Approximately 60 to 100 research workers will be 

interviewed). 

4. Statement of hypotheses for testing by interviews. (A number of 

hypotheses have been written to serve as targets for designing the interviews 

and the data to be collected.) 

5. Development of a suitable interview guide. (We are determined not to 

conduct a user study similar to those conducted previously by scores of other 

organizations, and have concentrated our attention, instead, on the very 

difficult task of trying to measure the requirements. We have been very 

critical of our own work, and feel that the resulting interviews and interview 

guide will be a significant improvement over any previous work, from the stand

point of trying to measure and rank the user requirements. We are currently 

workkg on the 4th draft of an interview guide. Fortunately, once the guide 

has been established, the interviews themselves should not require a great 

deal of time. The interview guide and methodology will be universal enough 

so that it could be applied to almost any population of information users. 
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6. Preliminary arrangements for choosing the test subjects. (A census 

was made of all the electronics firms in the area and their total number 

of employees. Data was obtained to show the character of the electronics 

researchers—breakdown by academic degree, type of organisation, size of 

organization, and type of research activity—to help choose the mix of test 

subjects so that they are nearly representative of the composite industry, 
Z* 

and not heavily biased in any particular direction. Quo^s of test subjects 

fi'om each of the selected bay area firms have been established, but with the 

exception of Benscn-Lehner Corporation, no contacts have been made yet to 

secure permission for the interviews). 

TASK 4 

Develop a rough set of criteria and a procedure, that could be applied 

to existing systems in order to reach tentative conclusions about their 

performance. 

1. Initial Screening Guidelines (rule-of-thumb criteria). Some 

information is being assenibled on representative file sizes and accession 

rates for a number of file activities to show what capacities would be 

required of existing or proposed systems—either intellectual or hardware— 

for adequate performance. Data has been collected for the file volume and 

accession rates of U.S. College and University libraries; U.S. Public Lib

raries; U.S. Industrial Libraries; specific scientific subject areas; and 

specific indexing and abstracting services. Some thought is being given 

to the assembly of data to show what organizations are currently able to 

pay for information services, and what type of delays they currently tolerate 

from existing services such as ASTIA. 

2. Cost Analysis as an Aid to the Evaluation. A generalizeable economic 

model of information retrieval system is being constructed to permit the 

rapid calculation of the money, labor, and equipment requirements for 

existing or proposed systems with any specified file volume, accession rate, 

search volume, and type of file organization. The model considers the following 

functional operations: system preparation and establishment; acquisitions; 

input; search; and file maintenance. The model will permit the rapid cost 

analysis of candidate systems with wide variations in their operational 

parameters. Modeling techniques are also being considered for the determination 

of delay times that are likely to be encountered in the candidate systems. 
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3. Comprehensive System Evaluation, There has been very little effort 

to date on the development of systematic methods for system evaluations. 

This work will start after the interviews and model work is well underway. 

TASK 5 

Develop a model of a representative, simple information retrieval system. 

1. Functional models (cost, and possible time delay) ax-e being developed. 

As mentioned earlier, a cost model is being developed, and a time delay 

model may be developed. These will be used primarily as auxiliary evaluation 

tools, but they could also be used as research tools to do such things as 

experiment with changes in parameters and the synthesis of new systems. 

2. Intellectual models are beting considered. Some at»ntion is being 

given to modeling the intellectual processes that take place throughout many 

of the system operations, with the thought that a preliminary description 

might be developed for the more complete development of the model at some 

later time. It is not likely that this model will be developed to any degree 

during this project. During the next week, further discussions on modeling 

will be held with Dr. Bob Hayes (Electrada-Los Angeles) who has done an 

extensive amourt of work on this problem. Elemental time and cost data for 

the model has been promised by a number of people. 

TASK 6 

Test the requirements, criteria, and evaluation procedures on such 

representative systems. 

No specific systems have been chosen yet for the test of the evaluation 

methodology. 

TASK 7 

Develop plans for a research study to better describe the user's require

ments, and to improve the criteria and evaluation procedures. 

Some notes are being collected, but the final recommendations will be 

made after the completion of the major portion of our effort. 
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Hoy Araara and I talked to Helen drownson and Hr. Simon Newman today 

about our current M5F project. tie described our work to date, indicated what 

progress had been rade, and introduced the notion of continuing the work. k'rs. 

Browns on and Nr. Newman wore happy with our efforts to date. They also understand 

that before they could apply the evaluation techniques directly to the WRfl system, 

they would hare to mke specific measurements of the performance of that system 

and the Information requirements of the metallurgists. 

They would like to hare an informal written report of our progress by 

Norenber 15 that they could use for a forthcoming NAS-uRfl meeting. They will also 

notify us about a convenient time for a final oral presentation. 

With regard to a project renewal, Brownscn suggested that any time new 

we could send in some informal notes on what we would like to do. However, it 

would probably take about 3 months to clear any proposal through the system— 

meaning that there cannot be NSF continuity in the present project. Brownson also 

raised the suggestion that our renewal would probably have to be on a grant boo is 

rather than a regular contract. 

We talked about a number of possibilities for topics of continuod research, 

including the ones suggested by Peterson and 7-efkowite * It just happens that they 

are seriously contemplating doing a study of the information requirements of the 

metallurgy population (i.e. the potential users of the WP.U system). 

CB/rt 

cct Arara, Bourne, Rincaid/ oteraon, Tefkowit* 



STANFORD RESEARCH INSTITUTE 

To: NSF Project File (3741-2) Date: August 16, 1961 

From: G. Peterson 

Subject: Decisions on the Sample Made to Date 

Location: 

Answering: 

a 

1/1*-JtJ v»-
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The following summarizes tentative decisions made concerning the sample 
design, evolving from the 8/11/61 meeting of Bourne, Lefkowitz, Peterson, 
and Whitby, and the 8/16/61 meeting of Bourne and Peterson. 

1. The exact sample size cannot be determined until the length of the 
questionnaire (and therefore cost) is known. A minimum of 60 interviews 
will be conducted (permitting a three way break on any variable with a 
minimum of 20 in each category), and a maximum of 200. The final sample 
size is likely to be nearer the minimum than the maximum. 

2. Interviews will be conducted in a number of peninsula firms. The 
purpose of spreading the survey over a number of firms is to reduce the 
cost (in time lost by engineers during the interview) borne by each firm. 
Using the minimum sample size, not more than 5-10 interviews would be 
conducted in any one firm. (SRI is a probable exception—the cost factor 
is nil since respondents may charge their time to the project.) 

3. Interviews will be conducted in firms classified as small, medium, 
or large. With the minimum sample size, 20 interviews will be conducted 
in each category. If the sample size is increased, the increase will be 
primarily in the "large" category, since such firms account for a large 
proportion of all engineers. 

jtrfV 
4. The sample should be selected so that two other variables can be 
examined: 

B .S .E,E. 
M.S .E.E. 
Ph.D. 

Academic degree: 

b. Level of job: Sr. Engineer 
Engineer 
(one other?) 

tW 'Ht— 

This means that there should be a minimum of 20 interviews in any one 
category. 

5. There are 2 other variables which cannot be included in the sample 
design but which hopefully can be analyzed later: 

a. Years of experience (since last degree?) 
b. Type of experience (university, industry, etc.) 

SRI 255 



To: NSF Project File (3741-2) -2-
From: G. Peterson August 16, 1961 

6. There are several other factors that will not be included in the sample 
design and probably cannot be analyzed later (though information concerning 
them will be gathered): 

a. IRE status and AIEE status. It is highly unlikely we will have 
enough interviews in anything other than the "member" category to 
analyze separately. 

b. Individual firm differences. There will not be enough interviews 
from any one firm. 

c. Specialty field. It is unlikely that there will be enough inter
views in any one speciality field. 



HSF Project File (3741-2) 
cc: <f. Bourne, H. Klncald, B. Lofkowltz 

G. Potcraon 

More and Revised Decisions on the Sample 

August IS, 1061 

"Decisions" will undoubtedly continue to be made; the following revise 
some of the statements made in my memo of August 16. The nuncred para
graphs below refer to paragraphs with the same number hi my August 16 
memo. 

1. While the minimum sample size will be 60, it is hoped that at least 
100 interviews can be conducted. 

2. More than 10 interviews may be conducted in some firms. "What the 
traffic will bear" will be a guide, e.g. Lockheed may be perfectly 
willing to grant 20 or more interviews. 

3. The "small" category of firms will not be analyzed separately unless 
the total number of interviews exceeds roughly 120. The large firms will 
account for about 2/3 of the interviews. This is approximately the pro
portion of EE's in the nation employed by large firms. 

4. "Level of job" will be deleted from the sample design (it will be 
looked at later if the data permit). In its place, "typo of activity" 
will be used—'basic research, applied research, etc. 

I-»-7 V'^<-0 3- t ^ C f> & ± • 6/( /<3 (cyoK. 



STANFORD RESEARCH INSTITUTE 

To: Charles Bourne 
cc: Harry Kincaid 

From: Gertrude Peterson 

Subject: Progress Report on 3741-2 

Date: October 3, 1961 

Location: 

Answering: 

As you know, our portion of the study is now in the field, the interview 
guide has been finalized at last. The latter task was a tortuous experience, 
particularly for others on the project team who have not previously been 
closely involved with questioning and interviewing techniques. This par
ticular project has been more difficult than most because of the nature of 
the subject--we are doing something that has not often, if ever, been done 
before. Further, the requirements of data obtained are stringent—the data 
must, insofar as possible, provide measures which can be used to evaluate 
a document retrieval system. Though we have taken more time than was planned 
to formulate our questions, I think we have been wise to move slowly in view 
of the complexity of the task. 

To date, 44 interviews have been completed. Twenty-two were conducted with 
electronics engineers at the Institute, and 22 with electronics engineers 
at Lockheed. The field work is continuing, with approximately 20 interviews 
scheduled at IBM and 20 others at Sylvania, all in the electronics field. 
This portion of the field work will be concluded sometime during the week 
of October 16th. 

In addition, a few interviews (10-20) will be conducted with metallurgists 
at the Institute and at one or two of the other firms mentioned above. The 
purpose is methodological—to try the interview guide on another discipline. 

There is little I can say at this point about the content of the interviews, 
since no tabulations have been made. It would appear the questions using 
the critical incident technique are providing "meaty" information, though 
the data provide only an indirect metric. It is too early to determine the 
worth of the remaining questions. They are being answered by all respondents 
and are easily converted to quantitative terms. The big question is their 
utility as inputs to the system evaluation model. 

c Ac 
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STANFORD RESEARCH INSTITUTE 

To: Charlie Bourne Date: October 19, 1961 

From: Jackie Peterson Location: 

Subject: Ideas for Additional Research for NSF Answering: 

1. Naturally, I would put at the top of the list a good sample of 
a known population. While the purposive sample used for the present 
study was adequate for the intended scope, we could say a great deal more 
(or speak with more authority) with a good sample. (May I put in a plug 
here for Bill Madow? We should write him into any future proposal since 
he is nationally known and really tops in the intricacies of sampling.) 

2. If funds are a barrier to conducting a study based on a good 
sample, more could be done in the future with purposive samples if the 
data could be gathered and analyzed in greater depth. 

3. It is somewhat premature to discuss in detail our findings and 
what we might suggest for future work. At the same time, I feel we will 
have a substantial amount of interesting and useful data, and that extension, 
refinement, and documentation of our preliminary methods will prove worthwhile. 

4. There are some additional methodological investigations that 
might be considered. This has been an extremely difficult study methodol
ogically—as any pioneering effort is. I see no reason for apologizing 
for the first few weeks of faltering effort. I think we have cracked 

some nuts, but others remain. 

a. We should take another hard look at criteria from a con
ceptual point of view. They are not mutually independent— 
and the degree of interdependence is partially a function 
of the specific system. I'd like to see another crack 
taken at classifying criteria: first by type of person 
affected (management, system indexer or operator, user, 
etc.); second, try to break the criteria down conceptually 
into mutually exclusive bits; third, to reconstruct or 
synthesize the criteria in terms of interrelationships. 
This is a very difficult task, but I think it would help 
in then tackling the problem of measurement. 

b. There is another tack I would like to see considered. I 
am not entirely satisfied with the approach of discussing 
needs within the context of the user's present set-up. 
Theoretically, needs remain constant regardless of the 
existing facilities, but I suspect that the manner in 
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which the user expresses his needs is conditioned by the 
present "system" available to him. Therefore, it might be 
better (though perhaps even more difficult) to present the 
user with a series of system specifications designed to 
test and measure the importance of various criteria. The 
following is an oversimplification but is indicative of 
the approach. 

c. Which of the following would be more suitable for you: 

1. A system which would provide references within 24 
hours but 50% of the references might be irrelevant. 

2. A system which would provide references within one 
week with virtually no irrelevant material. 

The difficulty of the method is to keep the number of 
situations presented to the user within bounds and still 
test the required number of criteria. If this method 
doesn't work, thought could be given to other methods for 
narrowing the gap between the user and the potential system. 

The above refer generally to possible tasks as an extension of the present 
project. In addition, there are a number of other ideas that might be 
appropriate to present to NSF eventually. Some are strictly in the 
formulative stage. Others are not in the proposal stage but could be 
mentioned if you feel it is appropriate. A couple of examples of the 
latter are: 

1. Probably one of the key issues is to learn more about the functional 
requirements of the users without regard for systems. This relates back to 
my statement earlier that theoretically needs do not vary by company but in 
practice they may appear to vary. The suggestion here is to determine in 
detail how search needs fit into the functions required of the individual 
and how unmet search needs (too much irrelevant material, too much time 
required, etc.) detract from successful (or optimal) performance. While 
some other user studies have approached the problem, it would appear that 
much remains to be learned. 

2. Another suggestion is an experimental study with small groups 
to determine the effect of different types of systems existing today. By 
type I mean, for example, (a) an automated system such as a computer, 
(b) a standard library system such as SRI, (c) no system - where the 
individual is on his own, etc. The effect of each of these types and the 
way in which they affect the functioning and expressed needs of the user 
could be quite useful. For example, we could have SRI people solve a problem 
(say, respond to arequest for a proposal) for which information was needed and 
measure performance as it varied over experiemental and contact groups. 

cc: Harry Kincaid 



STANFORD RESEARCH INSTITUTE 

To: 37lil-l File Date: August lit, 1961 

From: 0. Whitby Location: 

Subject:A Proposal for an Attack on the Problem of Answering: 
User Requirements 

I shall assume that we are interested in discovering the user requirements 

in the context of the activities of the entire community of workers in the 

field of applied electronics. This means that we want to know not just what 

are the requirements of a given type of research worker or segment of the total 

population but we desire also a rough indication of how this worker or segment 

contributes to the efforts of the entire community and how this work is valued. 

In addition, one wants knowledge of the percentage of the total population in 

any one segment or group. 

The segmentation of the total population into groups, the informational 

habits of which are or hopefully may be treated as identical, is suggested and 

emphasis on the value of the groups' efforts is indicated as necessary in the 

belief that the client will react in supplying informational services in accord

ance with the worth of the groups efforts and only by relatively easily 

identifyable groups. This means that ways should be found to relate groups, the 

informational of which are sought, to the community of research workers in applied 

electronics in terms of the relative size of the group and in terms of the 

importance of the group—salary level, worth of economic product controlled, etc. 

The second idea that I want to explore is the hypothesis that pertinent 

to each type of activity in which research men engage is a different level of 
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importance to the success of the activity of information. Examples of the 

types of activities I have in mind are: 

(1) Keeping current with technical advances in the main field of 

professional interest; 

(2) project planning; 

(3) proposal writing; 

(k) report writing; 

(5) equipment design 

(6) conduct of laboratory experiments 

It is probably widely conceded that the percentage of the total time appropriate

ly spent during each of these activities in obtaining outside information varies 

considerably from one activity to another. Further, it is likely to be true 

that the success of each type of effort will be differently affected by the 

quality of support received from an information retrieval system. Both of these 

factors, then, should serve to modulate the importance attached to the inform

ational efforts associated with any one of the activities. 

If it is true that the nature of the job on which a research man is 

engaged determines both the importance and the nature of his informational 

activities, significance should probably be attached to the size and type of 

company by which such a man is employed. There is a good possibility that a 

research worker's position in the administrative tree will also setiis inform

ational needs. However, if the man's position in the administrative hierarchy 

can be adequately described by the various activities in which he is engaged, 

it may be possible to eliminate from the matrix coordinates considered the 
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normal job classifications such as: manager, project leader, senior research 

engineer, etc. If adequate care is given to the descriptions of the several 

activities in which a research man engages, it should be possible to eliminate 

from consideration the size of the company by which he is employed. This last 

point is put forth in the belief that a man's true informational needs—we are 

not seeking merely expressed requirements—will be governed solely by the job 

he is undertaking. If a difference exists between the informational needs for two 

seemingly identical activities in two companies of different size, the dis

crepancy probably exists because the activities are not identical. In this case 

it could undoubtedly be removed by a more accurate definition of the activity 

in question. 

Such reasoning would lead to the need for the development of a detailed 

list of activities in which men doing work in applied electronics research 

engage. These activities should be chosen such that they involve, as little 

duplication as possible in informational effort from one activity to another. 

In order to illustrate the type of activities I have in mind and the 

sort of definitions I believe may be necessary, I cite the following examples 

that attempt to differentiate between management activities and research work 

in large and small companies: 

(1) professional reading: (a) own special technical field, 

(b) alien but specific field, 

(c) general technical. 

(2) reading for information about specific activities: 

(a) own industry, 

(b) government contracts, 

( c )  c o n v e n t i o n s  a n d  s y m p o s i a .  



(3) technical report writing 

(U) proposal writing: (a) technical, 

(b) promotional. 

(5) equipment design 

(6) equipment testing: (a) laboratory, 

(b) field, 

( c )  a n a l y s i s  o f  r e s u l t s .  

( ? )  p r o g r a m  p l a n n i n g  

( 8 )  p r o j e c t  p l a n n i n g  

If the informational needs associated with each of these activities can 

be determined, it will then be necessary to discover, for any population of men 

engaged in applied electronics research, the percentage of the total (yearly) 

man-hours spent in each area of work. Since the mix of types of research 

workers will vary from industry to industry and possibly with size, the basic 

metric-man-hours per activity-may well be as easy to apply as any when one 

is seeking to synthesize the informational needs for an industry, a region, 

a company, or whatever specific group one seeks to service. 



STANFORD RESEARCH INSTITUTE 

To: Charles Bourne Date: July 17, 1961 

From: Ben Lefkowitz Location : 

Subject: Questionnaire and Rank Correlation; 
Project 3741-3 

Answering: 
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Here are some second and first thoughts on the project. 

1. I think it wise to broaden the sample to other, nearby companies. 
I suspect that a user's attitude towards libraries is heavily conditioned 
by the library he most uses. If we interview SRI personnel alone, we 
will have few results that can be generalized. 

2. I don't recall seeing many questions on your first draft about the 
user's present library facilities. Here, badly worded, is what I 
have in mind. 

a) On the average, how often do you use or cause to have used your 
company's library facilities? 

b) Do you receive by regular routing lists of abstracts, news of 
library acquisitions, ASTIA, compilations of technical literature 
(foreign and domestic) in your specialty? 

c) How many technical magazines are routed to you? How many general 
interest magazines? (e.g., SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN, BUSINESS WEEK). 

d) Do you often request copies of articles for general information 
purposes? 

e) Do you often request copies of articles on subjects you once had an 
interest in? 

f) Do you usually need assistance in library searches for material of 
direct importance to work you are doing? 

g) Aside from textbooks, do you^hare in your office articles and/or 
abstracts of material that interest you? 

h) Does your firm charge your project for use of the library facilities? 
How much? 

i) By what methods do you obtain material for the library you presently 
use? Specify titles, key words, subject matter, authors? 



To: Charles Bourne 
From: Ben Lefkowitz 
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July 17, 1961 

So much for the questions. Recall I said that rank correlation methods can 
be used to answer two kinds of questions. 

a) What is the degree of correspondence (concordance) among a set 
of observers? 

b) What is the best estimate of the true ranking of the attributes 
based on the sample replies? 

More than this, and we are involved in guesswork. 

Finally, I think that my initial infatuation with pairwise comparisons was 
a case of over enthusiasm. It's hard to believe anybody would sit still 
for (let alone stay awake for) 45 comparison questions. That's asking too 
much of interviewer and interviewee. I think a straight ranking is suffi
cient for our needs. 



STANFORD RESEARCH INSTITUTE 

To: Charles Bourne Date: July 26, 1961 

From: Ben Lefkowitz Location : 

Subject: Project 3741-3 Answering: 

Selecting A Sample of EE's 

The sample should have two characteristics: 

1. Represent different EE specialties insofar as the specialties have 
different library requirements (type and/or frequency of search). 

2. Represent different libraries (type and/or size). 

A listing of the IRE professional groups provides a ready means for differen
tiating membership interests. However, this differentiation may not be 
meaningful as far as library usage is concerned; e.g., members of the compu
ter and antenna groups probably use library facilities in much the same 
way. A member of the technical writing group, however, probably has entirely 
different needs. Therefore, it might be wise to aggregate IRE professional 
groups by broad categories of library usage; say for example, heavy, medium, 
and light use—as a first guess I imagine that report writers and researchers 
are in the heavy category; development engineers in the medium and management 
and sales types in the light. 

It seems reasonable to assume that a person's attitude about library facilities 
heavily depends on the facilities available to him. For example, I doubt 
you could get an intelligent opinion on key word searching from someone who 
has never used a library which performed this kind of search. Thus, we 
should select our sample to be representative of the kinds of libraries EE's 
generally have available. We have one strike against us because of the 
libraries at Stanford and Cal. Not all locations have such richly endowed 
facilities. But ignoring this fact, we can try to pick a sample of people 
who use large, medium and small libraries. What a "large" or "medium" or 
"small" library is cannot be answered directly. We can sidestep this issue 
by assuming that large firms have large libraries, etc. If this approach 
is acceptable, we need only get a list of Bay Area firms (including number 
of employees) which are likely to have EE's on the payroll. 

To recapitulate, I propose we stratify the sample on two variates: type 
of usage and type of facility. Ideally we would like to know the percent , 
of EE's in each of the nine classes indicated below. 
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July 26, 1961 

Usage 

Library Size 

Heavy 

Medium 

Light 

N 

The number of interviewees in each category would simply be p • N. We 
can compute the p's if we know 

(1) How to categorize each IRE group by usage 
(2) How to categorize local firms by library facility 
(3) The group affiliation and employer of local EE's. 

Requirements (1) and (2) present no great difficulty, but (3) may not be 
available. We can get the p's if we know the row and column sums; i.e. 
(1) the number of EE's in the heavy, medium and light usage categories and 
(2) the number of EE's in the large, medium and small firms. If we know 
these numbers, then we can approximate the p's individual p's in the obvious 
way. 



STANFORD RESEARCH INSTITUTE 

To: C. Bourne Date: July 27, 1961 

From: B. Lefkowitz Location: 

Subject: Project 3741-3 Answering: 

SRI 255 

You might want to make a thermofax copy of the listing. Please 
return it to Marianna Watson when you are finished. We are 
getting a more comprehensive list from the S.F. Chamber of Commerce. 

This list set me thinking about our approach on this project. 
We take for granted that the information we want can be obtained 
by interviewing E.E.*s — our concern so far has been which E.E.fs 
to interview. I have reservations about the average E.E.*s ability 
to evaluate either the service he gets or the service he wants. 
A well-worded questionnaire will not change the situation. 
Perhaps we should shift the emphasis to those more directly concerned 
with library functions: the librarians. I*m curious to know who is 
in charge of libraries at smaller companies, what resources he uses 
to fill requests, the service he provides, and his budget. 

Essentially, I think we need a census of today*s library facilities 
at electronics firms. I think a case can be made that these 
facilities fill the needs of their users. Granted the assumption, 
the census would give us the information we need to specify the 
minimum requirements of a future system. The future system would 
have to do at least as well as today*s system. 



STANFORD RESEARCH INSTITUTE 

To. B. Lefkowitz, C. Bourne Dafe; 7/26 

From: Ottinger 

For further information on electronics industries 
in the Bay Area call the San Francisco Chamber 
of Commerce (EXbrook 2-4511) and ask for the 
Domestic Trade Department. 

Project 3741-3 has been charged $3.00 for an 
industrial manual with pertinent statistics 
put out by the Chamber of Commerce. 
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STANFORD RESEARCH INSTITUTE 

To: C. Bourne Date: August 4, 1961 

From: B. Lefkowitz Location: E308 

Subject: Answering: 

This note proves I'm still thinking about you—even when seated in front 
of the 704 Console. 

Here's an idea for the questionnaire: The problem is how do we get a user 
to make a judgment about the relative importance to him of false drops vs 
incomplete searches. I propose a simple experiment. Suppose our user is 
an expert in computer logic. We show him a card containing, say, 20 titles 
(and associated abstracts) in some area of computer logic (e.g. error correc
ting codes) . We tell him the list is exhaustive; it contains all information 
on the topic. Next we give him two lists not necessarily having equal number 
of titles. We tell him the two lists were produced by two information storage 
and retrieval systems called A and B. The A and B lists will contain many of 
the 20 "correct" titles and a few irrelevant ones, though not too irrelevant. 
(Incidentally, all lists will show expected reading times.) The false drops 
on the A and B lists will be the kinds of titles one would expect a storage 
and retrieval system to produce. 

The user is asked which, if either, of the two lists he prefers. We repeat 
this experiment with different pairs of lists--e.g. A vs C, D vs G, etc. At 
the conclusion of the experiment we should be able to decide the relative 
importance of false drops and incomplete searches. 
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STANFORD RESEARCH INSTITUTE 

m- To: Gertrude Peterson 
\J C333 

From: Benjamin Lefkowitz 

Subject: Data needed for rank correlation. 

Date: October 18, 1961 

Location: S3 08 

Answering: 

If you have not already done so, would you please assign an identification 
number to each respondent. You can write this number on the questionnaire 
and associated IBM cards. 

Would you have a research assistant prepare a worksheet as follows: 

PERFORMANCE MEASURE 

RESPONDENT A B C D E F G 

1 

2 

3 

4 

• 
• 
• 

N 

For each line (respondent) would you enter the results of question 17. For 
example, if respondent number 5 ranked the performance measure in the order: 
3741526, then write these numbers, in that order, on the fifth line of 
the worksheet. Tied rankings are handled as follows: 

Ho. of performance measures 
tied for ith place Rank assigned 

2 i + 1/2 
3 i + 1 
4 i + 3/2 
5 i + 2 
6 i + 5/2 
7 4 

BL: St 

bcc: C. Bourne V 
/ 

S R I  2 5 5  
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STANFORD RESEARCH INSTITUTE 

To: C. Bourne 

From: Benjamin Lefkowitz 

Date: October 19, 1961 

Location: E308 

Subject: Rank correlation methods applied to questionnaire Answering: 
results 

One of the principal tasks of the project is to develop a ranking of the 
performance characteristics of storage and retrieval systems. We do 
this by analyzing individual rankings obtained from a sample of 
electrical engineers. 

We are concerned with two problems: 

1. Measuring the agreement, or concordance, among the 
individual rankings, and 

2. Estimating the "true" ranking of the performance 
characteristics. 

We can answer both questions by using rank correlation methods. 

* 
The following example, based on a problem in Chapter 6 of Kendall 
illustrates the procedure for computing the degree of concordance among 
the rankings and testing its significance. 

Consider the three rankings of seven characteristics: 

a b c d e f g 

p 1 4 2 3 5 7 6 

Q 2 1 3 4 5 6 7 

R 2 1 3 4 5-1/2 5-1/2 7 

Total: 5 6 8 11 15-1/2 18-1/2 20 

Deviations from 
mean 

(12) -7 -1 3-1/2 6-1/2 8 

The sum of squared deviations about the mean is S = 220.5. 

Is the computed value of S significant? That is, does S * 220.5, based 
on the three rankings of seven objects indicate agreement among P, Q, and R? 

Kendall, M.G. (1948), RANK CORRELATION METHODS, (2nd edition, 1955) 
New York: Hafner Publishing Company. 

SRI 255 
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C 4 Bourne 
October 19, 1961 
Page 2 

To test the significance of some sample statistic such as S, the observed 
value of S is compared with the entries in a frequency distribution of 
all values the sample statistic may take on. Each of the possible values 
in the frequency distribution has a certain probability of occurrence. 
If the probability that a random occurrence of the observed value of the 
statistic is sufficiently low (say .05) then we may conclude that the 
observed value is significant. In the present context, a significant 
value of S implies that the rankings P, Q and R agree. 

To test the significance of S we consult a table whose entries are the 
probabilities of gxceeding various values of S. Such a table is found 
in Kendall,s book . For three rankings of seven objects, the probability 
that the observed value exceeds 185.6 is .01. In other words, if 100 
groups of three individuals were to rank seven objects randomly, the 
expected number of times that the calculated value of S exceeds 185.6 is 
one. Since the observed value of S = 220.5 exceeds the value for 1 
percent, the concordance among P, Q and R cannot be explained satisfac
torily by chance alone. 

We now ask what is the best estimate we can make of the true ranking 
of the objects? Our answer is to rank according to the sums of ranks 
alloted to the characteristics. This gives the ranking: a b c d e f g. 

BL: st 

cc: Gertrude Peterson 

jjc 
See Appendix Table 6, page 186, loc cit. 



To begin with let me state my objections to the procedure of measuring 
U3er requirements by sampling opinions. Primarily, I feel this 
approach is bad because it passes on to the user the analysis we should 
have done ourselves. Instead of formulating a model of document retrieval 
systems (DRS) which ties user requirements and system characteristics 
to service and cost, we ask the user to select from a limited number of 
choices, values of certain characteristics that, in some sense, satisfy 
his needs. 

Opinion sampling is often the only way of proceding where information 
cannot be obtained analytically. For example, it would be difficult to 
predict voter attitudes towards some piece of legislation by analytical 
methods alone; e.g., regression analysis. However, where an analytical 
approach is possible we should not rely on opinions. We would not 
poll stock clerks when designing an inventory control system. Rather 
we would construct a model of the system from which we could derive 
optimal procedures. 

One trouble with opinion sampling is that it raises more questions than 
ii; answers. Why, for example, did just about everybody think the 
minimum time characteristic the most important? What percentage of 
false drops would the respondents toierate to get faster search times? 
We cannot ask the users this question because it is so hypothetical, 
it probably cannot be answered to anyone's satisfaction. Yet this is 
a most important question from the standpoint of the DBS designer and 
builder. 

We now have developed a framework for describing a DRS in terms of cost 
and service. Although there are many formidable problems involved in 
applying this model, it is I feel, structurally sound. It's input are 
measurements of performance and costs and not the opinions of potential 
users. 

Because of the above objections, I think we should soft-pedal the idea 
that the client should evaluate a DRS on the basis of the responses to 
our questionnaire. The whole procedure rests on shaky assumptions and 
I'm afraid this will be apparent to the client and competing firms. 



It is desired to assign figures of merit to each DBS by how well it 

satisfies two requirements: (1) minimize the time to get the major 

group of relevant references and (2) minimize the amount of irrelevant 

material produced. Because both indexes are eteneed in a similar way, 

only the derivation for the minimum time index is presented. 

Minimum time requirement 

The average service time per search will be used to measure how 

well a QRS satisfies the first requirement. This statistic is computed 

by compounding the distributions of DRS service time and user waiting 

time. 

User Waiting Time 

Let n^ be the number of sample members who will wait up to time t 

for search results and let N be the sample size. Table 1 shows the 

proportion n^/N, of sample members willing to wait until time t for the 

relevant references. The data in Table 1 was derived from 44 responses 

to question 11 in the questionnaire. Figure 1 is a graph of the data 

shown in Table 1. 

Table 1 

Max time to get Interval n^ 
relevant references mid-point / 

(days) (day) N 

4 i 1/2 100 

1- 3 2-1/2 93 

13 8-1/2 75 

1 q- 49 

(I- 182 

31-1/2 36 1 q- 49 

(I- 182 121-1/2 9 
J 

more-than > 182 i— * z  0 
1 
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FIGURE_1 

DAYS PERCENT OF RESPONDENTS WILLING TO WAIT UP TO T 
FOR MAJOR GROUP OF RELEVANT REFERENCES 



(Note to Bourne: Question 11 is badly formulated. First, the wording 
of the last category allows for the possibility that four respondents— 
9 percent of the sample—would be satisfied if they never received 
search results. The en-tire question should have asked the respondent 
to specify his maximum tolerable waiting time. 3econd, the time interval 
in the next-to-last category (2-6 months) is so long that it is hard to 
estimate how long the 12 respondents in this category really would be 
willing to wait. For all categories it is assumed that the respondents 
were willing to wait until the interval mid-point. Thus, respondents 
who said they would be willing to wait 2-6 months, ;re treated as though 
they would be willing to wait 4-€?2 months.) 

Figure 1 suggests that the distribution of n /N is exponential. 

As applied to this problem, the exponential assumption means that, in 

the discrete case, 

nt " Vi 3 k<K-nt-i> 

where k, the "decay constant," is the reciprocal of mean user waiting 

time. Thd difference equation says that the number of respondents in 

the interval from time t-1 to t is proportional to the number of 

respondents not satisfied before time t-1. The continuous analog of 

this difference equation is 

dnt *: k(N-nt)dt 

or 1 ^t = k 
(N-nt) dt 

which integrated gives 

c+log(N-nt) = kt 

• 
where c is the constant of integration. At t=0, n^ c 0, so that 

c = -log N. Therefore 

log(N-nt) = -kt + log>N 

P 

~*kt 
Solving for n^ n^ = N(l-e ) 

Finally nt/N = l-ekt 
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The quotient n /N is the proportion of respondents who want search >, V « 

• ;  "  . .  • .  I ,  

results by at most time t. The value of k could be estimated by the 

least squares fitting technique. However, the result would be heavily 

influenced by one outlying point; the 2-6 months interval point. If 

this interval had been 2-3 months and the change had not effected the 

responses, then the exponential assumption gives a very good fit. When 

the outlying point is Ignored, k, the slope of the line in Figure 1, 
:':C "pv ;i*" \ 
toe -the -value k = .037. 

Dil3 service time 

No empirical data is available on DRS service time, although such 

data could be developed through a program of experimentation on prototype 
1 ft {'H - .• 

systems. Fcir the DRS service time, distribution is denoted by g(t). 

Average service time per search 

Figure 2 will help explain how the average service time per search 

is computed. 

Figure 2 

A 

* 

hi ' 

•BM fxfii g - i „ v  
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represents user waiting time, and the distribution 

below the wg^s shows the proportion of users willing to wait up to the 

•" '• i V .  ̂ Vf.'' J/''V 
corresponding time en the axis. Thus, the dark area below time dt is 
V srurc.L 
the proportion of users willing to wai^till time dt. 

The otdinate,, is also measured in units of time, in this case the 

amount of time required by a DBS to satisfy a search request. The 

disbribution appended to the ordinate is the probability a search will 

be satisfied by the given time. The dark area to the left of time 

interval dt is the probability a search is satisfied in that interval. 

Consider a single user, one willing to wait up to time dt for 

search results. This user will generate many searches, some that can 

be serviced quickly, others which take considerable time to satisfy. 

It is assumed that the search times required to satisfy his requests 

are distributed uniformly over time. The column with base dt represents 

the searches generated by the particular user. Of these searches, only 

those satisfied by time dt—that is, the erQss-hatched areap a& the 

column—are successful. Therefore, tota! user a a tlsfaction is obtained 

by taking the double integral of the product of the user waiting time 

and DBS service time distributions. The-llmits-eav-the.-^eA-t&ng-.tAine 

d"i g t 1CT1 .J"11 —*^ .4 *** * »V»y whilCtrHe Ilmlt'B SP- the DBS 

service time distribution run frcun zero to *. 

n(t,) 
Let 1 = proportion of users willing to wait until time t^ 

g(t„) = probability a search is completed in time interval 
in 
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Then the average time per search, signified T, is, 
$ i: ,  v  £ ? ' '  " •  •  

T -  « < 0  -4 1 «<»2> at2 dt1 

But by a previous result 
-kt 1/ i _t » 1-e 

N 

Therefore 

or 

•>- t 
T = J j kekt g(t2) dtg dt1# 

— -kt>. T = e 2 g(t2) dt2 

11/27/61 

This is as far as the analysis can be carried without knowledge of the 

form of g(t). 

If the DRS service time distributionf g(t) is exponential, then 
1 

_ . • G. i«. 
f • K 

1 + 1  
a k 

where 1/a is the mean DRS service time. Reeaii—fchet 1/k is the mean 
S 

user waiting time. 

Note that as 1/a becomes very large relative to 1/k the quotient 

approaches zero. Conversely when 1/a becomes small relative to 1/k the 

quotient approaches 1, Therefore, 

0 < T < 1 

The critical assumption underlying the above analysis is the 

independence of the user waiting time and DRS service time distribution. 

This assumption may not be true. It is quite possible that the users 

who are willing to wait a long time for search results are the ones 

w h o s e  s e a r c h  r e q u e s t s  n o r m a l l y  t a k e  a  l o n g  t i m e  t o  s a t i s f y ,  i / K & t j U r a .  
[ * • - • • •  -  T  u  ' v .  c - - . w  j  ,  4  t w  f -

5 ' ' : 
6 St 

/ »  V 



Minimum irrelevant material requirement 

As stated earlier, the derivation of the minimum irrelevant material 

index—called the average percentage of false drops per search, and 

signified D—is not presented. The steps followed in deriving the 

average service time per 6earch index T, are repeated in deriving the 

— 
expression for D. The appropriate distributionjin this case is the 

percent of users willing to accept up to d false drops, and the 

probability a DRS will produce d false drops. 

The xsiii result is 
1 

D = b , 
1+1 
c b 

when is the mean number of false drops acceptable to tW users and 

1^ is the mean number of false drops produced by the DRS. Again 
c _ 
0 < D < 1. 

j fr- h + .-7; 
It should be emphasized that the independence assumption underlying 

the analysis has not been verified. Ttwfr-ifiy it may be that users 

who tolerate a high proportion of false drops submit search requests 

liljely to produce a large number of false drops. 

6 



interviewer 

&Z=±J>- nwu mm 

Stanford Research Institute 
3741-2 

Me are conducting a study, under NSF sponsorship, to develop methods for 
evaluating the performance of document retrieval systems. To do this, 
we have to know the needs of users of documents. So we are talking to 
some researchers in electronics in various companies about their own 
document needs. 

Let: mo give you definitions for two terms I'll be using throughout this 
interview. (HAND RESPONDENT CARD A AND LET HIM READ WITH YOU,) 

First, I am concerned with document retrieval - that is, the re
trieval of entire documents, abstracts, or citations of documents. 
I am not concerned with information retrieval - that is, general 
:Lnformation in response to a request, nor with data retrieval -
that is, the retrieval of specific facts. 

Second, is the term search. This is when you, or someone else at 
your request, looks for references and/or documents on a given 
subject. A search can be extensive and made through one or more 
libraries, or it can be very brief - such as looking through sources 
you keep in your own office. Not included are requests for specific 
documents that you know deal with the subject. For example, you are 
not searching when you ask the library to send you a specific issue 
of the IRE Proceedings. 

(TAKE BACK CARD A) 

1. Keeping this definition in mind, have you, or anyone requested by 
you, conducted any searches in the last year? 

_____ Yes No (IF NO, SKIP TO Q.20 ) 

(IF YES, ASK;) 
2. Roughly, how many? 



I 
3a„ Here is a list of some activities EE's work in (HAND RESPONDENT 

CARD B)o In what one activity do you spend the most working time? 

3b. Which activities account for the majority of your searches? (IF 
RESPONDENT GIVES MORE THAN THREE, ASK FOR THREE TEAT ACCOUNT FOR 
THE MOST SEARCHESc) 

3c. Now I'd like to ask you about the most recent search you did or 
had someone else do while engaged in one of the activities you 
name?V, Which of the activities you named required this search? 

Q. 3a Q. 3b Q. 3c 
One Activity 
Most Working 
Time 

Three Activities 
Majority of 
Searches 

One Activity 
Most Recent 
Search 

a. General project 
planning 

b. Theoretical design 
of experiments 

c, Design of equipment, 
systems, and pro
cedures 

d. Conduct of lab experi
ments or field tests 

e. Correlation of experi
mental results with 
theory, or vice versa 

f. Review & evaluation of 
a specific project or 
product (a critique) 

g Technical report 
writing 

h. Technical proposal 
writing 

i. Preparation of lectures 
or technical papers 

j. Keeping current with 
technical advances 

k. Search for novel techni 
cal ideas on which to 
base new projects or ne 
research 

V 

1. Serving as a consultant 

(TAKE BACK CARD B) 



4„ Do you recall some of the details of this search? 

Yes No (IP NO, SKIP TO Q.20) 

5a Do you recall anything happening during the search that made It 
an easier or bettor search, or that made the search difficult? 
For example, what was the most difficult or irritating thing 
that happened? (PROBE) 

5b. What was the easiest or most gratifying thing that happened? 
(PROBE) 

5c, If a young engineer who had just joined the staff were starting 
this same search today, what advice would you give him to make the 
search easier? (PROBE) 

5d. What would you warn him about? (PROBE) 

G, Who conducted the search - you, a co-workor, a librarian, or 
someone else? 

Self 
__ Co-worker 
Librarian 
Other 

. Do you recall the exact nature of your request—that is, did you 
just generally describe the subject, were certain terms used, or 
what? 

. Through what library or other offices was the search conducted? 

Company library 
ASTIA 
University or college 
Other 



30 Which of these statements most nearly describes how urgently you 
needed the search results when you requested the search? Ignore 
the importance of the results when you received them - we'll get 
to that next. (HAND RESPONDENT CARD C) 

Very urgent; other work held up„ E.g., a search for 
information on the characteristics of a substance to 
be used in a current experiment. 

Important; needed to help determine course of future 
work or to help fill in gaps in your knowledge. E.g., 
a search for information on the performance of one of 
a class of possible circuits to bo used in a piece of 
equipment. 

Not very important; completeness of search results had 
little priority. E.g., a bibliography to be used as 
supplementary information. 

(TAKE BACK CARD C) 

10. Sometimes a search turns up significant information and sometimes 
it adds little to the searcher's knowledge. Y/hlch of these state
ments most nearly describes how important the results were? (HAND 
RESPONDENT CARD D) 

Very important. E.g., changed the course of a project, 
provided key information needed to obtain a contract. 

Not very important. E.g., results were used as supple
mentary or back-up material. 

Unimportant. E.g., results had little or no effect on 

course of work. 

(TAKE BACK CARD D) 

11a. Approximately how long was it from the time you made your request 
until you had received the major group of relevant references? 

lib. Yfeu this adequate or did you really need the material sooner? (IF 
NEEDED SOONER, ASK HOW SOON) 

11c. What was the maximum amount of time you could have waited for the 
major group of relevant references? 

11a Q. lib Q. 11c 
Actual Adequate Maximum 

1 day or less 
2 - 3  d a y s  
4 - 1 3  days 
2 - 7  weeks 
2 - G months 
mag's than G months 
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12a. IIow old were the taost recent references turned up by the search? 
In other words, how recent was the material covered by the search? 

12b. Was this adequate or did you really need more recent material? 
(IF NEEDED MORE RECENT MATERIAL, ASK HOW RECENT.) 

12c. Could you have gotten by with references that were all 
(6 months or older, 1 year or older, et;.)? (START WITH C'TEGORY'" 
AFTER "'DEOUATE" AND CONTINUE UNTIL RESPONDENT SAYS "NO".) 

Q, 12a Q, 12b 12c 
Actual Adequate Gotten by? Actual Adequate 

Yes No 
Under 3 months 
3 - 5  m o n t h s  
6 - 1 1  m o n t h s  
1 - 2  y e a r s  
Over 2 years 
Over 10 years 

13a„ In what forms did the recovered references come to you? (READ LIST) 

13b, Which of these do you generally prefer for this type of search? 

13c. Which of the others are not preferred but generally adequate? 

13d Are there any that you consider inadequate for this type of search? 

Q_13_a Q, 13b __ Q, 13c Q. 13d 
Actual Preferred Adequate Inadequate 

Complete document 
Abstract 
Citation 
'/ocument number 

14a, Some irrelevant material is usually turued up in a search What 
proportion of the total time you spent on this search would you 
guess was spent in culling out irrelevant or duplicate material? 

14b. Was that about right or should you have had to spend less of your 
time culling our irrelevant or duplicate material? (IF LESS, ASK 
WHAT PROPORTION) 

1 4 c O f  t h e  t i m e  y o u  s p e n t  o n  t h e  s e a r c h ,  w h a t  i s  t h e  m a x i m u m  p r o p o r t i o n  
of your time you would have been willing to spend culling out 
irrelevant material? 

Q, 14a Q. 14b Q. 14c 
'ctua1 bout right Maximum 

Less than ̂  
\ but less than $ 
5 but less than 3/4 

3/4 _or more 



15, (HAND RESPONDENT CARD E AND READ ALONG V/ITH IIIM) I am going to 
show you 7 cards, each of which contains a statement about a 
performance measure by which document retrieval systems can be 
judged. It is important to realize that these measures are to 
a degree in conflict with one another, For example, if you want 
your requests satisfied as quickly as possible, you normally must 
expect that some relevant material will be overlooked Similarly, 
if you want the system to produce all or nearly all the relevant 
documents, then you must expect a large number of irrelevant docu
ments in the results, (HAND RESPONDENT GROUP OF CARDS) 

Please put these items in the order in which you would least want 
to compromise on the type of search we've been discussing. Put 
those you feel strongly you wouldn't want to compromise on your 
left, those you wouldn't mind compromising on your right, and the 
others in the middle. Now, put those in each group in order. If 
you feel two items are equal in importance, put them together. 

Order 

a Minimum time to get the major group of relevant refer
ences to you, 

b. Minimum of irrelevant material produced by the search 
c. Minimum of relevant material overlooked by the search 
d References come to you in form you prefer (complete 

document, abstract, citation, or document number) 
e. Assurance that documents on a given subject do not 

exist 
to Minimum of effort on your part to communicate your re

quest for a search 
g. Certainty that specified sources over certain period 

of time wore searched (certain that 100 percent of the 
sources were searched, certain that 90% were searched 
but 10% may not have been searched, etc.) 

(AFTER RECORDING, TAKE RACK CARD E AND GROUP OF CARDS.) 

lfia, On the type of search we've been discussing, how long from tho 
time you make your request can you generally wait for a search 
which covers 50% of the potential sources? 

1Gb „ How long for a search covering 30%? 

16c, How long for a search covering all or almost all potential sources? 

Q, 16a 50% 
Q. 1Gb 30% 
Q, 16c Almost all 



17a„ Again on the type of search we've been discussing, how many of 
your own working days, weeks, or months would you be willing to 
spend on the search if you could be sure 50% of the relevant 
sources were located? 

17b. How much if 80% of the relevant sources were located? 

17cc And if almost all were located? 

Q, 17a 50% 
Q. 17b 00% 
Q, 17c Almost all 

18a,. Let's assume for a moment that you initiated a search of the type 
we've been discussing. Let's say that you personally have spent 
X amount of time on the search and that the search covered sources 
up through 2 years ago but nothing more recent. Proportionately 
how much more working time would you personally be willing to spend 
to see that sources up through 1 year ago were covered? (OBTAIN 
ANSWERS IN MULTIPLES OF "X" - "Half again as much time," Twice as 
much," etc,) 

13b„ How much to see that sources up through 6 months age were located? 

18c, And sources up through 1 month ago? 

Q. 18a Up through 1 year ago 
Q. 13b Up through G months ago 
Q. 18c Up through 1 month ago 

10a„ And now a general question about your needs for coverage - that is, 
the number of sources and period of time covered - for all the kind3 
of searches you have done in the past few years, How often could 
you have used these types of searches, ignoring the fact that you 
may have been unable to do these searches with current tools? 
(HAND RESPONDENT' C RD F) 

Once in 
Often Awhile Never 

The contents of 15 or less journals 
of special interest to you 

The contents of all the journals 
covered by the major indexing & 
abstracting services in your field 

The contents of all the U„S„ scien
tific fc technical journals 

The contents of all English speaking 
scientific and technical journals 

The contents of all the world's 
scientific & technical journals 

(TAKE BACK CARD F) 



1Gb, Would your answers differ in you weren't limited to searching 
the last 5 years of publication? (IF YES, ASK HOW ANSWERS WOULD 
DIFFER) 

lad now a few background questions, 

20, Name 

21« Company 

22. What is your job title? __ 

23. Would you classify yourself as a research manager, a senior engineer, 
an engineer, or a junior engineer? 

_ _ Research manager 
Senior engineer 
Engineer 

___ Jhnior engineer 

24. In a general technical sense, what do you consider to be your 
specialy field? For example, computer design, microwave circuit 
and techniques, etc. 

25. What is the highest academic degree you hold and what year was it 
conferred? 

Degree Year conferred 

BSEE 
USEE 
Engineer 
PhD, ScD __ 
Other 

2G, Are you a member of IRE or of AIEE? If so, what type of membership 
do you hold? 

IRE AIEE 

_ Not a member Not a member 
Fellow Fellow 
Sr. member Member 
Member Associate 
Associate 



27 , How many years of working engineering experience have you had in 
these typos of organizations? (HEAD LIST) 

Years 

University 
_ _ Research Institute 

Industry 
Government Labs or Offices 
Independent Consulting 

_ TOTAL 

20. Have you authored any publications or given any technical papers 
in the last three years? If so, how many technical articles or 
papers? Any books? Anything else? 

None 
Technical articles or technical papers 
Books 
Other 

29„ Into which of the following age groups do you fall? (READ LIST) 

Under 25 
' 25 to 29 

*"" ~ 30 to 34 
35 to 39 

" 40 to 44 
45 and over 

Date 

Length of Interview minutes 



Interviewer 
Stanford Research Institute 
37ia~2 2nd Draft 

We are conducting a study,„ under NSF sponsorship, to develop methods for 
evaluating the performance of document retrieval systems.. A critical part 
of any evaluation procedure is the determination of whether or not the needs 
of users are met0 We are therefore trying to get some measures of document 
10eels among active resserchers in the electronics field to use in developing 
evaluation methods for document retrieval systems, 

)oJcO- reWveJ 

( H o  J  

"o f" +> 

a f!/t d ) 

There ere two definitions I'd like to give you first, so that we will both 
be talking about the same thing throughout the interview. 

First, we are concerned with document retrieval = that is, entire 
documents, abstract®, or citations of documents. We are not concerned 
with information retrieval - that is, the retrieval of ^ii^i'ic facta. 

(k*3> 
Second, I'll use the tern search quite often. This means occasions when 
you or someone assigned by you tried to locate references on a given 
subject or subjects. A Bearch can be large and extensive or very brief. 
Included are recuests made through a library for documents on a particular 
subject. Not included are recuests for specific documents known by you 
to deal withthe subject. 

We need to know what types of activities you engage in and whet proportion of 
your working time you spend ir each. Here is e list (HAND RESTt)EDENT CARD A* 
of some activities EE's engage in. 

1, Which of these activities have you engaged in during the past year? 

Are there any other activities you have, engaged in during the past year? 

(FDR EACH ACTIVITY ENCAGED IN:) 
20 What percent of your working time was spent in 

TOTAL 100J6) 
? (BE SORE ANSWERS 

3. Did you conduct a search during the last year while engaged in 

(FOR EACH SEARCH, ASK:) (NOTE: IF KORE THAN ONE SEARCH IN ONE 
ACTIVITY, ASK ABOUT MOST RECENT ONE) 

Uo Was the search critical to the success or failure of the tesk; or was it 
supplementary to other more important parts of the task? < 

Q. 1 Q. 2 Q, 3 Q 4 

Engaged in % 
of Time 

Search 
Conducted 

Siarch Was 5 
Criti-;Supple-
cal jaent Yes No 

% 
of Time Yes No 

Siarch Was 5 
Criti-;Supple-
cal jaent 

a. Planning of programs and 
projects 

b, Design of equipment, systems, 
and procedures 

c. Conduct of lab experiaents 
or field tests 

d. Review and evaluation of a 
specific project or product 

e, Preparation of lectures or 
technical papers 

|i ichnical report wri aj 
jg. <m»&1 writing 
JS. )ing current with 

aaical advances 



, , If , Look* 
J<̂ 4. • u t~«̂ <" a- «~*ra!<| 

(IttSD ItESPONDIOT CydaT' B) 
5„ Would you go through this list and tell me which publications you personally 

subscribe to, and which additional publications you scan regularly? 

Sub- Sub- Sub- Sub
scribe Scan scribe Scan scribe Scan scribe Scan 

1 31 61 91 
2 32 62 92 
if 33 63 93 
4 34 34 94 
5 35 65 95 
6 33 66 9G 
7 37 67 07 
8 38 63 98 
9 39 69 99 
10 40 70 100 
11 41 71 101 
12 42 72 102 
IS 43 73 103 
14 44 74 104 
15 45 75 105 
16 46 76 106 
17 47 77 107 
18 48 78 108 
19 49 79 109 
20 50 80 110 
21 51 81 111 
22 52 82 112 
23 53 83 
24 54 84 
25 55 85 
2-6 56 86 
21 57 87 
28 58 83 
29 59 89 
30 60 90 

G„ Are there any other technical publications that you personally subscribe 
to or scan regularly? 

Subscribe S can 



7„ OIL liost searches you require, 'iehat fraction of the search is satisfied by 
the publications you personally subscribe to? 

O  ̂

Less than 1/4 Icu^VjC^C • 
1/4 but less thin 1/2 J 
1/2 but less than 3/4 
3/4 or more 

(HAND RESPONDENT CARD C) (7 
8„ Which of these indexing or abstracting services are you familiar with? f 

Are there any others you can think of that are not on the list? 

9. Which have you personally had occasion to use it the last year? Any 

others you can think of? 

Q» 8 Q» 9 
Familiar With Hav- Used 

a. Aero/Space Reviews 

b o AGM Computing Reviews 

Jr  

c. Applied Ifechsiaics Reviews. 

d. Applied Sciences and Rechnology 
Index (formerly Industrial Arts Index) 

e0 ASTIA Technical Abstracts Bulletin 

f„ Battelle Technical Review 

g. 'Diseirtatioa fifraftrsgfrs 

h. Engineering Index 

i. Instrumentation Abstracts 
j. IRE-PGE Abstracts (same as Computer 

Abstracts) 
k„ IRE Proceedings Abstracts (same as 

Electronic Technology) 

1. Lectrodex,(formerly Radiofile) 
ino SUsters Theses in Pure and Applied 

Sciences 

n0 Kathematical Reviews 

o. Nuclear Science Abstracts 
p. Science Abstracts; A„ Physics 

Abstracts 
q- Science Abstracts; B, Electrical 

Engineering Abstracts 

r. Solid State Abstracts (fomerly 
Semiconductor Abstracts 

s. U„So Government Research Reports 



% 

A / L * XA VOL^=: JL S 
^ y r C ^ ^ S  '  o U ^ 7  

(THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS /RE TO RE ASKED CONCE'iNING EACH CRITICAL SEARCH. IF AT)RE THAN 
THREE CRITICAL SEARCHES WERE CONDUCT"D, FOLLOW INSTRUCTIONS FOR SELECTING 152X2 THREE.) 

10o Do you racall anything happening during the search that made it an easier or better 
search -« or that made the search difficult? Please describe. (PROBE IN DEPTH) 

> 

11o Who conducted the search • you, a co-worker, a librarian, or someone else? 

— Self 
Go-worker 
Librarian 
Other 

-Self 
Co-worker 
Librarian 

.Other 

Self 
—Co-worker 

Librarian 
—Other 

120 Whet period of time was covered by the literature? 

, 6 months 
.1 year 
. 2 years 
. 3 years 

years 
.6-10 years 
.Over 10 

6 months 
—1 year 
— 2 years 
— 3 years 
— U-5 years 
—6=10 years 

Over 10 

_6 months 
~1 year 
-2 years 
-3 years 
_li-5 years 
_6*0.0 years 
JDver 10 

(HAND RESPONDENT CARD C) 
13o  Were any of these indexing or abstracting services used in the search? 

which ones? 

None 
a. 
b. 
c. 
d. 
e. 
f. 
g* 
h. 
ic 

If 60, 

None j. None j _ 
k. a.. It. a., k. 
lo b. I. b, I, 
m o Co Mo c. m o  
n. d. n o  d- D o 
O o  e„ cj . e„ o. 
p. f. p. f o p. q. g. q. g° q. 
r. h. r, ho  r. 
8. i o  a. i O So  



14. If searching was done in specific Journals, what were the names of the journals, 
Thl3 list nay help. (HAND" RESPONDENT CARD B„) (RECOED NUMBERS OF JOURNALS ON 
LIST, AND NAMES OF THOSE NOT ON THE LIST.) 

Numbers: Numbers: Numbers: 

Other Journals Other Journals Other Journals 

15. Through what library or other offices was the search conducted? 

Coupany Library Company Library _ Company Library 
" ASTIA ASTIA ASTXA 
University or University or University or 

college college college 
Other Other Other „ 

16. Can you tell me the approximate total number of references the search turned up. 
I mean the total number, regardless of whether they were relevant or redundant 
and regardless of whether you asked for the specific document or used it. 

Now I'm going to ask a couple of questions about this total number of references:. If 
you prefer to answer in percentages, please do so. 

17. In what form did the list of references originally reach you? As I read the list, 
tell me- the number of references in each category. 

Document number Document number Document number 
Citation Citation Citation 
Abstract Abstract Abstract 
Complete document Complete document Complete document 



J 

A 
\£ 

18. How would you apportion the total number of references turned up in the search 
anong the following; {E'SAD LIST) 

Relevant Relevant Relevant 
Relevant, but Relevant, but _ __ Relevant, but 
duplication, of duplication of duplication of 
other references other references other reforeiicos 
in sarae list in same list in suae list 

Irrelevant Irrelevant Irrelevant 

19, How long was it from the time you made the search request until you received your 
first relevant reference? 

/ 
So, 

Within 
Within 
Within 
Within 
ithin 
Within 
Within 
More than 
months 

1 
3 
1 
2 
1 
6 
2 

day 
days 
week 
weeks 
month 
weeks 
months 
2 

Within 
Within 
Within 
Within 
Within 
Within 
Within 
More than 
months 

1 
3 
1 
2 
1 
6 
2 

day 
days 
week 
weeks 
Boat h 
weeks 
months 
2 

Within 
Within 
Within 
Within 
Within 
Within 
Within 
More than 2 
months 

1 
3 
1 
2 
1 
6 
2 

day 
days 
week 
weeks 
month 
weeks 
months 

Eow long was it from the time you made the search request until you received 
your final relevant reference? 

Within 
Within 
Within 

day 
days 
week 

Within 2 weeks 
Within 1 month 
Within <» weeks 
Within 2 months 
Within <5 months 
More than 6 
.months 

Within 
Within 
Within 
Within 
Within 

day 
days 
seek 
weeks 
month 

Within 6 seeks 
Within 2 months 
Within 6 months 
More than 6 
months 

Within 
Within 
Within 
Within 
Within 

day 
days 
week 
weeks 
month 

Within 6 weeks 
Within 2 months 
Within 6 months 
More than 6 
months 

Ec you recall the exact nature of your request—that is, did you just generally 
describe the subject, were certain teras used, or what? 



!'ow I'd like to a si", some questions about what you iraat in document retrieval systems . 
Please keep your answers realistic,, For example, you could say you "tinted all releiant 
documents within an hour. But we need to know when you really need the®. 

In the following questions I want you to tell me what is adequate for you—that :ls, 
the requirements within which you can work effectively. I also wont to know if there 
is a level which is inadequate—that is, a level which you feel is simply not good 
enough. 

(NOTE: EXPLAIN HERE THE REFERENCE. THE FIRST SET OF QUESTIONS WILL BE ABOUT ALT. 
SEARCHES IN GENERAL. THE OTHERS WILL BE ABOUT SPECIFIC TSPES OF SEARCHES.) 

22. I'd like your opinion of the amount of time required to get the major group of 
relevant references to the requestor. What is generally adequate? Is there a 
time limit above which is generally inadequate? 

Adeq. 

lyf^l 
Inadeq. Adeq. Inadeq. Adeq. Inadeq. 

1 day 1 day 1 day 
3 days 3 days 3 days 
1 week 1 week 1 week 
2 weeks 2 weeks 2 weeks 
1 month 1 month 1 month 
6 weeks 6 weeks 6 weeks 
2 months 2 months 2 months 
6 months 6 months 6 months 
More than More than More than 
6 months 6 months S months 

23. And what about the amount of time required to enter new information into the 
file system. What is generally adequate? What is generally inadequate? 

? 7 

Inadeq. Adeq. Inadeq. 

1 day 1 day 
3 days 3 days 
1 week 1 week 
2 weeks 2 weeks 
1 month 1 month 
6 weeks 6 weeks 
2 months 2 months 
6 months 6 months 
More than More than 
6 months 6 months 

Adeq. Inadeq. 

1 
3 
1 

day 
days 
week 

2 weeks 
1 month 
6 weeks 

months 
5 months 
More thai. 
6 months 

U efw 1" 



So. irrelevant mater! 
irrelevant material woul 
Is there a proportion above whin 

©portion of 
dequate sear '•? 

Adeq. Inadeq. Adeq. Inadeq. Adeq. Inadeq. 

V° — 
10% 

11-20% 
21-30% 
31-40% 
41£0%jW^ 

61 

"90% 
91-3.00% 

10% 
11-20% 
21-30%: 
31-40% 
41-50% 
51-60% 
51-70% 
71-80% 
81-90% 
91-100% 

10% 
11-20% 
21-30% 
31-40% 
41-50% 
51-80% 
61-70% 
71-80% 
31-90% 
91-100% 

Cemnttm-' n? /Ant "lectual TBrrat of th; search product, which of the following 
usually are adequate lor you? Are any usually inadequate? 

Adoq, Ihrdeq. Adeq. Inadeq. Adeq. Ins.deq. 

Complete 
document 

Abstract 
Citationh 
Document/ 
number 

Complete 
document 

Abstract 
Citation 
Document 
number 

Complete 
document 

Abstract 
Citation 
Document 
number 

lafid.ee.. 

Concerning physical form of the search product, which of the following usually 
are adequate for you? Are any usually inadequate?%y, 

Adeq. Inadeq. « \*\ 'Adeq. Inadeq. \ 

copMW <r ^ yt 
Icrorila Qv ^^jKicrofil: 

Reprints 
Thernofax 

copies 
Microfilm 

Some searches require a very thorough search of specified sources covering certain 
periods of time. Others require a less thorough search. Oaca you have specified 
sources find period of time covered, what percent of these should be searched to 
be sidequate? Is there a level below which is inadequate? 

Adeq. Inadeq. Adeq. Inadeq. Adeq. Inadeq, 

1C0% 
90-99% 
80-39% 

X 70-79% 
60-69% 
50-39% 
Below 50% 

100% 
90-99% 
80-89% 
70-79% 
60-69% 
50-59% 
Below 50% 

100% 
90-99%. 
30-89% 
70-79% 
60-69% 
30-59% 
Below 50% 



:: 7' i lite you to sesS;® scsae eossparisous between characteristics of docusent 
retrieval systems sc that tiill knot? *?bicb are the taoat is&erte&t to you i.k 
your searches, Thes® cards ' re boss shuffled. First, svrt tl m into three 
groups. Put these you feel are rest important on your rir»hi, sad those that 
are least issr-ortaat 02 your left, and the remainder in hetr-'ocn. Soir -oak© isos© 
that are soet important and put these into order of importance. So the saae 
with ih other two stacks. IISHK GSDER.) 

Ordor Esquiresseat Order Requirement Order Itequiroiseai 

1 • 1 • _____ ' * 
2. 2. 2. 
3. 3. ______ 
4. 4. 4. 
5. ~ ' 5. * 5. 
6. - ~ S. 
7. " 7. " 7. 
e, " a. s. 
9. 9. 0. 
1C. 10. 10. 



BACKGROUND INFORMA TTON 

id now a few background Questions. 

1. Name 

2. Company 

3. What is your job title? 

Would you classify yourself as a research manager, a member of the senior 
staff, or a member of the junior staff? 

Research Manager 
° Senior staff 
Junior staff 

In terms of Civil Service classifications, which of the following comes 
closest to your $ob? 

GS9 
GS10 
GS11 
GS12 
GS13 
OSlJj 

(NOTE: DESCRIPTION V/ILI PS GIVEN 
RES PON DENIS Sn THET CAN JUD"-E. THE 
OIVIT. SERVICE DOCUMENT >'/S MOT 7'EEN 
RETRIEVED YET. ) 

6. Which one of the following do you work •'n mostly: (RE/D LIST) 

_Design 
Dovelcpnent 
Testing 
etc. 
etc. 

?. In a general technical sense, what do you consider to be your specialty 
field? For example, computer design, microwave circuit and techniqv.ee, etc. 

8« What academic degrao(3) do you hold end whet year wc3 it conferred? 

Degree Tear conferred 

ESEE 
">SE5 

Engineer 

ZZZphD»£eD 
' "Other 



As?: you a member of I!® or of AH5E? If so. what type of membership 
do you hold? 

im 
Not"' s member 
Fallow 
Sr. Member 
Hembar 
Associate 

AXES 
Not a member 
Fellow 
Kember 
Associate 

How many yeara of working engineering experience have you had in 
these types of organisations? (READ LIST) 

University 
" Research Institute 

Industry 
Government Labs or Offices 

" Independent Consulting 

_ TOTAL 

Have you authored any publications or given any technical paper® in 
the last year? If so, how many of each of tha following? 

None 
Technical articles 
Books 
Technical papers 
Other 

Into which of the following age groups do you fall? (READ LIST) 

Under 25 
~~ 25 to 29 

30 to 3h 
~ 35 to 39 
m **°  ̂

U5 and over 



C A RT> B 

. 1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 

_ 7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
15. 
16. 
17. 
18. 
19. 
20. 
21. 
22. 
23. 
24. 

-25,. 
26. 
27. 
28. 
29. 
30. 
31.. 
32. 
33. 
34. 
35. 
36. 
37 _ 
38. 
39. 
40. 
41. 
42. 
43. 
44. 
45. 
46. 
47. 
48. 
49. 
50. 
51. 
52. 
53. 
54. 
55.  

AERO/SPACE ENGINEERING 56. 
AMER INST ELEC ENG TRANS 57. 
AMER MATH SOC BULL 58. 
AMtR MATH SOC NOTICES 59. 
AMER MATH SOC PROC 60. 
APPLIED MECHANICS REVIEWS 61. 
APPL SCIENCE S TECHNOLOGY INDX 62. 
APPLIED SCI RESEARCH SEC B 63. 
ASSN EOR COMPUTING MACH COMMUN 64. 
ASSN FOR COMPUTING MACH JOUR 65. 
ASTRONAUTICAL SCIENCES REVIEW 66. 
ASTRONAUTICS 67. 
ASTROPHYSICAL JOURNAL 68. 
AUDIO 69, 
AUTOMATIC CONTROL 70. 
AUTOMATIC DATA PROCESSING """ 71. 
AUTOMATION 72. 
AUTOMATION & REMOTE CONTROL 73. 
AVIATION WEEK 74. 
BELL LABORATORIES RECORD ~ 75. 
BELL SYSTEM MONOGRAPHS 76. 
BELL SYSTEM TECHNICAL JOURNAL 77. 
BROWN BOVERI REVIEW 78. 
COMPUTER ABSTRACTS 79. 
COMPUTER JOURNAL 80. 
COMPUTERS & AUTOMATION 81. 
CONTROL 82. 
CONTROL ENGINEERING 83-
DATA PROCESSING 84. 
DATA PROCESSING DIGEST """ 85. 
ELECTRICAL COMMUNICATION 86-
ELECTRICAL DESIGN NEWS 87. 
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING 88. 
ELECTRICAL MANUFACTURING 89. 
ELECTROMECHANICAL DESIGN *30-
ELECTRONIC APPLICATIONS 91. 
ELECTRONIC DESIGN 92. 
ELECTRONIC ENGINEERING " 93. 
ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES 94. 
ELECTRONIC NEWS 95. 
ELECTRONIC TECHNOLOGY 96. 
ELECTRONICS 97. 
ELECTRONICS WORLD 98. 
ENGINEERING INDEX 99. 
I B M JOUR OF RES & DEVEL 100. 
I R E CONVENTION RECORD 101. 
I R E PROCEEDINGS 102. 
I R E TRANS PROF GROUPS 103. 
I S A JOURNAL 104. 
INDUSTRIAL ARTS INDEX 105. 
INFORMATION & CONTROL 106. 
INST OF NAVIGATION JOURNAL 107. 
INST OF ELEC ENG JOURNAL 108. 
INST OF ELEC ENG PROC ABC 109. 
INSTRUMENTATION 110. 

1 — 
INSTRUMENTS & CONTROL SYSTEMS 
INSTRUMENTS & EXP TECHNIQUES 
INT J ABS STAT THEORY & METHOD 
J AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL 
J APPLIED PHYSICS 
J ELECTRONICS & CONTROL 
J GEOPHYSICAL RES 
J MATH & PHYSICS 
J THE ASTRONAUTICAL SCIENCES 
MACHINE DESIGN 
MANAGEMENT & BUS AUTOMATION 
MARCONI REVIEW 
MATERIALS IN DESIGN ENG 
MATHEMATICAL REVIEWS 
MATHEMATICS OF COMPUTATION 
MICROWAVE JOURNAL 
MISSILE DESIGN & DEVELOPMENT 
MISSILES & ROCKETS 
NAVIGATION 
PHILIPS RESEARCH REPORTS 
PHILIPS TECHNICAL REVIEW 
PHYSICAL REVIEW 
PHYSICS OF FLUIDS 
PLANETARY & SPACE SCIENCE 
POWER APPARATUS & SYSTEMS 
PRODUCT ENGINEERING 
Q S T 
R C A  R E V I E W  
RADIO AGE 
RADIO-ELECTRONICS 
RADIO ENGINEERING USSR 
RADIO ENG & ELECTRONICS USSR 
REV OF SCIENTIFIC INSTRUMENTS 
REVIEWS OF MODERN PHYSICS 
S I A M JOURNAL 
SCIENCE 
SCIENCE ABSTRACTS B ELEC ENG 
SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN 
SEMI-CONDUCTOR ELECTRONICS 
SEMI-CONDUCTOR PRODUCTS 
SIGNAL 
SOC INSTRUMENT TECHNOL TRANS 
SOC MOTION PICT & TELE ENG J 
SOLID STATE ABSTRACTS 
SOLID STATE ELECTRONICS 
SOVIET MATHEMATICS-DOKLADY 
SPACE/AERONAUT ICS 
SPERRY ENGINEERING REVIEW 
SYLVANIA TECHNOLOGIST 
SYSTEMS 
TECHNICAL COMMUNICATIONS 
TELECOMMUNICATIONS USSR 
TELEVISION SOCIETY JOURNAL 
TEST ENGINEERING 
WESTERN UNION TECHNICAL REVIEW 

lll^WESTINGHOUSE ENGINEER 
112. WIRELESS WORLD 
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WwWw^ tecAwwc^U/ j?mpj?osaXs, 

2 . C\ (M/c^triX/ j7vr>jc^t yCi/wvwvv^ / 

3. ^e/^uyw ^ewm^nfe^ 

4. I ^v*^6ix<tX/ ^t&ic^vx/ ^^uxj^vvve'vvt f 

. Crrn^LuH^v ojr ^^£^VVVO?VV4IVA/ r^5i>t/Vis wtifcv 

b, Ftrrvv^Uy Uto*zv/tu/v^/ ^eo/volv , 

^7. S &a/vciv ^t?v wev&i/ te^o^vwtcaX trw wtvixXv 
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" X,. ^Jjrwfc Ci^wc^ n2/4v^wv . 
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SRI is conducting a study for NSF to develop methods for 

' "% ' '• ' ' ;i:' " & 
evaluating the performances of document retrieval systems. A 

critical part of the study is the determination of whether the 

needs of users are met. In this connection we are trying to 

develop measures of the document needs of researches in the 
;W'% -4$! P" **• 

electronics field. 

Let me give you definitions for two terms I'll be using 

throught this interview. First, I'll be concerned with 

document retrieval—that is, entire documents, er references 

to documents. I am not concerned with information retrieval 

—that is, the retrieval of specific facts. Second, I'll use 

the word search to mean looking for references and/or documents 

on a given subject. An example of a search is a request, 

made through a library, for documents describing the use of 

transistors in certain kinds of electronic devices. Not 

included as requests for specific documents which you know 

deal with the subject. For example, you are not searching 

when you ask the library to send you some issue of the IRE 

P ' •. V- ' /' *•" " ' 'I i&f-r, • i  ' ' 'iv-T'.;' ' 
proceedings. 
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Keeping this last distinction in mind, could you tell me 

in your own words, whether you conduct, or cause to be 
tftjrc . * v' ' i ' • •• >- - •,' - A '' . ••• • v,-. .. -.JuSnnKsir • • An.t '• conducted, literature searches, and about how often you do this. 

& '  

questioning should be included in the sample. If 

he does not perform searches, we should immediately 

skip to the BACKGROUND INFORMATICN section and end 

the interview. I think we want a qualitative reply 

to this question. Our intention here is not so 

much to measure frequency of use as to eliminate the 

"rare" and "infrequent" users. 

I'm not sure we want a quantitative answer, because 

this would require a judgement about the quality of 

the searches, e.g., putting relative weights on 

extremely important searches which directly effect 

the success of a project vs searches for references 

which are used in proposals. 

B. If the respondent cannot answer this question, his 

other replies are probably worthless. I anticipate 

that the answers will b« of the "sometimes" , "not 

very often", form. The interviewer can ask for a 

more specific reply; e.g., about once a month. 

. v.r 
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A. He must first determine whether the man we are 
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For many of the remaining questions 1*11 ask, I want you to 

ife El 
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recall a specific search you made—perhaps the last one or one 

that was particularly important to your work. I will be asking 

'&$&. f V' 
somewhat detailed questions about this particular search. Can 

K&$jcv 

lii'v M si 
you remember such an incident? 

• 
a 

:fflM . A. I feel that asking a respondent specific questions 

about the general act of searching can only illicit 
'M 

wwfcmjt 

\f4*M« 
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vague replies. Such answers are useless to us. 

Hence, it is important to determine immediately 

whether the respondent recalls any search he 

conducted. If he cannot, then once again, there is 

little point in prolonging the Interview. I can 

summarize the intent of this and the preceding 

questional as follows: 

Recollection!Good 

B. 

We want respondents who have good recollection and who 

have conducted searches. The fact that a respondent 

does a lot of searching is not enough. 

See A. 

mm 
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you were engaged in at the time. By activity I mean such things 
"'Vs • ' • V ' -V 
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For the particular search, can you remember what activity 

• 

:-v > .-.<•••• .., 
• 

>r 

(show Card A*) 

It's possible you know these actvities by other names or, pex'haps, • •; n'v., •;; ?•; 

the activity you were engaged is not shown. 

*5. 

The answer will tell us what activity generated the 

search. Note that I am not interested in his knowing 

how much time this activity consumes. The latter 

B. 

gives us little usable information. 

Providing the activities are vrreeoi-iy exclusive, 

or reasonably so, this question can be answered. 

M 
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Do you recall how urgently you needed the results at the time 

• • 

you requested the search. Try for the moment to forget the 

importance of the results—we will get to this shortly. I am 

interested now in knowing how important the search seemed to 

you at the time. 

Very urgent; other work held up. E. g . ,  a search for 

is® :y: 7i?? information on the characteristics of a substance to be 

used in a current experiment. 

Important; help* determined course of future work. E.g., 

a search for information on the performance of one of a 

class of possible circuits to be used in a piece of 

equipment. 

Interesting; helped fill in gaps in your knowledge. E.g., 

the derivation of a formula used in a report. 

Little priority; oemplatians of search resultB not very 

important. E.g., a bibliography to be used in a proposal. 

ipMiMS K 

A. 

B. 

In this question I attempt to get at the urgency of 

the search. The next question gets information about 

the subsequent importance of the search results. This 

may be a fine (unnecessary?) distinction, but they are 

separate characteristics. 

If respondent remembers anything about a search, it 

probably is the urgency of the request. I suggest XXtM four 

categories, because I could illustrate each with a 

specific example, and the differences seemed meaningful. 
yv»Y^-

1 suspect XMK that -seme categories would force the answers. 

An argument can be made for one less category—i.e., combine 

the second and third. 
6 



In this question I would like to know how important the search 

results were to you. tt It sometimes happens that a routine library 

search, turns up significant information, while conversely, an 

urgently requested search, sometimes adds little new to the 

searcher's knowledge. In the case of the particular search we 

have been discussing, which would you say is true— 

Very important! E.g., changed the course of a 

project, a provided key information needed to 

obtain a contract. 

Not very important. E.g., results were used as 

supplementary or back-up material. 

Unimportant; E.g., results had little or no 

effect on course of work. 

As indicated in Q4 I am trying to distinquish between 

urgency and Importance. Again, there is a question of 

number of categories. The suggested ones are mutually 

exclusive and do provide enough usable categories. 

If the respondent cannot answer this question; i.e., 

does not know what he did with the results, there is 

no chance the respondent can tell us anything about its 

contents of the -9- search. 



In the sample questionnaire I have described (A) the reason for 

asking each question and (B) the likelihood that the question can 

be answered to our satisfaction. The two criteria are indicated 

immediately after each potential question. Essentially, the 

questions ask: 
\i~ 

Is the respondent qualified to complete questionnaire 
• r. 

u 

ill 

IV 

QI Does the respondent make searches 

Q2 Can the respondent remember a specific search 

Circumstances surrounding the search 

Q3 What was the respondent doing when he made the search? 

Q4 How urgent was the search to the respondent? 

Q5 How important were the search results? 

Technical characteristics of respondents library 

Q6 Who conducted the search (present question 11) 

Q7 What library facilities were used (present question 15) 

Q8 Form of the search request (present question 21) 

Q9 Form of the search results (present questions 25-26) 

Technical characteristics of search results 

Q10 Elapsed time before results received (revision of 

' 

present question 22) 

Fi'I Qll Currency of results (revision of present question 23) 

VI 

MM, 
' 

Hanking of the primary characteristics of retrieval systems. Including 

explanation of the interaction and conflicts among retrieval system 

characteristics 

Background Information— 

Exceptions: For question 5, substitute salary ranges 

In question 8, ask for highest academic degree 

M 

Sft :.'.V 
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Ranking of primary characteristics of retrieval systems. 

I am going to show you 10 cards each of which contains a state-

• V*- '"f -• • 
. 

M ment about a performance measure by which retrieval systems can be 

judged. It is important to realize that these measures are to a 

degree in conflict with one another. For example, if you want 

your requests satisfied as quickly as possible, you normally must 

expect that some relevant material will be overlooked. Similarly, 

if you want the system to produce all or nearly all the relevant 

documents then you must expect a large number of irrelevant material-
if * Tl* '• '•'&§ -T''T.' ii; •$» 
"false drops"—in the results. 

The cards state the primary conflicts that exist, and I 

want you to sort the cards into piles (containing respectively 

cards) from the most important to the least important performance 

measure. Naturally, this sorting will depend, to some extent, on 

the type and urgency of the search. Therefore, I would like you 

to sort the cards as you would for an urgent search. 

y< 2§ Jvi - &W-si •':* W," 
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;£»Sfc These questions reflect our ignorance of what we are after. In 

them we ask for an opinion about 1. the adequate amount of elapsed 

time between request and result (question 22); 2. the currentry of 

its material in the file (question 23); 3. the number of false drops 

in the results (question 24); and 4. the relevancy of the search 

products (question 27). 

I have two questions: 

1. Since the respondent has not been appraised of the conflicts 

involved in simultaneously maximizing all performance measures, what 

prevents him from requiring that search results be (1) available 
;V_- • • 'V-'i v-:1 'vH '•• v t l  . '?• • 'o ' •.? ^ . .-/H y 

immediately (2) be up-to-the minute (3) have no false drops and 

(4) certain all relevant material. After all he is not building 

the retrieval system, nor paying for it, he merely uses it, pherefore 

why shouldn't he ask for perfect performance. 

• iAv%r. 
i r i : y -
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2. The performance I expect from a library depends on the 

urgency of my needs. In these questions we have not specified, 

nor even implied, the level of urgency the respondent should have 

in mind. Either we specify a hypothetical, standard situation, or 

we ask that the answers apply to the last search he conducted (asking 

in another question the urgency of that search). 

'•Jv. i". '• - • • •• "iZ; '• mfiS ** U r . •••.— . 



We are interested in your needs for completeness of coverage (no. of sources, 

and period of time covered) in searching^ Ignore the fact that you may 

not be able to do these searches with present tools, and indicate when 

you could have used a search of the various degrees of completeness 

shown below. 

For the last 5 
years of publication: 

I often need a 
search of this 

of material 

Once in a while 
I have a need for 
a search of this 
body of material 

I haven't had a 
need to search this 
body of material yet 

The contents of 15 or 
less journals of spsial 
interest to you 

The contents of all the 
journals covered by the 
major indexing & abstracting 
services in field 

The contents of all the 
U.S. scientific & technical 
journals 

The contents of all English 
speaking scientific and 
technical journals 

The contents of all the 
world's scientific & 
technical journals 

How would your answers differ if you were not restricted to searching .ito 

the last 5 years of publication? 
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SURVEY DATA 

NAME: DATE: 

ORGANIZATION: SRI 
Other (which one?) 

JOB TITLE: Research Engineer 
Sr. Research Engineer 
Other (describe) 

|^ADEM|ga^ipJE:B.S.E.E. 
M.S.E.E. 
Engineer 
Ph.D. 
Sc. d. 
Other (describe) 

6. AIEE STATUS: Fellow 
Member 
Associate 
Non-member 

IRE STATUS: Fellow 
Sr. Member 
Member 
Associate 
Non-member 

YEARS OF WORKING ENGINEERING EXPERIENCE IN DIFFERENT TYPES OF 
ENGINEERING ORGANIZATIONS: 

University 
Research Institute 
Industry 
Government Labs or Offices 
Independent Consulting 

In a general technical sense, \*iiat do you 
(e.g. computer design, microwave circuit 
navigation aids, audio systems). 

consider to be your specialty field? 
and techniques, radio propagation, 



SURVEY QUESTIONS 

1. What small group or "core" of technical publications are most useful 
to you in your work? (list 5 to 10 publications. The attached list 
may speed up the note taking.) 

2. What publications might account for the great majority, say 90 to 9$% 
of what you feel is the important technical literature of your specialty 
fieLd? (e.g. journals, conference proceedings, abstract journals, etc.) 
That is, what publications are critically important to your work and 
should be maintained in a central reference service? (The attached list 
may speed up the note taking. List the indicated numbers and any others 
that you think should be included.) 

3. Assume that in response to your search report, an information system could 
supply you with either of several different forms of information about the 
relevant references; (l) a reference number; (2) a complete citation of a 
paper; (3) an abstract; (U) a complete reprint of the original text. If 
the system could supply any of these four items at your option, how would 
you rate the desirability of each of these products? (Use a scale of numbers 
0 to 10, with 0 defined as completely undesirable and 10 defined as most 
desirable.) 

Rating of the Desirability of 
This Type of Product as the Type Product 
Immediate Result of the Search Resulting from the Search Example 

reference number AD-212 U30 

citation 

Abstract 

complete reprint of text 

"Digital Data 
Communication 
Techniques," J.M. 
Wier, IRE Proc. 
Vol.h9,No.l pp.196-
209 (January 1961) 

"The majority of 
digital..." 

(no example necessary) 



If the system response time is defined as the total tiine taken from the 
instant that the user makes his request known, to the instant that the 
request has been fulfilled, what fraction of your search needs (for a 
comprehensive search) actually require the different ranges of response 
times indicated below? (for example, $0% of the time I can only wait 1 
hour or less, and the rest of the time might be evenly divided among the 
t remaining 8 ranges.) 

Intervals of Tolerable Response Times Fraction of Total Search Needs 
CiHD 

1 hour or less 

between 1 and U hours 

between h hours and 1 day 

between l day and 3 days 

between 3 days and 1 week 

between 1 week and 2 weeks 

between 2 weeks and 1 month 

between 1 month and 6 weeks 

between 6 weeks and 2 months 

two months or more 

TOTAL (should be 100$) 



-3-

5. What fraction of your search needs could be answered to your sfcisfaction 
by a search of the different size files shown below? (For example, what 
fraction of your searches can be satisfied (byTonly51 an examination of the 
entire world's literature, what fraction can be satisfied by the search 
of the back issues of a single journal and so on) 

Different Size Files to be Searched Fraction of Total Search 
Needs (in %) 

£ years back issues of 1 journal (name the journal) 

5 years back issues of the "core publications" listed 
in question #1.) 

5 years back issues of all U.S. journals in your 
specialty field 

5 years back issues of all U.S. scientific journals 

5 years back issues of all U.S. scientific journals 
and ASTIA 

5 years back issues of the world's scientific literature 

TOTAL (Should 
be 100J6) 

Any specific comments? (for example, "90$ of my searches are satisfied 
by scanning the IRE and ACM publications.") 

V * fi 

6. With most information systems, the inquiror will receive some responses, 
say abstracts,—some of which are directly relevant to his inquiry and 
some of which are only partially relevant, and some of which are completely 
irrelevant. How much completely irrelevant material would you normally 
tolerate as part of the search result (expressed as the ratio of completely 
irrelevant material to total material resulting from the search)? 



-h-

j 
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7. Because of such things as indexing problems and incompleteness of file 
material, some available information may be overlooked or by-passed during 
a search operation. How much relevant material can you tolerate being 
overlooked or by-passed during the search (expressed as the ratio of 
relevant material overlooked to the total relevant material)? 

8. a) What is the likelihood of your tolerating each of the various ranges of 
project costs below, to obtain a comprehensive literature search of a 

single specialty field? 

Tolerable Cost per Search (dollars) Probability of Tolerating 
This Cost (In 

1 dollar or less 

between 1 dollar and 10 dollars 

between 10 dollars and 100 dollars 

between 100 dollars and 200 dollars 

between 200 dollars and 500 dollars 

between 500 dollars and 1,000 dollars 

between 5,000 dollars and 10,000 dollars 

% 

\ V.*. 

between 1,000 dollars and 5,000 dollars 

b) Have you ever served in the capacity of a project or task leader, or 
other responsible position where you were responsible for the financial 
and technical status of a project? 

1 -cL. 

n 
< r 
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9. From a search logic standpoint, what fraction of your searches based 
on alternative occurrences of terms can be satisfied by a search based 
on a simple term or concept (e.g. transistors); by the search for either 
of two terms (e.g. transistors OR diodes);....by the search for any of 
five terms (e.g. transistors OR diodes OR neuristors OR masters OR lasers) 
....etc.'? Another way to pose the question would be to ask how many 
different alternative descriptive words appear in your search specification? 

Degree of Question Complexity 

Term A only 

Term A or B or C 

Any of four terms 

Any of five terms 

Any of ten terms 

Any of 20 or more terms 

Fraction of the Searches That Have 
This Requirement (in %) 

(should be 100$) 

TOTAL 
V 

10. From a search logic standpoint, what fraction of your searches based on 
joint occurrences of terms^satisfied by a search based on the joint 
occurrence of two terms or concepts (e.g. transistors AND diodes);....by 
the search based on the joint occurrence of five terms (e.g. transistors 
AND diodes AND neuristors AND masers AND lasers) etc. 7 

Relative Fraction of 
That Have This Requirement 

0 

Term A only 

Term A and B and C 

joint occurrence of U terms 

joint occurrence of 5 terms 

joint occurrence of 10 terms 

joint occurrence of 20 or more" 

Degree of Search 
Logic Required 
(logical products) 
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Degree of Question Complexity Fraction of the Searches that 
Have This Requirement (in %) 

Term A only-

Term A and B 

Term A and B and C 

joint occurrence of ii terms 

joint occurrence of 5 terms 

joint occurrence of 10 terms 

joint occurrence of 20 or more terms 
TOTAL (should be 100$) 

11. For a comprehensive information searching system, what is the desirability 
of including references for each of the following types of technical inform
ation in the system? Rate each type with a number in the range of 0 to 100. 
Zero is defined as completely undesirable, and 100 is the most desirable. 

Rating of the Desirability of 
Including This Type of 
Information in the System Type of Information 

journal articles 
conference proceedings articles 
unpublished conference presentations 
letters to the editor 
specific tables (e.g. complicated math 

functions) 
errata and corrections 
Book reviews 
article reviews 
editorials or comments from the editor 
requests for proposals 
announcement of contract awards 
new product announcements 
notices about personalities and their 

relocations, etc. 
news briefs (one or two paragraphs each) 
calendar of coming events and author 

deadlines 
military specifications 
vendors and their equipment or services 
biographies of personnel rorking in special 

fields 
descriptions of organizations working 

in special fields 
description of current R&D being performed 

by all other DOD contractors 
advertising index 
others? 

. ,—KA-



12. What relative degrees of restrictions could you tolerate in communicating 
with the search system? Rate each statement with a number in the range 
of 0 to 10 to indicate your degree of acceptance of such a situation. Zero 
is defined as completely unacceptable, while 10 is defined as most acceptable. 

Rating of Degree of 
Acceptance of this Situation Inquiror-System Communication Restrictions 

Inquiror speaks directly to the system in 
normal conversational manner and receives a 
response directly from the system. 

Irfjjuiror speaks directly to a librarian who 
relays the conversation to the system^and 
returns the selected information to the inquiror. 

Inquiror frames his questions only with allow
able subject headings or chosen from a 
master list of terms, and then communicates 
directly with the system. 

Inquiror speaks directly to a librarian, who 
in turn frames his questions only with allow
able terms, communicates with the system, 
and returns the selected information to the 
inquiror. 

Inquiror frames his questions only in a spe
cified abstract and symbolic programming 
language^similar to computer programming^ 
transmits the request to the system in this 
language, and then receives the selected 
information in normal form^ 

Inquiror speaks directly to a librarian, who 
in turn frames his question in the specified 
abstract and symbolic programming language, 
communicates with the system, and returns the 
selected information to the inquiror. 



13. Assuming that an abstract is the type of product produced by the search 
system, what is your relative degree of acceptance of the different types 
of output mediarrthat might be provided by the system in response to your 
inquiry? Rate each media with a number in the range 0 to 10 to indicate 
your degree of acceptance of such a media. Zero is defined as completely 
unacceptable, while 10 is defined as most accaptable. 

Rating Degree of 
Acceptance Output Media 

A new impression of the original abstract (e.g. IBM 
printing, Flexowriter printing) 

Full-size letterpress reprint of the original abstract 

Full-size Ditto or other spirit copy of the original 
abstract 

Full-size Thermofax or other heat-developed copy of the 
original abstract 

Full-size Verifax or other chemical-developed copy of the 
original abstract 

Full-size Zerographic copies of the original abstract 

Half-size reductions of any of the above medias 

Individual microfilm cfcips for each abstract; requiring 
a microfilm viewfitfor reading or full-size printing. 

A single roll microfilm record of the collection of 
selected abstracts; requiring a microfilm viewer for reading 
or full-size printing. 

Individual opaque!* microcards for each abstract; requiring 
a microfilm Viewer for reading or full-size printing. 

A single opaque microcard record of the collection of se
lected abstracts; requiring a microfilm viewer for reading 
or full-size printing. 

/ Audio recordings of the selected abstracts. 

Individual microfilm c]M-ps, mounted in an aperture card; 
i requiring a microfilm viewer for reading or full-size 
V^jprinting 

Other? 



lit. For a comprehensive information searching system, what is your feeling of 
the relative importance (to your work) of the following system characteristics 
Rate each characteristic with a number in the range of 0 to 10. Zero is 
defined as the least important, and 10 is defined as the most important. 

Rating of the Relative 
Imporfance of These System 
Characteristics System Characteristics 

Type of information product (citation, abstract, 
etc.) 

System response time 

Size of file which can be searched 

Percent of irrelevant material produced 

Percent of relevant material overlooked 

Initial and Operating Cost 

Complexity of Search Logic Provided 

Restrictions and complexity of man-machine 
communications 

Output media (microfilm, full-size copies, etc.) 

Other? 
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'lane Date of Decree Degree Job Title Organization 

Aasted, J. 1956 MSEE 
Adams, M# 191*8 BSEE, MSEE Group Head Computer Techniques 
Amara, R. 1958 Ph.D. EE Manager General Systems 
Anderson, J.R. 19U0 KSEE Manager Computer Techniques 
Andreason, M.G. 1952 KSEE Sr. Research Engr. Electromagnetics 
A us tad, R.W. 1955 BSEE Research Engineer Computer Techniques 
Babcock, D. I960 MSEE Head Radio Systems 
Barnes, C#W. jr. 1936 BSEE Sr. Research Engr. Electron Devices 
n n 195U Ph.D. EE n n 
Baron, M.J. 1959 KSEE Research Engineer Communicatior&Propagation 
Battelle, R.B. 1950 BSEE/BA-KathSr. Research Engr. Weapons Systems 
Berg, M.R. 1956 KSEE Sr. Research Engr. CommunicationkPropagation 
Blalik, J.J. 1950 BSEE Research Engineer Computer Techniques 
Blanchard, H.P. 1937 MSEE Manager Weapons Systems 
Bliss, J.C. 1961 Ph.D. EE Research Engineer Control Systems 
Bourne, C. 1957 BSEE Research Engineer General Systems 
Bryan, J.H. 1952 MSEE Research Engineer Weapons Systems 

l^^Rurch, G.H. 1952 MSEE Research Engineer Computer Techniques 
Carter, P.S. 195U Ph.D. EE Sr. Research Engr. Electromagnetics 
Choun, J.B. 1951 BSEE Sr. Research Engr. Electromagnetics 
Clark, C.B. 1912 BSEE Sr. Research Engr. Computer Techniques 
Clark, E.N. 1959 BSEE Research Engineer Conmunication&Propagation 
Cline, J. 1950 Ph.D.EE Sr. Research Engr. Electromagnetics 
Colin, S. 3 . 19U8 Th.D.EE Manager Electromagnetics 
Condon, D. 1955 BSEE Research Engineer Computer Techniques 
Cox, B. 1918 BSEE Sr. Research Engr. General Systems 
Crane, H.D. 1960 Ph.D.EE Sr. Research Engr. Computer Techniques 
Daly, R.F. 1958 KSEE Research Engineer Conmunication&Propagation 
Davies, L.E. 1950 MSEE Sr. Research Ehgr. Weapons Systems 
Durfey, O.L. 1953 BSEE Research Engineer Cor aunication&Propagation 
Dyce, R.3. 1955 Ph.D.EE Assistant Group Head CommunicationStPropagation 
Elpel, E.A. 1958 MSEE Research Engineer Radio & Weather Sciences 
Els pas, B. 1955 Ph.D.EE Sr. Research Engr. Computer Techniques 
Engelbart, D. 1955 Ph.D.EE Sr. Research Engr. Computer Techniques 
English, W.K. 1950 BSEE Research Engineer Computer Techniques 
Fishman, H. 19U8 Ph.D.EE Sr. Research Engr. Weapons Systems 
Fraser, E.C. I960 KSEE Research Engineer Control Systems 
Forsen, Q.E. 1957 USER Research Engineer Applied Physics 
Frohback, H.F. 19U8 BSEE Research Engineer Graphic Sciences 
Gardiner, E.W. 1951 KSEE Research Engineer Control Systems 
Gaver, P.II. 19U8 BSEE Sr. Operations 

Analyst Weapons Systems 
^^Geppert, DV 
^FGetsinger, W.J. 

19U8 MSEE Research Engineer Electron Devices ^^Geppert, DV 
^FGetsinger, W.J. 1959 KSEE Sr. Research Engr. Electromagnetics 
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SRI ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS (CONTINUED -2-) 

Name Date of Degree Degree Job Title Organization 

Gilden, M. 1955 Ph.D.EE Research Engineer Electromagnetics 
Gillettee, P.R. 1942 BSBE Sr. Physicist Weapons Systems 
Goddard, E. 1947 MSSE 
Goldberg, J. 1954 MSEE Sr. Research Engr. Computer Techniques 
Gould, R.G. 1954 MSSE Research Engineer Communication&Propagation 
Green, M.W. 1947 BSBE Sr. Research Engr. Computer Techniques 
Gutiiart, H. 1956 BSEE Research Engineer Elect rooagnetics 
Hagn, G. 1959 BSSE Research Engineer Communication&Propagation 
Helntz, R.M. jr. 1947 MAEE Sr. Research Engr. Control Systems 
Hesterman, J.W. 1958 BSSE Research Engineer Computer Techniques 
Honey, R.C. 1953 Ph.D.BE Technical Program 

Coordinator Electromagnetics 
Hughes-Caley, G.F 1922 BSEE Head, Mech. Group Control Systems 
Jaye, W.E. 1952 MSEE Research Engineer Communication&Propagation 
Jones, E.D. 1958 MSSE Research Engineer Graphic Sciencew 
Jones, E.U.T. 1950 Ph.D.EE Head, Microwave 

Group Electromagnetics 
Jones, J.H.s 1948 BSEE Research Engineer Geneial Systems 
Kamphoefner, F.J. 1949 Ph.D.EE Manager Control Systems 
Kautz, W.H. 1951 Ph.D.EE Sr. Research Engr. Computer Techniques 
Keenan, M.G. 1953 BSEE Research Engineer Electromagnetics 
King, B.D. 1959 MSEE Research Engineer Control Systems , 
Leadabrand, R. 1953 MSEE Head, Propagation Communication&Propagation 
Linclcome, D.C. 1953 BSBE Research Engineer Computer Techniques 
Lomax, J.B. 1951 MSEE Sr. Research Engr. Radio & Weather Sciences 
Long, R.A. 1951 BSEE Research Engineer Communication&Propagation 
Lynch, W.M. 1946 MSEE Sr. Research Engr. Radio and Weather Sciences 
Macovskl, A. 1953 MSEE Research Engineer Graphic Sciences 
Madvlg, R.M. 1943 BSEE Research Engineer Control Systems 
Martin, J.A. 1957 MSSE Research Engineer Electromagnetics 
Masher, D.P. 1953 MSEE Research Engineer Computer Techniques 
Matthael, G.L. 1951 Ph.D.EE Assistant Head, 

ElectromagneticS\ Microwave Group ElectromagneticS\ 
Meisling, T. 1952 Ph.D.EE Sr. Scientific if 

Advisor 
• Merrltt, P.E. 1960 Ph.D.EE Head, Electronics • 

Group Control Sys*9̂ s 
Moore, E.J. Ph.D.EE Head, Systans Weapons Systems 

Evaluation 
'• > 

Morlta, T. 1949 Ph.D. EE Head, Radiation T\ Systems Electromagnetics 
Nee, D. 1949 BSEE Research Engineer General Systems 
Nlelson, D.L. 1956 BSEE Research Engineer Communication&Propagation 
Nilsson, NJ 1958 BSEE 
Nitzan, D. 1959 Ph.D.EE Research Engineer Computer Techniques 
Noe, J.D. 1948 Ph.D.EE Director, Engr. ii 

Sciences Division General Manager 

4 
i 

h 
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SRI ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS (CONTINUED -3-) 

Name Date of Degree Degree Job Title Organization 

Olson, H.O. 1954 USEE Research Engineer Communication&propagation 
Orsak, L. 1959 USEE Research Engineer Communication&Propagation 
Parks, G.S. Jr. 1958 BSEE Research Engineer Communication&Propagation 
Peterson, A.M. 1952 Ph.D.EE Manager, Communication 

and Propagation Communication&Propagation 
Pollack, M. 1958 USEE Research Engineer General Systems 
Post, E.A. 1936 BSEE Manager, Radio and 

Weather Radio&Weather Sciences 
Presnell, R.I. 1953 USEE Research Engineer Communicat ion&Propagat ion 
Pressman, G.L. 1956 BSEE Research Engineer 
Priedigkeit, J.H. 1942 BSEE Sr. Research Engr. Radio and Weather Sciences 
Proctor, E.K. jr. 1947 BSEE Sr. Research Engr. Weapons Systems 
Reiche, L. 1948 BSEE 
Robinson, L.A. 1956 USEE Research Engineer Electromagnetics 
Rorden, L.H. 1955 USEE Research Engineer CommunicationfePropagation 
Rosen, C.A. 1956 BSEE Manager, Applied 

Physics Lab. Applied Physics Lab. 
Rosengreen, A. 1956 USEE Research Engineer Computer Techniques 
Rothman, H.S. 1954 USEE Research Engineer Electromagnetics 
Rucfer, D. 1958 USEE . Research Engineer Computer Techniques 
Scharfman, V. 1954 USEE Research Engineer Electromagnetics 
Scheuch, D.R. 1948 Ph.D.EE Director, Elec. Radio 

Sciences General Manager 
^^Schlobohm, J. 1954 USEE Research Engineer Communication&Propagation 
^^Shapiro, S.B. 1953 USEE Research Engineer General Systems 

Sharp, E.D. 1956 USEE Research Engineer Electromagnetics 
Shepherd, R.A. 1960 BSEE Research Engineer Electromagnetics 
Short, R. 1961 Fh.D.ES Research Engineer Computer Techniques 
Sifiord, B. 1960 USEE Research Engineer Communication&Propagation 
Singleton, R. 1960 BS&MAEE Research Math Statis. Math Sciences 
Spindt, C.A. 1961 BSEE 
Steele, C.M. 1946 BSEE Sr. Research Engineer Control Systems 
Stoltz, P. 1950 BSEE Research Engineer Weapons Systems 
Tanner, R.L. 1953 Ph.D.EE Manager, Electromag. 
Templeton, L. 1959 BSEE 
Vance, E.F. 1956 USEE Research Engineer Electromagnetics 
VanDeRiet, E.R. 1953 USEE Research Engineer Computer Techniques 
Vincent, W.R, 1948 USEE Head, Communications Communication&Propagation 
Weinstein, I.J. 1953 BSEE Research Engineer Weapons Systems 
Veils, R.J. 1956 BSEE Research Engineer Weapons Systems 
Whitby, 0. 1949 Ph.D.EE Staff Scientist General Systems 
Whitson, A. 1950 USEE Research Engineer Communication&Propagation 
Wiley, G.S. 1941 BSEE Head, Operations Weapons Systems 

Analysis 
Wing.R.Y. 1948 BSEE Sr. Executive Engr. Sngi eering Sciences Dlv. 
Winkelman, R.E. 1953 USEE Research Engineer Communication&Propagation 
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\ SRI ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS (CONTINUED -4-) 

Name Date of Degree Degree Job Title 

Wolfran, R.T. 1950 BSEE Research Engineer 

Woodbury, J.R. 1953 BSEE Research Engineer 

Wright, L.G. 1949 BSEE Development Engr. 

Yabroff, I. 1957 Ph.D.EE Sr. Research Engr. 

Yadavalli, S. 1960 Ph.D.EE Sr. Math Physicist 

Young, Leo 1959 Ph.D.EE Sr. Research Engr. 

•Vasslliadis, A. 1961 Ph.D.EE Research Engineer 

Zeidler, H. 1943 USEE Group Head, Device 
and Circuit 

•Belongs in the V's (sorry!) 

RT 

Organization 

Comounioation&Propagation 
Radio and Weather Sciences 
Applied Physics 
Weapons Systems 
Math Sciences 
Slectromagnetics 
Electromagnetics 
Computer Techniques 
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RNGIHEERIKG PKRfiOKNKL WITH BACHELOR DEGREE 

U 

u. 

Addis, ii, L. - 1954- BA 

— Alcorn, C. L. - 19S5 - BS 

Anderson, U. - 1949 - BS flajVw 

Andrew, B. E. - 1957 - BA 

A lis tad, E. W. - 1955 - BSj^HA 

Bailey, 2, K. - 1057 - BS 

Barnes, C. Jr. - 1936 - BSSt 

Barta, V. P. - 1942 - BS 

l/ Battelle, R. B. - 1950 - BS^BA 

Bialik, J. J. - 1950 - BS 11 

Blahnik, C. E. - 1943 - BA 

Boll en, R. - 1959 - BS 

I Bourne, C. - 1957 - BSf t 

Bowers, B. - 1934 - BA "v \ <,«X Ml "X 

Bradley, R, E. - 1952 - BS 

^Cfcown, J. B. - 1951 - BS cf 
a 

V 

I/. 

Clark, C. . - 1942 - BS t E 

Clark, Be H. - 1959 - BS : C 

Clarke, K. A. - 1S43 - BA 

Clarke, L. C. - 1942 - BS 

Condon, D. - 1655 - BSf't 

Cox, B. - 1948 - BS f 

Cribbins, B. - 1950 - BA — 

Custer, R. J. - 1958 - BS 

Cutler, W. C. - 1960 - BS W 

Daniel, R. D, - 1948 - BS 

Deatrick, M. - 1955 - BA 

Denisevich, P. - 1939 - BS 

Dietber, S. L. - 1954 - BA 

Dodge, C. A. - 1948 - BA 

Dolphin, L. - 1954- BA Pkxi^x i 

6 Durfey, G. L. - 1953 - BS f t 

Elliott, S. - 1958 - BA 

English, V. K. — 1950 — BS ̂ t 

Srickson, H. P. - 1950 - BS 

Pair, B. C. - 1960 - B8 

Ford, D. P. - 1952 - BS A^*-tCu.\Vu_r -e. 

Predriksen, A. - 1957 - BA ?v^<,vC s 

[/ Prohbaeh, H. P. - 1948 - BS tE 

is Gaver, P. H. - 1948 - BS r 

Grabowskl, M. - 1953 - BA 

£/ Green, U. W. - 1947 - BS Et-

1/ Guthart, H. - 1956 - B BE 

Hadfield, R. G. - 1940 - BS If 

Hagn, 0. - 1959 - BS fir 

Harris, D B. - 1922 - BA 

Hayes, B. - 1959 - BA 

Hlppler, H. - 1959 - BA 

Hlrach, M. P. - 1949 - BS 

Hodges, J. C. - 1959 - BS 

Hori, T. - 1940- BS ME 

Hubbard, J. R. - 1959 - BS 

Hughes-Caley, G. P. - 1922 - BS ' t 

Jefferson, J. 0. - 1956 - BA n 1 
-JCrxrxvfVi'S , ^ icfto ~£>S - Cvxewx E 
Johnson, G. L. - 1952 - BA 

Jenkins, S. C. - 1960 - BA 
1 Jones, J. H. - 1948 - BS f l 

V Keenan, 11. G. - 1953 - BS 

Kimbtrk, J. J. - 1941 - BS 

Klein, R. D. - 1960 - BS 

Knight, D. P. - 1951 - BA 

Korb, M. - 1939 - AB 



- 2-

Korpi, K. W. - 1948 - BS 

— Kovacevich, il. A. - 1960 - BA ^ 

Lane, L. 0., Jr. - 1947 - BS 

Lantz, K. A. - 1981 - AB 

Levins, L. - 1949- BA MaA W 

S Llncicons, D. C. - 1953 - BS E It 

V Lous, K. A. - 1950 - BS Ft 

Lundherg, B. 1956 

SI 

u 

MacCurdy, f. - 1934 - BSrlE 

cLeod, J. A. - 1951 - BS 

Hcdvig, R. M. - 1943 - B8£& 

Kandelbaua, A. J. - 1930 - BS 

KcCully, L. D. - 1958 - AB * 

KcGuignn, V. 0. - 1942 - BS 

Killer, 8< W. - 1949 - BS Vw^. Sci 

Nice, B. V. - 1949 - BS 

Nielsoo, D. L. - 1956 - BS E 

Boon, A. V. - 1941 - BSMf-

Norton, J; C - 1953 - BA 

Omlor, P. H. - 1952 - BS 

O'Neill, P. - 1951 - BA SeA-f 

Pallas, B. J. - 1939 - AB fsec*--/ 

Parent, L. B. - 1954 - TLB 

Park0, 0. S., Jr. - 1958 - BS 1" 

— Penlck, J. J. - 1959 - BA ^4.4 K 

Pickett, C. S. - 1958 - BS 

\SPost, I, A. - 1936 - BS f£ 

L Pressman, G. L. - 1956 - BS£ L 

t Priedigkeit, J. H. - 1942 - BS u 

Each, &. A. - 1950 - BA 

Lf 1 

Radwell, 0. M. - 1944 - BS 3ec4-y 

/ Reamer, M. *. - 1932 - BA 
IS Rechr ,L ^44 -BBiL 

Sang, H. - 1929 - BSu 

Schmidt, D. B. - 1959 - BS 

Selby, A. - 1951 - B8 

Serebreny, S. M. - 1938 - BS 

lS Shepherd, R. A. - 1960- BS ' 

Smith, P. - 1935 - BA 

Sonkin, R. - 1958- BA „ 

Spitzer, S. B. - 1950 - BS^i-

E-'Steele, C. M. - 1946 - BS £i 

LStoltz, P. - 1950 - BS t V 

Stone. M. - 195^-- BA f>*c4y 

Strader, R. A. - 1957 - AB 

— Swanson, R. W. - 1958- BS ''A A 

Taylor, B. G. - 1959 - AB 

j Teopleton, L. - 1959 - BS i 

Vuden, 1. - 1931 - BA 

Vaithaan, Y. B. - 1941 - AB 

Wallace, G. P. - 1960 - MA 

Watera, J. H. - 1943 - BA Ma4 K 

^Weinatein, X. J. - 1956 - B KB 

(-^ifjlla, R. J. - 1956 - B8 V i= 

White, W. B. - 1947 - BS 

Wildermuth, H. J. - 1955 - BA MrV:v>.-doe^ 

^ Wiley, G. S. - 1941 - BS \ 

Williams, G. L. - 1950 - BS 

Williams, R. D. - 1950 - BS ; <- h, 

Wolfram, R. T. - 1950 - BS . E 

Woodbury, J. R. - 1953 - BS . 



Wright, L. fl. - 19*9 " BS<^ 

Yale, W. " *922 - B8 
Young, *. - 1985 - AB •»w1«.«rs 

Tellhet, D. L. - 1927 - AB 



ENGINEERING PERSONNEL WITH MASTER DEGREE 

3ft> 

iS 
L/ 

[y 

Aasted, J„ - 1956 - MS 11-

Adams, M. - 1948 - EE '&> * 

Anderson, J. R. - 1940 - MS ct 

Andreason, M. G. - 1952 - MS k C" 

Babcock, D. - 1960 - HStE-

Baer, J. A. - 1957 - MS It 

Bardens, J. A. - 1960 - MA 

Baron, M. J. - 195y - MSfc't 

Berg, M. R. - 1956 - MS tC-

Blackner, R. H., Jr. - 1955 - MS 

Blanchard, H. P. - 1937 -rlSKE 

mt»», J. - 195S - MS 

Bliss, R. - 1955 - MS 

Brandon, E. T. - 1949 - MS -p^wes 

Bryan, J. H. - 1952 - MS £t 

Burch, G. H. - 1952 - MStt 

Callnon, G. W, - 1952 - MA. 

Casalet, J. P. - 1953 - BE 

Christian, A. C. - 1948 - MS "pv^sici 

Clark, J. R. - I960 - MA .,VWoWry 

Cochran, J. A. - 1957 - MS 

Collls, R, T. - 1952 -MA, 
& a: 

Dahlke, H. - I960 MS 

Dairlki, S. - 1945-47 - MSfWl^tt 

Daly, R. P. - 1958 - B4S fr 

Daviest L. B. -1950 - MS 1 i 

Davis, P. A. - 1952 - MS 

Bige, J. - 1955 - MB fit 

Endllch, R. - 1949 - SM 

Elpel, E, A. - 1958 - MS f f-

Feinstein, L. - 1950 - MS Mt 

/ 
Fogle, B. T. - 1958 - MS VC 

Forsen, G. E. - 1957 - MS £E-

^-Fraaer, E. C. - 1960 - MS f-1 

Furukava, P. M. - 1960 - MA deVeo*o\ov/ 

Gair, F. C. - 1954 - MS 

y/ Gardiner, K. W. - 1951 - MS&t 

1/ Gappert, D. V. - 1948 - MS £c-

/ Getalnger, W. J. - 1959 - MSfct 
6 < > A < i t  m a - 7  M b E f :  
Goldberg, J. - 1954 - MSEt 

W Gould, R. C. - 1954 - MS£E 

Graf, S. F. - 1*50 - MS^E 

Greenberg, B. - 1954 - MA a.c<--V^ 

Ouggl) W, B. - 1955 

-Hayes, Jt-In~• 1958 - MS 

-Haynes, M. E. - 1960 - BA 

Helntz, R. M., Jr. - 1947 - MA F-t-
, E. G . 1*13 H—Misf, £ 

Herndon, J. *. - 1955 - MA 

k Hesterman, J. W. - 1958 - MS 

Bosaoa, 8. - 1959 - MA 

^ Jaye, W. E. - 1952 - MS P& 

l/ Jones, B. D. - 1958 - MSidt 

Johnson, J. J. - 1960 - MS 

Kanradt, R. L. - 1957 - MS HaA v\ 

Kelrstead, R. - 1950 - KA H<t\ In 

L King, B. D. - 1959 - MS [ , 

Kovalik, J. T. - 1953 - MA 

y Leadabrand, R. - 1953 - MS' 1 

Lindgren, H. A. - 1951 - MS r^eSic-'., 

y Loaax, J. B. - 1951 - MS ' 
/ La.Ac^ic><rv<i, RE Asi - .'iortu 

^ Lmch: WT M. - 1946 - MS fE 

- II Macovaki, A. - 1953 - MSB 
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i: 
cKlnnoa, R. R„ - 1952 - MA 

-y Martin, J, A, - 1957 - MS 
// ~\a/bWe/ b. "p flsi - (o<Y>m, > t 
1 McCarty,' R. C. - 1957 - MS -ma+K 

McKenzie, A. L. - 1951 - MM 

Meier, R. B. - 1952 - MA 

M w l t t ,  P E. 1988 • MS 
' T M  . x i Ragle, R. E. - *959 - MS vAeVeotoVo^y 

^ Nee - D. - 1949 - MA 

Nelson, R. A. - 1952 - MS 

Newgard, P. U. - 1958 - MS ME 

:t Olson, H. D, - 1954 - MSF t 

* Orsak, L. - 1959 - ItS i':t 

- Parks, J. M. - 1958 - MS M<\A U 

Pease, M. C„ - 1948 - MA CWem 

Peters, D. W. - 1960 - MS ~Ec>e*sce, 

Philp, S. - 1954 - MA M<xAvn 
c/Pollack, M. - 1958 - MSfE 

-t Presaell, R*- I. - 1956 - MS l: t 

(•iProctor, K. K. , Jr. - 1947 - MS "&SP t 

t/Robinson, L. A. - 1956 - MS iMr 

b^Rorden, L. H. - 1955 - MS f- A 

<-/ Rosengreen, Arne - 1956 - MS e f_ 

v Rothman, H. S. - 1954 - MEB 

— \/Ruder, D, - 1958 - MS£C 

Scharfman, W. - 1954 - MSEC 

iZ Schlobohm, J. - 1954 - MS tE 

_— Shapiro, E. B» - 1953 - MS T E-

Sharp, E, D. - 193(; - MS 

ihort, R> " 195G MB 
/ 
f S Sifford, B. - I960 - MS Il' 

Singhous, H. E. - 1951 - M3 j-V|^fS 

Saithr~Sr P. " 1958 MS 

Salth, g, P. -  1050 MS 

2/27/61 
117 

Spencer, J. L., Jr. - 1956 - MA 

Staffanson, P. - 1952- MS 

Ste?ena, J. C. - 1951 - MA 

Taylor, W. C. - 1956 - MS 

Todd, R. - I960 - MS 

Toalin, F. K. - 1958 - MS HaAk 

— Twery, R. J. - 1952 " MA M«A Vn 

t / V a n c e ,  S .  F „  -  1 9 5 6  -  M S E C  

t/VanDeRlet, B. S. - 1953 - MS fir 
V» ^ "M * \ \ A TG 

Viezee, W„ - 1959 - HA 

^ ̂ Vincent, W„ R. - 1948 - MS f >; 

Wallace, 0. 1960 - MA M<x+K 

Weitbrecht, R. E. - 1952- MS 

^Whitson, A. - 195C - MS fLvL 

Wlebenson, W. B. - 1950 - MA Mdi-h 

W i e g m a n ,  E .  J .  -  1 9 5 2 - M A  m o H n  

L Wing, R. Y. - 1948 - MBA 

Wlnkelaan, R. E. - 1953 - MS t f _  

Woodworth, H. - 1961 - MSME 

Younker, L. — 1942 - MA T\v\svS 

Zeidler, H. - 1943 - MS cC 



ENGINEER!. PERSONNEL WITH Ptf DEGREE 

/ 

/ 

l/-

U— 

J 

V/ 

*/„ 

I / -

Ablow, Co M. - 1951 'ia-Vh 

Alverson, R. C. - 1957 lV1<=eW^ 

Amara, R0 C„ - 1958 f.t 

^ Barnes, C» V/„, Jr. - 1954 6 P~ 

Bennion, D„ R - 1956 £•£-

Brain, Ao •£„ - 1951 PKsfs»cs 

BrandBtatter, J. - 1950 

Brock, P, - 1951 Ma.Yv>, 

Brown, Ac 3« - 1958 
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•An Approach fo Promoting the Applications 
of Statistical Techniques by the 

Industrial Engineer 
by RICHARD A. DUDEK2 

Research Associate in Management Engineering, Schools oj the Health Professions, and Associate Professor, 
Department of Industrial Engineering, University of Pittsburgh 

SxCREASING interest in statistical techniques for the 
field of Industrial Engineering is apparent from the many 
articles concerning these techniques which are appearing 
in current Industrial Engineering literature. It is prob
able that increased use of the tools of statistics would 
promote greater precision in the analysis of many prob
lems which the Industrial Engineer encounters. There 
seems to be little doubt that the Industrial Engineering 
profession must endeavor to promote the use of statisti
cal tools as extensively and rapidly as possible. This 
article will attempt to point out one approach by which 
adaptation of these tools may be achieved more quickly. 

RGHER MATHEMATICS 

The techniques of higher mathematics have been used 
as tools to obtain more precise and quantitative methods 
in many situations. During the "maturing process," other 
professions went through transition periods similar to 
that which appears to face Industrial Engineering. It 
would be well to note how these professions coped with 
the situation of quantifying their approach to problems. 
As the biologists,. psychologists, agriculturists, econo
mists, and others required more precise quantitative 
methods of analysis, they borrowed from the disciplines 
of statistics and advanced mathematics. In many in
stances these professions adapted the techniques to their 
specific needs, and in the process, contributed to the ad
vancement of the discipline from which they borrowed. 
As an example one might cite R. A. Fisher's factorial 
design of experimentation in agricultural research. It 
seems that Industrial Engineers, who have a thorough 
background in basic mathematics, might gain by emulat
ing these "older" professions. 

'A portion of the material for this article was obtained by the 
author while working for the degree of Doctor of Philosophy, in 
the Department of Industrial and Management Engineering in 
the Graduate College of the State University of Iowa under the 
guidance of Professor J. Wayne Deegan (2). 

* The author is presently Professor and Head, Department of 
industrial Engineering, Texas Technological College, Lubbock, 

Texas. 

There are publications within these "older" profes
sional groups which the Industrial Engineer might find 
useful. This literature contains many articles discussing 
and explaining specific applications of mathematical 
methods to various kinds of problems. Of course, the 
usual problems are those of interest to the profession in 
which the publication is most widely circulated. 

The Industrial Engineer would have to study these 
articles not only from the standpoint of the method of 
applying the mathematical tool, but also from the stand
point of comparing the characteristics of the problems 
attacked with the problems he is encountering. He would 
have to translate the variables and problems discussed 
into Industrial Engineering variables and problems which 
have analogous characteristics. That is, it would be 
necessary for the Industrial Engineer to make a transi
tion from the psychological, economic, or other problem 
discussed to a problem of cost reduction, plant layout, 
machine choice, etc. Once the transition was made, 
though, several new ideas for methods of approaching 
problems in management and Industrial Engineering 
with precise analytical tools might become apparent. 

STATISTICAL PROCEDURES 

Many authors of articles in these publications explain 
statistical procedures in nonmathematical language. This 
point is made by Mosteller (3) in the opening para
graph of the Statistical Theory and Research Design 
section of the 1953 Annual Review oj Psychology. He 
states: 

During 1951 and 1952 there has been a continuation of the 
trend to present in nonmathematical language statistical material 
not so long ago available only to readers willing and able to cope 
with strong doses of mathematics. These expository articles state 
the assumptions underlying the statistical models they discuss, 
and sometimes offer alternative procedures with differing assump
tions for solving the same problem. Some articles present ex
amples worked in detail so readers are supplied with a program 
for computation. 

This work provides a summary of much of the work 
done in 1951 and 1952 along the lines expressed in the 
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above quotation. That many areas of statistical proce
dures are covered is indicated by the sub-topics of this 
section, which are: Test Methods, Selection Procedures, 
Nonparametric Statistics, Ranking Methods, Contingency 
Tables, Regression, Quick Methods, Effects on Some 
Common Statistics of Departures from Assumptions, 
Suggestions for Models or Transformations, Surveys, 
and Scaling. It seems apparent that the Industrial Engi
neer might find publications such as this of considerable 
aid, especially in statistical methods, in approaching 
many of his problems. 

In giving consideration to publications of other disci
plines, mention should be made of the writings with re
spect to mathematical procedures in the technical jour
nals3 of the mathematics profession. Of course, in these 
publications, the case study approach or explanation of 
the application of mathematical methods to problems of 
Industrial Engineering and management are minimal. 
The general approach is of a technical nature in the ex
planation of the theory of new mathematical procedures. 
These publications, therefore, would have the greatest 
meaning and be of the most help only to those indi
viduals who have a good foundation in theoretical sta
tistics and mathematics. The individual will have to make 
the transition from theory to practical application him
self, and for those Industrial Engineers who could per
form this function these publications would be of con
siderable value. 

An article titled "The Constant-Sum Method Applied 
to Scaling Subjective Dimensions" (1) appeared in The 
American Journal of Psychology. This article will be 
used to illustrate how methods of other disciplines might 
be applied by the Industrial Engineer. 

The summary of the article was: 

The constant-sum method was employed to obtain scales for 
subjective dimensions represented by "roughness" of sandpapers 
and "preference" for neckties. With respect to roughness it was 
found that Os (observers) agreed with themselves and with each 
other at least on the rank-order of stimuli, and a number of spe
cific relationships within the sets of scale-values were common 
to all Os. For the preference-dimensions, there was a fair degree 
of agreement between scales determined for different groups and 
between scales determined for the same group on two occasions. 
There were, however, sex-differences with respect to the placement 
of items on this dimension. It was concluded that consistencies in 
scale-values indicated measurement on scales that reflected more 
than merely the ordinal characteristics of items, although the • 
requirements of a true ratio-scale may not have been met fully. 
The implications of these results were discussed and various prob
lems arising in attempting to determine the characteristics of 
scales determined for subjective dimensions were considered. 

•These include such publications as: The Journal of the Ameri
can Statistician, The Annuals oj Mathematical Statistics, The 
Royal Statistical Society Journal, Mathematics Magazine, Ap
plied Statistics, The American Mathematical Monthly, The Amer
ican Statistical Association Journal, and The Journal oj Mathe
matics and Physics. 

PRODUCTION SCALES 

To make a transition of this discussion to a problem 
in Industrial Engineering, one must visualize in what way 
"scales for subjective dimensions represented by 'rough
ness' of sandpapers and 'preference' for neckties" sug
gest areas of application. Consider first the term "sub
jective dimensions." Many Industrial Engineering pre
dictions are based on estimates or trends, for example, 
predicted production figures used in production control. 
Usually these figures are based on expected sales and/or 
historical data as they are assumed to predict consumer 
demands. Measures such as predicted production figures 
are analogous to "subjective dimensions" for the psy
chologist. Next, consider the term "scales for." It would 
be very helpful for the Industrial Engineer to have a 
measuring "scale" for his predictions, such as predicted 
production figures or expected sales which would per
mit more objectivity in the production control tech
niques. Just as the psychologist is interested in "scales 
for subjective dimensions," the Industrial Engineer is 
interested in scales for predicted production figures. Last, 
consider the phrase "represented by—'preference' for 
neckties" or any other product. Predicted production 
figures or expected sales reflect to a great degree the 
"preference" of the consumer for the various products 
manufactured by the plant. 

Thus it follows, if "subjective dimensions" can be 
measured it would be well for the Industrial Engineer to 
base predictions on this type of "measuring scale." 

Now that the transition of terms has been given con
sideration and some applications seem apparent, it 
would be well to consider the technique in detail. For 
purposes here, consideration will be given only the 
"'preference' for neckties" experiment as follows: (1) 

Method. The Os were volunteers from undergraduate psy
chology courses. To investigate possible sex-differences in pref
erence, and to have some Os give ratings on two occasions, three 
independently constituted groups were employed: Group A, 29 
men who rated the stimuli only once; Group B, 19 men who 
judged the stimuli in two sessions a month apart, hereafter 
designated as B, and B>; and Group C, 29 women who judged 
the material only once. 

The stimulus-objects judged were eight equal-sized, printed, 
color-productions of neckties. To control color as a variable, the 
samples were predominantly blue. There were 28 possible pairings 
of the 8 ties, and the order of presentation for judging was random 
except for the restriction that no tie appeared in successive pairs. 
Each pair was shown on a large screen by means of an opaque 
projector. The Os were instructed to divide 100 points between 
the members of each pair so as to indicate their relative degree 
of "liking" for the two ties. These judgments were made following 
a series of 20 judgments of line-lengths, which provided some 
experiences in making judgments in terms of point-divisions. 

Results. Procedures used to compute scale values were the 
same as in Experiment I. Scale-values of the neckties as deter
mined for the various groups are shown in Fig. 2. 

It is apparent from Fig. 2 that the two groups of men agree 
quite closely with respect to the order of stimuli. One index of 
this agreement is tau, a coefficient of agreement based on the 
number of interchanges necessary to make two sets of orders 
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FIG. 2. Scale-Values of Eight Neckties as Determined 
for Three Groups of Judges. 

correspond. With two interchanges the order of items for Group A 
corresponds to the order for Group Bi (x = 0.86) and only one 
interchange results in orders identical for Group A with those 
from Group Bi (x = 0.93). Three interchanges are required to 
make orders for Group B, and B, comparable (x = 0.79). Thus it 
appears that two independent groups of judges agree as well as 
do two judgments made by the same group on separate occasions. 
A mere count of interchanges does not reflect certain important 
uniformities manifested in the sets of scale-values for the groups 
of men. 

Analogous with the roughness judgments, rather striking con
sistencies with respect to the relative distances maintained be
tween stimulus-objects are evident from group to group. 

In general, the agreement between orders for women and men 
is somewhat poorer. The 4, 6, and 3 interchanges required to bring 
about corresponding orders yield xs of 0.71, 0.57, and 0.79, re

spectively. Although all coefficients are significant, sex-differences 
'with respect to preference for the neckties are suggested. 

Although this technique is still in an exploratory 
phase, as indicated in the summary of the article, it does 
present an approach to the solution of a problem which 
would seem to have relevance in production planning. 
It would provide a method for obtaining certain kinds 
of information which would be of practical value. Even 
though the psychologist views the technique of using 
these subjective measures as a "methodological issue" 
since "... the requirements of a true ratio-scale may 
not have been met fully" (1), the Industrial Engineer 
could transform this technique into a useful method for 
solving some of the immediate problems with which he 
is faced. For example, the technique might be applied 
in production control, to make more precise or more re
liable estimates of predicted production figures for var
ious products. 

Use of the "Psychological Scale of Preference" and 
the predicted preference of "Group A" (Figure 2 in the 
quoted material) will be used here to exemplify the pos
sible application of this technique to production con
trol. It will be assumed that the sales department or the 
market research department will provide the production 
control department with the predicted total sales for the 

(forthcoming period, for example, 10,000 gallons of ice 
cream in the coming month. The production control de-
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partment knows the various competing flavors of ice 
cream that must be produced and might schedule pro
duction of the various flavors based on past sales of each 
type. Consider the possibility that scale values for the 
preference of the competing flavors are available, ob
tained by the method described in the necktie experiment 
cited, say (from Scale A, Figure 2) flavor A = 1.00, B = 
1.13, C = 1.24, D = 1.70, E = 2.14, F = 2.19, G = 2.43, 
and flavor H = 4.10. Now the prediction would be that 
output should be geared in these ratios so that the items 
will be produced in proportion to their expected sales. 
The formula: 

S i  P( = X TS 

±Si 

Where: 
P, = The production output of item i. 
iS, = The scale value of item i. 
i= 1,2, 3 ,  •  •  •  ,  n o r  i n  t h e  c a s e  c i t e d  A ,  B , C  •  •  • ,  H .  

TS = Total sales 

can be used to convert predicted total sales into produc
tion output figures for each of the various items. In this 
case, the production of flavor A would be 630 gallons, 
f l a v o r  B  =  7 1 0 ,  C  =  7 8 0 ,  D  =  1 , 0 7 0 ,  E  =  1 , 3 1 4 ,  F  =  
1,370, G = 1,520, and production of flavor H would be 
2,580 gallons. Thus, knowing total sales, production fig
ures for all products can be predicted provided that the 
sales of the items follow the measured preferences for the 
items. Now suppose a new product is added to the pro
duction schedule. There are no past sales upon which 
predicted production figures can be based, but a prefer
ence scale value for this new item can be obtained. So, 
with use of the foregoing formula the predicted produc
tion figure for this new product can be established. 

There are obvious complications which can be en
countered with this technique. These could arise if the 
sales and thus the production of the products are de
pendent on many variables or features, i.e., a group of 
products where price, design, color and size vary for 
each product and can affect preference. All of these vari
ables would have to be considered as part of the stimuli 
affecting consumer buying habits. These considerations 
do complicate the picture but do not represent any real 
limitations so far as method is concerned. 

There may be certain situations to which the technique 
described above would be directly applicable after a 
short test period. However, it is more likely that the ap
plication of this technique of scaling would require modi
fication and extensive validation before the Industrial 
Engineer could include it in his kit of tools for produc
tion control. This example does not represent a tried and 
true technique for production control. The author has 
cited this case in an attempt to show how the terms of an 
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apparently unrelated discipline (in this instance psy
chology) can be translated into. Industrial Engineering 
terms and therefore possibly be of help to the Industrial 
Engineer. 

Many techniques that are described in the publica
tions of other disciplines might be "adapted" to similar 
problems as they are encountered in Industrial Engineer
ing. In the majority of the cases the technique cannot 
be just borrowed and applied, but it might be made to 
fit the Industrial Engineering problem. It may be a more 
reliable or better method than the one that the Indus
trial Engineer uses at present. Becoming familiar with 
techniques of other disciplines also will give the Indus
trial Engineer a new or different approach to the prob
lem, and in this way possibly suggest a more refined or 
more valid method for attacking management problems. 
The Industrial Engineer may also contribute to the ad
vancement of statistics and mathematics through the 
development and application of new approaches to man
agement problems. 

SUMMARY 

Consideration has been given an approach to promot

ing the application of statistical techniques by the In
dustrial Engineer. This approach is that of borrowing 
from some of the "older" professions which have adapted 
the techniques and contributed to the advancement of 
the disciplines of statistics and mathematics, for ex
ample: agriculturists, biologists, economists, psycholo
gists. A case was cited indicating the necessary transla
tion of terms from the "foreign" discipline to the terms 
of Industrial Engineering. It seems apparent that the 
Industrial Engineer could make considerable use of sta
tistical applications in other disciplines by visualizing 
and translating the variables and problems of these cases 
into Industrial Engineering terms. 
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A-19 

I-24a When you asked for an article from a 
library, have you ever been supplied with 
a photocopy rather than the original 
article? Yes. 

I-24b How do you feel, in general, about 
using a photocopy in place of the 
original? 

Rather have copy than original. 
No Opinion 
Doesn't like to use photocopies. 

I-24c Is there any particular kind of 
photocopy you do_ object to using? 

Black background 
Microfilm 
Other 

1-25 What percent of the time do you need this 
material immediately (say within two days), 
and what percent of the time could you wait 
as long as two weeks to get it without a 
great inconvenience? 

Two days 
Two weeks and over 
Evenly divided between the above 

Personal Interview 
Overall PhD MS BS None 

225 84 65 71 5 

91 41 24 24 2 
130 41 35 51 3 

22 10 10 2 0 

33 17 9 7 0 
41 17 11 11 2 
70 30 19 20 1 

100 60 23 35 2 
128 54 41 31 2 

40 14 7 17 2 



1-23 - The number of technical books bought personally by the over-

«:i group is: 

Number Percent 

Total 275 100 

None 97 35 

1-3 132 48 

4-10 35 13 

>10 11 4 

I-24a - Of the total group 225 (82%) were given a photocopy rather 

than an original at least once during the last year. 

I-24b - Their opinions about this practice are presented below. 

Some answered this question even though they had answered "no" to 24a. 

How do you feel about this? Number Percent 

Total 243 100 

Rather have photocopy 91 37 

No opinion 130 54 

Do not like it 22 9 

1-25 - What percent of the interview population would like their^ 

library requests for documents immediately (say within two days)? 

Number Percent 

Total 268 100 

Two Days 100 37 

Could wait two weeks 128 48 

Even 40 15 

Proportioning those who indicated that they needed the requested 

material within two days about 50% of the time. 
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ADDITIONAL DATA FROM PERSONAL INTERVIEWS 

A-16 

—CURRENT INFORMATION PRACTICES— 

Personal Interview 
Overall PhD MS BS None 

I-la What are the sources of information 
in your field? 

Journals 269 108 72 83 6 
Meetings 49 25 11 13 0 
Personal Contacts 87 32 23 29 3 
Government Reports 74 37 19 16 2 
Consultants 7 3 0 3 1 
Books 116 (Not Coded) 
Others 192 75 52 62 3 

/l-'Zo. In your most recent literature search, 
how far back in time did the search go? 

1950-61 
1930-49 
1900-29 
Earlier than 1900 

A I-9e Why did you do the search yourself? 

Preferred to. 
No one else qualified to do it. 
No one else had time to do it. 
Other 

I-9f Who did the search for you? (Record 
position and organizational connection.) 

Technical person 
Librarian 
Other 

I-lla Do you generally begin a new project with 
a search of the literature to find out what 
has already been done on the subject? Yes. 

I-llb (If NO to 11a) Do you^usually do a 
literature search at a later point in the 
project? Yes. 

I-12a Has any of your work resulted in your 
company conducting a patent search? Yes. 

58 23 18 15 2 
78 33 22 22 1 
50 29 12 9 0 
12 9 0 3 1 

64 34 17 13 0 
54 27 17 10 0 
17 4 5 7 1 
8 2 2 2 2 

22 . 11 3 8 0 
42 16 12 14 0 
4 0 3 1 0 

199 93 50 52 4 

39 9 11 17 2 

201 84 52 61 4 
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v fi'£k 
Minimum Users 

Requirements (Probabilistic) 
Degree of Satisfaction 

of Requirement* 

Relative Weighting 
Function for 
Importance of 
Requirement 

Weighted Performance 
Number 

Search Speed: $(S) 

Max. File Size: 
<KM) 

M 

System 1 

1.0 

0.5 

System 2 

0.6 

0.7 

W, 

w_ 

System 1 System 2 

1.0W, 

0. 5W„ 

0.6W, 

0. 7W„ 

Total Total 

Based on comparison of the probability density functions of the requirement and the system. 

TABLE I 

Weighted Probabilistic Comparisons 
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 ̂ U^> ? 
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 ̂ U^> ? 
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*̂" v/vul̂ | y /(^<AO ,  ̂ ĵp̂ "**1 *•'—  ̂ >ŷ  ^Mfc—  ̂

 ̂ U^> ? 

I'l**** I^A ivv  ̂ /̂ cc ̂  U*^-c CflVw^-^fe"^<'4""  ̂̂  

*̂" v/vul̂ | y /(^<AO ,  ̂ ĵp̂ "**1 *•'—  ̂ >ŷ  ^Mfc—  ̂

 ̂ U^> ? 

^«-»v* ̂ X. /U>^» /̂rrvt 

A<VWV\  ̂ (^»y2*wo ^rf. «' • » 0» <-• <— 4g t» ĉ< 1 •>*••/' y4 

lAr̂ A*tt/k~ ch*-*** oLst- 3^- . 

^«-»v* ̂ X. /U>^» /̂rrvt 

A<VWV\  ̂ (^»y2*wo ^rf. «' • » 0» <-• <— 4g t» ĉ< 1 •>*••/' y4 

lAr̂ A*tt/k~ ch*-*** oLst- 3^- . 

^«-»v* ̂ X. /U>^» /̂rrvt 

A<VWV\  ̂ (^»y2*wo ^rf. «' • » 0» <-• <— 4g t» ĉ< 1 •>*••/' y4 

lAr̂ A*tt/k~ ch*-*** oLst- 3^- . • 

^«-»v* ̂ X. /U>^» /̂rrvt 

A<VWV\  ̂ (^»y2*wo ^rf. «' • » 0» <-• <— 4g t» ĉ< 1 •>*••/' y4 

lAr̂ A*tt/k~ ch*-*** oLst- 3^- . 

{ / 1  ̂ T  ̂

fcx Iw ̂  

 ̂ ^wy.u.tr' y^tiL-t*—  ̂ ^yj>v 1u*4 1  ̂ ^wy.u.tr' y^tiL-t*—  ̂ ^yj>v 1u*4 1 

i) 6 /<iM^Mw>4 U*t4~ ~tl+- ^9< .̂ ^C^«|> —  ̂

J J 
/>?&"*•%*- "^n i •* • J**Lr titt +&4++£& *j//*f $* A*)AZ*~̂  . 

<dr Aj/l&j£ Job*"/ 4̂ l CA~&VLrv <*̂ / ̂  (4̂ A. Sit. e. 
/ ^ +$kj*£x̂  . / ^ +$kj*£x̂  . 
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A /̂7  ̂ (crf4*X+XLc  ̂. 

4 ĵ trt̂ -Xu^*-, £ ~pL ^y*^v .̂ 

L)L  ̂ tL A "6-ia^^+XjPJ 

frv%A I*. kXt+v 4 ^*c oh-j ^»- • 

4*^" <V»^«a -̂̂  

c) Xĵ  /t0&£%r<- (*ijffT&X 

IA VKf)̂  C)p-̂ r>v-̂ >v  ̂ W  ̂Cv~l£ |U  ̂* Î PimX4 | 0U flk 

<&fa>K C~+ L , tL tLf tM f̂X. tu^ptJ: 

a) J«iXi *v». »v^" c**y/& X 
i) t tL sy**"** 
a) ti+ŝ   ̂
Jt) Cf**C44 r̂-  ̂4ytLŝ  
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&vy 

' .  cA*̂ î u»/ £ZfL̂ £L2o 

2* *• ŷ JL̂  <*> /1̂ /^w > -̂ ^̂ *-7 <-  ̂

&vy 

' .  cA*̂ î u»/ £ZfL̂ £L2o 

2* *• ŷ JL̂  <*> /1̂ /^w > -̂ ^̂ *-7 <-  ̂
4 

&vy 

' .  cA*̂ î u»/ £ZfL̂ £L2o 

2* *• ŷ JL̂  <*> /1̂ /^w > -̂ ^̂ *-7 <-  ̂

-*• (U^VT9 < .̂ 6. V^~>-*|J 4 f 

jLrJhf̂ Plddk&Z 10̂ -, / Î W- /<*&£•>* l"~tiL fi, £O~*L 
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^1 C/wS^A<r* Ci-c_ /tfĉ uMi I'V>>» 

(*. J*tC>tu -fcUUl \KXT^i*h ~j G*£C-&A+~^ (*. J*tC>tu -fcUUl \KXT^i*h ~j G*£C-&A+~^ 
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J^ejutj>v^vUv.->v to Ik WfYlto tfj l^SusWs. 

A» Uvvtl^Vi \kaX the i/vvjvvrvva^ wvvaX lujp Us4 

wn Le^yS i/w ObhLcb UeoinryviCe casus arvssCu a*s(AvnZ>, 
a t leu£not «u?iiL, a ita* ^ ^Lnwv h> ke. 

C^vvsvwyc^U ^i™vUe; t>l\oiA^b \ocs bot&s~to 

jprwv O/vv iXox oj +1^ A/vv/ iu?b^r t?(jwvu) c4 tne tx^w,sw^^ 

^ i/wjrrm%a^+un^aX ^tu?p«yiw^ a. jivew ar^wuL. 
5aC/L a bcn/vwj wswU) be Sbu^tit prattle rvteawS 

oj- J ̂ twwwn^ (ke re^eWe ^ewjivtvvxa fe L. ^ u/tav h> Ita 

m^vviiW^i ^6 L eaefv tub*oj research 
(X{Aw w^Vj 0tf>v6 U)£/Y£^» 

J[ w [tv& blAxe;eacAv su-c-lv ac/twi/tvi m^jkt be 
06^1^0. iWitv ^jWw r^aea^xJa c«vvvvvvw/vvv4vi h> 
i?e bv/j a cevfeu/w t^a^crvrKu^turH^tX ^viMu^n bv\ ^tvv\A 

il*W rvuwvij Saiavvt ^olkvY* a/V£ t vw Jtfcu> OeWftu i Jw*, 

^ iwiW C0VV2T( vjr/ mow ttv (^.j "live n£^ t 
bwW fp fctLe i/w+r> ^ tup. w>(p ffci/ii- ^ ^T^^ 
l/w 

t^vJcvivvaJrurvv jpGuy 
^oiLa^i M?^tv 

Wtocl^ ttiXi/v be CdrmJbi/vv&^ 

tke wU'bkb) mkmvva>i^al nee^t, dMterztte^ U\ Ike 
<xeWUk beWJ ikeu <*vv4?iWy vviiv 

rc<put^mevvk ifewwwivu? ktjvw/ oltlcr rE/5e^v>^iv 
(\£/1vvvHiL6 0-^ ttvi' CiHAv/|^u/vvl$kj. 
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J vv (Wv h> ^eXwNtab-' cbca/vl 
Hw/wk v>vu ^kW'U be- apptte^, Ce-t vwe 1™ b 
it i/w (V WV bfllb jirryw. ' 

# # 

Let $ k0 (?&• (tvt uoJinryvvixbiru^tC 
r&o uvrE/vwe^vb oj ^ r&5£o/vt>lv ax^Kvttb. "[toese 
v*e)4 wtswli [\XAfd vvxne»lv(vv\ei3 V\C W^ )exAv*e{M. 
' " *  " 5attf/vvj - *- - - - -J 1 

(Vc/twetu b^ DL ; wlvMre 
J ' frk*p> Jz WV 

Dw = j?o  ̂ J*k WvOw 
aXa^ Itu. 

*1 2 J 
1$ Ifce bvi^. 

^rp^wt tfVw itx &c4wvfw 
bv\ te' ^ ^ wavw . 

Ay% ifc / 

Fiwttvcr; Cet L0 [>t, ttvc- (e*v,raae^ evv in*cc&&$ o^ 
ike l1* <XetvvU-u o\ W\££rtvw\ ttb ree> UA/re/yv\0vvte of fbe 
OtWvKi l£<? RL - ^ 

U/W<x^ 
b^ ko Wo £,\W»^ . IKese/ we-^lafc 
fkt wfcujUte wye^B^ c^ ^jtnT £>ttuK" O^bvitliU? {WC/ 
jprrjpcrvFurK^X b saL/v^ }>oiLvvz av^ b tKc Oe vr^rzuj e- jiaxfotS 
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W& stuvtC I\&src (X OiX oi we-u^hî  rtsOiwre,*wewfe Wr 
|L ' tK I » ' « 1 -s J v _J 
!u& i/ aĉ wuvi or 

£ 

-Lj* Pt> tKe fofci/ 

 ̂ ' • y 
vA l/V*> 1— v\ \ 

ait Gvo\volixu* 

ifie- itu-

: ft £ 
\f-Q 

l/i/ -̂ LCL.WoĴ r̂Jp O VZjp UWT3 Wv&l/vt wtfvft) tie 

 ̂dl £ w; ij, f > i > 
f :o  D 

3 * li» )>LXU)ĉ  to r̂ j;*'12oC/vvt ltvt£ vxĴ UA/Yi&VyH v̂vt  ̂

it̂ ba^u^nurvv/ ttvc ^u/m/vv̂ îwvv wcvvW be- Lxccx) \o%\ cx 
ii*l>\Wfur>v jxvvvcliAru, „ ro ĵytî AvvrK Xt 

^7 C£/W tftXctlvj (X^Su/WAiu) ttui£ &XL WVUvxs b l̂inrn/Vi/viM 

itl# CXV> vv£ |d' VwtC (aAV0 itxC ZxXwUL, <5U*i 

^uvt ĉ c3v 0  ̂ tW  ̂ r̂ avVEvvvcvUs ca/w -

Uĵ x n^b|r̂ £Avte  ̂U. ^We VAtww^̂ r. Xw 

vXiVe ft) W j?Uvfu/Vl>0 Oo a. ̂ L£> ba^u>^̂ UAu^UJVv . 

Frrvw ltv& loolc o\ ttvu> j}vr>V3evvv a6 rDiuj tvlu j?u>Wn) 

ftXirve ttx£ (?ivvvvi/vvj îvê K̂ Vv vvswl̂  aj>j)a*/r tt> \jts "h? 

i*xo aXte v̂h^Vv Ow "jc-w £,55 (Tvvtutl/ r̂ ^av-̂ vvve v̂ii 
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pct>*wUe. Wtvot wu^lvt ¥o$z>'SoihkcS kiaJt ciwte 
tD VVWVv^ Cb*C>', 

«vv6e, Wte h> ^ Awst: re^L 

(j?) 9o% oj ^ r^ties, 
l$tC) afC m?ile^. ; 

(^) A FLvc^i/vfeuj e, oj- tmr&Cevo/vvt vvuxA&ruLc *be£vuevebj 

[3) Arvwcriwvt of r&t&va/wt' vyxcdfovxaX/ uw, itvc 
t6 yvvU>0<$ * 

I wswie/Y^ iA ev&w trpw^m^ ca/vvfc t?e- cbv&jlc* (?vj ttie^ 
C'lo^Vvr^cAuri3TiC6 aAcrue. n^o uvrrvw^»vi5 <rwvCvt 

riui m*aMor cj^ ttve vntf/vvvver tw wtaaAv tt^ )>oajsvw&\*Jb 
n^tvifcvuA/ *Vtet£ha tt> pLO^UJVvd. 
f*v* Q wL*dntfw\ . J i i J. L/j » f r" / v 

4vt^Ht^*T~r^J) owes tVuU" Iv^e b<>6 l/vw* OT 0 be^ too) 
wwtD. 

F5>r uw5hvwC£, c5Vt£ WUV\A £iV$iAv| C<5V-^r itie wuv\A 

di5VW'Hvw(X oj^ (V to a- (^LtCoj o| ttv£, 
j X- VVdA\A aXC ^OCcA^VW^i^kvtS 4zl^(jL- l/Vv/ (A-' £| t\/£JVv' 

uv\ie^ cAic6^». r r&Sw/vvx^klvj wlvcw tt<U Ga/w 
W Wcovvve^ uw te*wu> ^ ttae i/vu)c^ (a/>vtf jir 
rtie j?^V^iJVrvvO/vvCG 0>v r^(9 LU^Bm^vAi» 3 

•^Uoiviv W' jp^V^CC^^ wltvtc^ V^b"H^ i__j- i?*i5W5VvuJ t"D W-

C^VC/fWC' !T2^j76W6C' yWi/C&t be, C££-^ l/Vv^ Uj Jrt^C -
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l^W 

w 1 tW^vvU I\ruxX cwwhur vwdytnhxAnt clifritû an̂ kio 

CM ^0CcMme»'vt r2^W\(M/2xX $iA$tu*w tD \vtulek o^ttl2vvi"UrK/ 

W (2 w&w u> rfvC vwttv wUciv (t^£, Ow j>A/>vtC 

iu£ Ou^vM. llWt i/6 tp^OA4 ; the <^50 vwlK wUuiv ke 

CcVVV̂ tvô W  ̂kl/te jpTJWV kk/$WYV IA/VY<1 i\̂ u3£. to ik# \rvv&  ̂

U/ntiu^Ui^ of ke ^vtffo'W. Xt 16 0^65uAvte^ the 

a6£r U aim^U' or tke jprojwr c^utbtuivvS ^ 

Uu> (fWW Lvi\dU^Uje, T w j^iVuMvUL (Xo Id?iraVu^vv,Jtrr i^v6tvw^; 

Ueti?5 tWe ametk uw tfcu* **> ^uXka/w 

^talvt, i/W Wc; ituUr lltdfo a^+okvudi^ 

^ocu/vvvevvt n^tvuvet Vw&ctiij P*j kx uikwucte yvvcia^ 

t?VWe wvo^t ^i/frtOuXt J VV\AA^ YX^^HtVYt/ lvt/$ >y^^uxX/ cb ItCO.' 

tlOVv, C5V VWiMA WLCJUbb \kvJ?V itvC- £/VvU?UrM •vU-Vii' ti (Vw 

U^avvvv^uMv^ ; C*4HMvc^ Cv\?v2tn(UvJv e^uCA « 

T^mm5 tvwc oj* vuo^trvwnA 5<&rw5 to a^tc^v+urvv 

sCu^/veGu <rvv tke bxvvvsUW^ yn>a^65 — ^njwv fex, k^6 

U'Vvavv^c/ fe> tke Guvvaivoac oj ike iocu/wuiA*k 

n2/bvevaX ^viotum , Xj- ,t wUevt tvo^Lkavv ka^> 

be^Uvwv^^ttle ioc^/wve-kvt retvievoX ^u^te-wv- ^ vu>t oXle 

b LvcK U^uv6£- ^ -bo Cocvrte A/w ia*W , 

wvu6t W cAva/vati to fee ^vjstenw. itxu? <ykwk ke 

l/W, b*\Vv6 0^ tt%L fl/WA^Vl/vX &J^ l/VTfcl OO&AAJT IxMlM&TLjxi WlvUA/% 

W®i*M W U^l~ . 
£•.. .AUv cc 

<OL>kiw ^CuflL>- lur Mi v^. 
ixnrvJi Ibc \so1^UCL(^^ . 



"ike CUvvm^vvt o\j tui/vvw ttuUT CK C0CW$Vs i 

£<ret> <rvv two jrtcfaws: | 

^1) Wk^tt^c 6V not ike U^fiT" M\i<M\k$ 1/w^UYWveLAvovv 
i w  ( V  j v w e r  C o A ^ e > v j  l k a / v v  t t a  i J > v i ? v i ^ e b ;  

(2-) itxt' kvvtlvYX? oj ike j-iXe nvoteinAX/ . 

lj- ike IA^£AT CiWV kM)t t?e vTZ^rvj IAV Jr»*vvi/VU^ two ^OAliv 
tHtev| OuX^htfVv iav ^Vva(^U/; Jpru-^uyvvva/kkj ke 
^Wn/t Icia0W Hu/U>tv ivkowvT ike ^ivVjcet ku> ^>CA/veVv| loe Vwll 
jvw) It reLelwekj ea^n h> tvoAvo(iv^e tr> ike v/v»io^ (Awjw^uje 
wtuetv iav tu/vw kou^tl) i>e jvwe twowxirv i/VW lis 
t"D nZ/"h>oY>v "fkfr bflTu/vwt/VvtS ikUT tvve oV U-t>e tD U-vwv 4 Prnvii^ 
ikivt Itve^e ^ocuAvtenAs i/wjwwv Iwwv cvkflut K\e '^ukjeet 

tkuvt Ue H> ^vJfrbcC lA^n/tkj O/kte Vo JYO/w^il vvusve 
^peolKe (^ue^tiVvv^ kc not Jvtnw crvi^Avj 
C0a>3e lvw^£- H swew^f, vvl\t-vv Ive ^ Vt> ^Ot>C- Qut$H#*\/ 
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TASK 1 DEVELOP AN INITIAL LIST OF USER'S REQUIREMENTS TO BE STUDIED. 

10 July 

2 .  

3. 

1.  Init ial  l ist  of questions has been framed to indicate the types 
of i j | ip.  fought.  Questions are now being re-framed in accordance 
with good survey or interview technique.  Questionnaire may be 
almost self-administering.  

Preliminary l ist  of SRI test  subjects has been prepared,  inclu
ding 135 EE's in many specialty f ields and many levels of 
responsibil i ty.  

Visit  arranged to Benson-Lehner to find what they feel  are 
important user requirements.  They design and build I .R. equipment 
and are therefore very interested in what the user 's  require
ments are,  and how they are weighted.  They are also interested 
in judging the performance of I .R. systems and have thought 
about f igures of merit .  I t  is  also quite possible that  they 
might assist  with the survey by allowing their  E.E. employees to 
be interviewed—thus providing some information on the correlation 
between industry and research insti tute engineers '  requirements.  

1 
L. Pertinent published material  has been reviewed. There is  very 

l i t t le of immediate application.  Other works to be followed up 
include: ( l)  an IBM-Lockheed study of the value and importance 
of I .R.,  (2) Survey of user 's  requirements made by Bob Powerton 
- ! TORL-Livermore,  (3) Survey of user 's  requirements by Bell  
Lab^ (b750 questionnaires),  (h) l lowerton's  views on relative 
importance of the various requirements,  (5) Heilprins views on 
sjpme. 
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TASK 2 DEVELOP SCALAR AND PROBABILISTIC MEASURES OF AS MANY OF THE REQUIRE
MENTS AS POSSIBLE WITHIN THE LEVEL OF EFFORT OF THIS STUDY. 

10 July /.Awaiting results of the interviews to find out what requirements can 
be described analytically, what requirements can be described by 
ranking, and which requirements can be described only with judgement 
or opinion. 

" The actual measures will be obtained after analysis of the interview 
data. 

" /"? The methodology (primarily by interview) and the subjects (bP.I r,,E.'s 
'in all specialty fields) have been established. 
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TASK 3 j 3FVEL0P THE RANKING OR RELATIVE WEIGHTING FOR AS MANY OF THE REQUIRE
MENTS AS POSSIBLE WITHIN THE LEVEL OF EFFORT OF THIS STUDY 

10 July The actual rankings or weightings will be obtained from the results 
of the interview data. 
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TASK h DEVELOP A ROUGH SET OF CRITERIA AND A PROCEDURE, THAT COULD BE APPLIED 
TO EXISTING SYSTEMS IN ORDER TO REACH TENTATIVE CONCLUSIONS ABOUT 
THEIR PERFORMANCE. 
/. 

10 July Data is being collected and plotted to show the practical bounds that 
might be imposed on an I.R. system for file size and file input rate, 
requirements. This is being approached from the viewpoint of I.R. 
systems for an individual, for an industrial organization, for a 
specialty field, for a special information center, and for the world's 
total literature. 

1 i £,£, C*&£b̂  V5"£/. 
fj/A- cMr^ ~L UrA ^ 2/I 
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TASK 5 

10 July 

DEVELOP A MODEL OF A REPRESENTATIVE SIMPLE INFORMATION RETRIEVAL SYSTEM 

^Arrangements have been made to talk to Heilprin (CLR) who has done 
some modeling in this area. Some initial and crude models have 
been developed. 
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TASK 6 

/M 
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TEST THE REQUIREMENTS, CRITERIA, AND EVALUATION PROCEDURES 
ON SUCK REPRESENTATIVE SYSTEMS 

/, f/V\ A fl^i ) 
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/ TASK 7 DEVELOP PLANS FOR A RESEARCH STUDY TO 3ETTER DESCRIBE THE 
USER'S REQUIREMENTS, AND TO IMPROVE THE CRITERIA AND EVA
LUATION PROCEDURES 

A /J^.% ~b A ? 

J, fi-f AJ^i*^ ^ i^-V-VCC [sXtX'^-X 
^jvw-^iL/ 7^0 "tie Urjn^cA^ 

* • 
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[Mic&t Vti-ivA tM/jC- (?ei-vO(2^2vv ^ oxu^VULA^ VT^'twibvwJ <a-^? \TXXK. 

IBMXJ IT&WAJO) • 



v | Auj it, 

% 

4̂ vC Ga/wv£ SJocwya&yJC Rejyvevzti^ *- 14 

h/lxew- — 

M£ ^w|i?vtw £vtl4JW ^ecU^T wvltv itae fczt£U-

o'btzXwvt/V\^j C£/vtau/W ^£lizL/j tlC' H0VVvv£t/LCi^ ifUXsS (̂ AK^Lixloî  CC 5eX> 

0  ̂ ju^U? 1^ . Xj" 15 ta> cwiuct tvu» savvciw 

(V rUA^tfWli^lc/ wuwv WDu4i7la^ ^Ivou-ii tv^u/ic Ut£ e^prfe 

(Vvwtfh^ ttac VJWVjrk/t^ J|fl/C\XvHt£ UVV &CC&*~b CK/VksUL- wxk ikiC jp 1 

Xv^j ot the, })e6iYcb uvvjirovva^tidVv 

rV,CO^wi£\4rrv ĉ  

uvv ^OC^Wvcl^ vUJfejtkc 5£#i/vvv\^ ^ Lhxka~ 

Jvttw^ itvu? SoiVYZJ*. 'y- vf2|^A^ '^4^ L VI/ j?Ww^ I/VWJ ttvc^ 

^ivwte^ tke sc^lce/r wvtl site- uj> ttle^ Jtaxtovs aa^> wtXl 

-e^Jt tW/ i &> yvtfe WUt> jjihbv**  ̂ trtvjijvwwaWvi, jyifViA, 

tacAv twwvt^ CLCur̂ bwu\ Vo tvc^ iVaXvaJxcvv ojj' ifu, 

WyTiU^ iA^W^' 

r&U,Ki t/ wvvrtv tt> Uww^i-\ 

<VV) fo*' ^<x\xLf 



- X -

(2) Q* oj" aktv ^ww cx ^  ivc^w, t>ovwcsl 

(3) & ^rvk 5yCM^ vw ^WAUA^ ttve UA^ryvvva^v^wv 

X-^-4W-[vy3t-^U^ tj wg^ 

pktee wg, Iw tiiej^vSt j?LUX we ^kmli JjrphiWj 

cj' i^vvjTjyvvv^ 

^onowaitvj ^ru^lvt. Owe-tHy Uwv) ^ ̂ J- ^ei/vciv 

trwi \j me jp lece iA^j^vvw^4i43vt' scvelv ^x-6 foe $yccx^\JU 

A-o/wve IT** tke ntwvvewcoX vaXue oV foe mevtvvuj j?mvt oj-

r feiwv Oswty I- ^ tki* CXL&X vxo other* W%^uyvw* 

vvxrrttv O/mikivvitf, Iw ike olker flmerfjX tape c\r ££rf/vetv ^<d 

i3 t'OiuiVvt abtmX 5ijvvte -***?ve JpcwK^ckvy 

i/vv »fru6 (Av^hmee (uec/tv ylece ejf u^^trrvvva^+uf^ U cl 

vtcWe - me wam4s to kvuw k«?w Vt> \pu*X^ cx booLca^e 
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ev&w <xb<rwt ^v^i/vu^ ^uaiU\u> oV civet/US^ GxcaPjaJI& 

*>\CWj [?c ^cvvtg, ^twjiit u&C. H <*wcw^r( OuS trwe^ hvus»Xbbo^< 

^-iitC vA<sn2aj&te> live u^vW' tmv 

tltfW jty^ O^n-trwwt cf lM^FmvO^"H^rvv Itwvf £**-*>tv w£W j>iXC£. \iJku, 

0$b$ Yo I butt oXvBO^vj i/wtvA'vw) (i/w t>trs**£> 

locjxrrv^v^x^o jzu?tvur>v, tW^tT } Cvca^l3t> CLXTB*G)^ 

YVOMHlb £6£0vvtu*iUj *\o lA^WfVVV^iuJVV, 

AfctCVv4l45Vv iv^6 b^Vv ̂ |oa>c^^^ tfVv |K(J, vt^ w |̂t'Vvvv^t4x4>Vv 

Ctfwfewt cf llvC' itwtt (he bo^cci' c\o hu*v£ Jvtrvw (he ^ocu**ue*i£ 

. ei •>&>, xk> SVj^h^wv i/w evberc tt> j?yv\ru)e/ ce a^jai/w^l*" 

w vvu>iv (tve e^Juvt ^?£/wt i/w lt\t ^ea/vciv c<wv Ge- A-

jprzu>KcC tku? c|»?vf wvwu^ Gc- e/wh/v&Lj i^vj 3<mi6«vve 

ttva^v ttve- lavwt^^Cj- a/v\i UWVDUTI^ VTZ*\^ 
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yv\CVUAX/ CW fhe other Wo/vw) iKe 5£a/veiv *vuivj 

wvwoive iitvC ^ei/vetvef' lwwv=»eA^ £Uo^ mMj owfoujL (v*&"v^ wvewtztC 

Vvw\v tfVv ivt6 j?tvV\r. A 3i^^VwctU>v COw JwUjUiJ \oc>$t he *vtaie 

hehve^w tWese two hij n^iem/vwj t*> ihe ^rvif u/wie/v ifae Dftajowj 

ftw) tr fri^ bfcvO>yv~—Ipij the tU-f*** • 

L et* iv6 Orw^u)ev jtnr tWe haevvvevtt a re5£a/vz>lver aX 

5ai wlvO VVU/wfe I/Vv^jpvvvv^twvv ClJbtOvt ^5Wl^ vX^bje^t l/W 

^CAMZ^X/' Let nd ^5uau€/ iWat We lwe5 livvee JpvvwcA^?aX 

Lh«vne£ to wtvlc-W tp Wrw; 6R,l ; Sfcv/ujwi l^vWevsUaj, a/v\i 

AvvWsiWj oj' CaXtjiTYYvv^ at SevLetavj. He ^wav^ hvm h> the 

Let KOrvj Jvy$t ww Uop> that he caw ohtzu/w lvc6 iatrc 

tkere «Swvux- We ^vvaA^ not rate tu-6 ctuviAxe^ 

vH'^ oj it at at Ha^6 ^ou/vce f He wuvtj 



V V 
^ — 5 — 

Vw6huyKkv Cl> seA/vciv at live Shwtjjpvb l)m^rsi^ UWwv^ 

vvlo^rCx Ue wuv^ tM?y^ to^v) tke ^ou^tvt vwJtv ita, 
Ivvm-irKvuAvv ejjjtnrfc ajvvcjpo^vi^li^ iwlfc <\- ^voew cflvtewvd^ oj. 
•kvot^S' Oiv fhe clker" l^uwO (ve m<vAj C^CAacW ttvese jo^st 
two co \̂$c6 j?ivt oi£ iw> ii\^o CL i>£<v>civ oX>^ U.C. 
crw tKe i/Yvvj?re6Mu>v itutfc (vCs cXva/wce6 aj f>vicc^ f̂> cure-

cywJ&St JrfV ^ucXv axXiovv - N a^yrUCv^ , va/vvtrvvt? wn^Lfu*eS 
tk&6 6/ "3>W(k)tf20^t£ >vwV\^ (XJ^^qsqX/ i^wo^t ft> live t/w iWe 

Wjtafc c^ tvt6 £v^iXvcCL/tv<rH/ oV hxei^ <w\i lvi& 4.»i^ #w itie 
aj' (vt5 c^ivrwaXeS oj tW, e^jlfvfe vwvrpUre^ O/vw^ ifct, 

cAv<vtvct6 ©j- ^vux-G/^ m» tax\v ccu-dc, . 



v 
\ \  - I  -  A u j  

\ r 

wftvl oj CkMs £p£b&yt uw Ctrvv^ux^vvvj a Scar*civ. 

X , StzvWvvv^ Pywvt, 

Z ^.(Vnryyy^ 

uv^pvy^vct/Hc 

ojtovw 

^CVe*aX m^uvYxe^, (oco^te5 cuv sr ve*^ LvwjwCe^aXCe 

Jpc^Sevv ia^ tke <5vJpydC o^ Ivto 

£^j?e^t, ij Ue Ww5 <r>t£ to t?c- tke ri^Lt 

ttv& f>^ke^r to ttle i/vCb^ tato^j0yi&5. 

it vvijvtii W (?etonr to w^fe fiaAt kc ttafc 

'Scc^^.^r U^w h> ivi^ o^u^6turvv Jw (^w^CtoVv 

X t  U ^ v  l k ^  ^ ( 5 0  i £  o \ h z  t o  

jic^juvvw lp£ tvaAA^L^tou, jmw, ttU* Ou^tovi to Ita x^bcyL 



\L 
WxuvSoerr oj' (Vw  ̂ Jpa t̂vcuiW Cvbm  ̂  ̂to a, Coĉ HW 

H^vx/ever, ^rv ike $tvUe o^ tke ^i$Cix&t> i*w [ir t/w»i^vt b&k&^lr 

IJ we A^w/wve^ tiukt ike ^J?^vt CcuXi loot J>o llu^ $i/vUt WC 

^<rwt kwtfW^wtvaJt likni/vies w& tuwe OLcca&b. 

itvc olker fkvvtoj liut^ tvw ca/w io o to 

ike ^c^keM ati^wtirfw to <j£/weraX ak<nvt ike 

Sukject lvt£ weUu/vvj, 6^ f£<ii>i/vuj tiu^ i/vt^Dnvt<vh4fi't ut t6 

u>ye^ [0.) feat^lke ooekec wvll ke *vkte to jya^e Lts (TWW 

iA\0iu/vv^ (VCCivvztteiij etvaw^tv to teu) lu*w to v\Aat£ Ue wa^Us; 

moujlt okgwt h^(k) ike 5^eL^r wit 

flMt le<vwv eAvoitjlv cckotvt Ike ^ttVjGet ^o ttuifc tie vvwvt^ 

Covw^uit ike ê evt , ltvi£ tvwte tt? cevvve uj? wvltv pncŷ rUj 

i/vt o^iu/nj. 



V 
J  1  A v » j » 4 , ^ i  

I » 

fixterrnvvuttvrvv cwv 6<nwv^ tr> fee Wn ttu Oj iR ^ -

A» IwWWA tkutfc tke i^v^yyvvaJxcrvvai 

Vvtsv Lc^6 vw Ai>fo(/t£^ . i/e^tmvtc^ (uv>v not 

Clt not WLib'ibiiAj ev<2w A itU* cowU W __ 

coow^vwic<vft/M j 5 c^inrrvpte ̂  i/t ^tvoivft be po^sixbU^ to 

^tmw 

vvovfc of w|r(yma^+vo>vaX' tjjrn? &uubft<riWw  ̂ ou ^ wew ax^wuL 

*3ivcAv Ax fc7j"l/vw^ wcrvvi^ (pe ^oiA-^ivt £^x h ifcCe yvveOAvS'' ^LV^K/ Ax wowWJ be 5oowj>vt A6 a-x jjo^^bve wea* 

oV ^t^rvvwvv^v^ ike n^(^ixWe sve^Vvrv^ tr> b&- ^u/0w to itie 

m^C/ O^vAtvnvaX iiceis* ai^u^vaJ^b bvj ex-efv tu j?^ o t nJ^^axvolv 

ack/v»Avj Cirvv^tXe^i. 

>e J. w [tie tov>t bicujL';itu/vss 5u,elv a^iwbh^ ^ 

ŷ cb (\s woy ttv Ĵ j>̂ A- x iv ew rê eaAxXv c<n̂ wwu.KW>ivj to 

t?e ^ivVt) i?v/j A cevtau/w i/yvjoYYvvLti<rn^^ b^A notvvvj 

IOW VWC\rtWA 6AXVWI ^C>tbvY$ (VY^ ^fog/yvt l/W j^vt^ A^xiWftu c^u^Vwa 

it- . -A . . l \ _ , < t ,(LfA^.J riive n£^tr 

t^cY>vvaJrurvv j?tau^6 

aIA/v^ ^ L 

KVVOW 

l/w 

Avti ^ew^olvvlku 0^ 6-uxccxed^ un ft\& ACxfi/vttvj to [axX- cj^ 

^W^trr>vviVtusvv ; ^vvtnv^ ttiXi/v be c*vvJbi/vx£^ hx VwO^ leUufe 

iWwvvAticsvvaX' laeei^ A£vi£,rZLtgi Ibvi Vtve 

A  L » J L t j )  t k * „  ~  ~  * _ L *  « V  * » f -  .  -  ; L Z L  CU\VVi 

tv^ivtci r££> ui^T/mevvW ^fevwwvi^ fnrvw oltver re^CA/v^Vv 

ac/twvhi^ o 



- x -
^ti/wxLakC' ctfUWiM 4r0j  ̂ turn/ X 

tUwk V»M ii&v 6^vovt>ii cij?j>U<e\ i&t ftvCs IVM +p 

vx/ *rvi '»v I^PIAC/ jm>w-

• , 

let % # K0 K n Itvt/ i^a^TrrKvV(X^vtfvui>C 

tfVvii U<£/V& VvrzA^tv(wvul5 WoL Wji 

3aLvyu 
(X^/twUr^ be^ V'v ; wUt-re, 

fek?p> 
Jim 

°" * ? 6j 

J ̂  maw 

OA#vv  ̂

I> tt^e ivvw^e 

^t?£*vfc 6W itx a^4wi4  ̂

bvj J  ̂  vt^w . 

 ̂OJ  ̂

/ ^ 

FiAvltver; Cct Lo fee (ev^ra^c^ <$vv 5t^<xe65 
tkc 1  ̂ (VoVwi'Ha oi M&^tvv\A ttve- v^>tu^r^vvi^v^S ftie 

axWibu  ̂

$2C/ Ivo 

ft\t 

U/vuO) 

Xy ttle^e/ wetfjiai: 

vvvXt 

jpn?j> 

V^UjHiS 0  ̂ fVU?J  ̂ JtnT plVu^r' JU>tt/Vc4"liU? (Vr  ̂OViV'cX 
Ip^FurvvtfX tr> saXi/vv, ^ofta/va av\i -tfc ftvC (/£vu*zwj  ̂
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we ^IvaXC I*e^iu^rerwevvfe Jmr 

itvC, 1/ <ApJvvi/hj 0^ 

Py J 1^0 Wfl $v 1-,C ' ^ v\ 1/Vr> U H ^ 

Ij Pb ft\e fofci/^aPv "Vi4 J~ jp ^ vV^ y i\XK/ Cc/Cs\\*t t 
tt\e va4^^e jxrr Itvc. 

vi!^Hu/vP vwei/vt vv^vUJ Ue 

if/ o/ /*" .Z 
Dl Icq Wo Lo ^ L o 

0 ,o J) 

it i6 to repire^wt lVu£ VP^UA/vpyvh2VV£ a-
yi^boJbu^Htrvvjtta ^u^^vvvv^*tvv5Vv vvowiMce ^^[oJXb C^ 

tv̂ pivVwrvv îvvvi>ĥ v % JPŷ  J-t Uâ ? 
^ ££/W bcCvtUj O^SuyvvW^ rtuit aiC ^ * vvvew b^vjjirrYvvyv^ 
fK# c4> vwlt loAV0 itie ^tVWtC n^uiYeyvv4>^te Ovi 
tavt C^uytv oj" ttic^^ r££ili/Y£vvv£yUs CO/w i?£, Hfrtecfca>iv*fe^ bi/b 

Ua ^ suw^e vuwwWr. Ivv 

wvX\^ VuMfe to i?e pietu/vê  A >̂ 

Fvs>w ike toolc oj' tt vu> pvDpWwv Ct6 n>ltfljtvtj piX/K*'^ 
oipeve rtie Ottê lxavv vv5wl̂  â Sj&arc to W "h? 
Jpo>t6 a>tte»viitf>v dw A-^ "je w g,5^ ̂ wtuiX <e*9 xvy&VV ^vds. 
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Wkof So skMnb \̂ uvt c*vwe Jp0S6i\?W» WVvAA *vu  ̂
tO WWV\i 

0) £e*p rvv^e/ -iriAvae h>  ̂-U t̂̂ vefrLj 
^J9o°lo odl n*j?Ues, 

(̂ Lj A e cf iy>Y^Cev/OA t̂ vvuvte-n^v  ̂̂ bcJUottrebj 

c) oXC reolle .̂ • 
w2c 

^3) Arwviriwvt of nkCeva/wt moA^naX  ̂ike ̂  iXe 
ik&A i6 

I wewW U Cat̂ W t>vw$i/w  ̂ c^vvt ke ccfV9X^b tke  ̂
C/tv^Vvc^ t̂u^Oo ttC6 CtXcrue» 0»*s rfoe aj?c*v-T  ̂ veo uvrt-wW>vi5 <twUA 

 ̂ I * A V  ̂itae mo f̂rter of ltv£ wifrwwcr v>v vvVvuAv lt̂  jocu*vi&iJC 

reh\evoX ^vtetem to ^vw^p- <puX t̂iiw6. 
flu* 0^vt̂ 4" u»ki - J -U- A_ 4~ « J L - (  f \  
Aav Hv^iuiv'^'^^uvrg/S iVutA IVie j?<?6i/vu^ OJ OjjUftyMLS V?e Yoc\<cd 

wvtO. 

F*5V ia^v6tZvwCC tfW£ WUV\A CAsSibiA \vS Cavilf itve 
Jpc^vrvrv^uAA^ce oĵ  (V to (jrXenj oj' \bu> $^exs*^U> 
iptiiX> y X- VsiOA/Ct oXC ^ocu^vw>CvvtS ikoAT irvtjL uw/ ce <4 

ckc&3 / f Ve$u/vv\tfX?kj wlv£w ftu rE^uĵ T^a  ̂
te/J>o^vwe  ̂ hv te*>vu5 (j|- ike (a^ujtu^r lU *  ̂
me > t̂E>vvf» pe î?vTvv(vv\ce orvv *e£> utrrei>vie» 
^Uo \M W jpi*^2ct y wluie  ̂ -Lj- ̂  1? rgw5 i/vu  ̂  ̂ to t 
e -̂ucAXe ike-jv f̂r re ĵ?(SW6e kvwt̂ t fee 



— t> -

i. vouXi ttai/vvU tiutt A/vu>lher" i/vnj?tf>bvvvt eUAuYa^te*toKc-
tfi ay r&kwi,\roX> 5i^i>tuwv to vvUu>tv atol?*vtur>v mtc6t 
be (j wC/W 16 the UXJzfy VvUtv wlvtdv ft>e, WJbQ/f CA/vv JvA/)VUX 
Vub Ooe^, ifiivt tr>50A4 ; tKe ^L^e wilk wLXciv (oe 
Cavw tvo/w^Cate jftjvw Ua^/swyv (A^aivOjA^ to tW wi^ 
UvvvAu^Ui^ ci J^e ^v\6to»w. It i,b a^w/m&^ frkat live 

WV lA6eC to UWcJbiA; 0J jyTi/vvwuviA lil^-J>rpj7^r £^ut&tuJVv6 ^ 
iw> «WW CvUdlvO^. Xl<V tItvukujb (X. i/b*am&ns,^trc KwdtzUvCiJ 
Waln$ tke «W«r*rfL vw ttvc6 ruAcurb; to 5ultv a/w 
^towt, IAV jzv^t; rVwjT WbU^ Itve£>lre^^Va^toyyucto^ 
^ocu/wvewt n^tvuvet VuvcetUj 1?vj the ulfUvuufe tu>e^r wvA/vj 
jpvwe vv\A4^ vx^uvvt. ivt^ >yeeuvl e^Lcax.-
tlovv, c5V vwtvj v\Lct6& itouto the e^vv^Ur^tn^Kt sj- <vt/v 
wwtaWVA«^)ui/Y\^ ; <e GiA?va/nA/Jv ^ e^^cA • 

Trv^5 Uvve oj* v\LOy5e\viA*A Se&w^5 to 4t>caa£ a4tc*vtu>v 
-r.. . x. w_ ./ J.- J. J i ii'. . ' Z^jjLfrvuCij Av tke iVZl/vvsGitujVv' S^mdL&S — ^nsvvw \*J&6 

*CLv\^ 
Lvw^yuv^c/ +o live i/vvi^c GxAAAiva^e oj" rfx& ioavwvc^t 
retvvevaC pvĵ tevyv • Ij- wlaevv tWo t>A/v\̂ (â tus>v Cvâ  i?< 
JpeYhrv>v\X20 ^ tKe }ioCmsvvi4L')H& retvto/^X ir^tewv wot aJ?Ce 
to JuAwciurvv t^cAxA^e o| too Coas&&- A/vv i/w^^ f ItU 
vwvtoi be oha/vâ  to fee . Ttato cIvA^oe cavw 13 lac. 
UW tov>W^ fet O/VV^JVVVvt 5 i l/YTfc,! ^di/wiT wl^bn 
-fv* tTvur^i cA^e be • 

Scutv ^ ^ 1 

<>caXLa^^ %uoJr luif ofxjcw. /l& Va. U lUt. 
urgv-^0 fee . 



_u 

/ *! 
"ike CUvvflVi/vvt kvyWv A- CXXV^Cy 

«>v two Jzlc4tj*s : 

l/w 
VV|^ttvM" fiV wot Lc6<2f" \/\IAmA5 lA^jjTTVVvx^tAuJvv 
(V jwver CO^i&jswj iko/w Ita v^bcyi 

(i) lU vuvtwyp tke j-ue vvvaAv^ruxX/. 

Xj* ike l/td£AT CA/VV k\ot t?e n^*vj 5jj?C£v|u> uv JV*LVWI/VU^ ku£> ^ 
Q\ajlo  ̂ oux^hijw IAV ^uak^lv^ jjr^^uo^woykkj kg 
^o^w/t Kwow Vwadv vtve 5tA^e^t oV ki> ^>ca/vz>W ; ke 
kUj It rela^lw^vu ir> brAA^tihAn* "to tke ia^^vS (aa*\uu\A4 

j •— J ^ 
ti> retivyrv b<rcu/wvc/w/t3 rkvtr <vve oV > tct>e- t© Iww 4 

tke^e ^OCa^weiAtJ UVvjwrvvv IM^W yu^'lik cvkflv^fc WJw 1>tJpjeet 
£o ttatt Ue i£ akle to ytvw^e, w^sve 
^eaKe Cue^turw^ ke Ua^ not jv&vw a/VV crva'A^ 
coa^e H*weve^ wk/w Ive A^ki/ V*> £ue^tu>v 
wlkek <w ^eeLke evu>u^j k ttva^T tkei/i <we nv 
jVMv^la^fitfVv uvdro tkc IvCbeyL fckaA^auie kvi ike C^ferS ara/vse 

.  _  d - .  i  _  h  L -  Y . { -  t L  -  (  -  \  u  A - ( .  

, - J J 
tx> tnrvvJe cXtie^ JoV ike 6&l/vt/ki/Wj oj- ^ 
bckMnvvvwe kUy tke j?vt?^re6^> c| lu* t>ux^(tArX/  ̂

abilUAn  ̂



^  P ,  £ > ,  ^  / V  H -  t v * v ) ? e A v £ > ^ h z 4 / v v  © j ,  

C^ .jTVVW^j VVU/rtvoS^Uavi jtnra^<2^aw^ vvwj^yvw^ 

^L^WVT\- t aotvw\X>®«-4 CV ca»*4WW  ̂  ̂ M&UJ Yjy ^5 3 /o3 jajp • l«-

IA I 

^ 0  / o  2 . 4  - ( - u t | 5  -  £ C I > W J L ^  e < r 5 ,  —  t _ 0  &--+^lcry 

^  —  i ^ >  i |  i U - e .  4 ^ - - - « ~ a  u o v t t —  t ^ V H v o i J r w * * 2 5  s  

^-5 

rrmrccL^i 

i^-- ^ —1 Cv*. v^- I Oi , 

(Mc^j-cuf ClT) yde- ^ u^t> 1A^ ^«AiL Vl^i^^'T'C^,. ^ 

^ vo t - t*s~&~~*rA* I ^ 

tt-£C 



* 

<rw' Ua WL^U ^e^roU Woyicwr fw  ̂

\CzA p lb "~> (Av^ct'X) 1r~î Lc.v^e  ̂ v 

W!^S 0} C<^ '̂'Y"*T2MJC lî tgrva-^jVE'  ̂

@ ^jV V&4"\£xZXX 

\S3r**&ZXl)Z "tt\jxK vwot G~ O^CQjdiJsi ^Qcvjl Vv-^-^>cV '-A ^[cxXXlc' ffV-v_ 
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i )" , _ U  ^ V ' „ .  > v  u l x J v  w ' ; "  r c ^ v ^ v v c c o "̂  4A0> ^^vU^U> to ^(vu 

rtve VV&W^tfVvit, $0VWUl4>vVt£ *VW^ ^v0 , 
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^VuW <^gv tvt^Vva^cAvin^^ rrtlt^r tkiwv, wjym^a^-tyiiv 

tlu^lv *Jbor<~ ^W^vaX >vj 

*1 K<2^AA\^(iVVC^ tvvAA^ 1^ wvv tke V^KuVaX oV VVV^oyvvi^ -
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^  SoOO l/v<7Vv/^vwnv^wv0Vi6 , XO f oOO Cw&tvw^  3 >  
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1.  CHAIN 

generator  edi tor  publ isher  l ibrar ian or  
documental is t  

V -

Problem 
environment  

Viewpoint :  What  l inks  in  the chain of  operat ions can be 
considered as  being in  the f ie ld  of  documentat ion? 

2 .  INFORMATI ON C.  ANN ELS 

l ibrar ies  commercial  publ ishers  

other  people  

advert isements-
and social  notes  

3 .  TYPE OF INFORMATION 

chemical  compounds 

land t i t les  

engineer ing drawings 

patents  

aer ia l  photographs 

manufacturer ' s  catalogs 

house publ icat ions 

corporat ions and agencies  

the user 's  own f i les  

te lephone numbers  

s tock inventory 

insurance pol icy f i les  

income tax returns  

geophysical  tes t  data  

books and per iodical  l i t .  
\ 

f ingerprint  f i les  

Viewpoint :  What  channels  of  tho user 's  information sources  
are  considered as  being in  the f ie ld  of  docu
mentat ion? 

Viewpoint :  What  type and complexi ty  of  information might  
be handled by documental is ts?  

4 .  DEGREE OF INVOLVEMENT WITH THE USER'S PROBLEM 

reads the reference 
and extends the 
know ledge 

read. '  the  reference 
and gives  an opinion 
or  judgement  

^OCUMENTALIST) 

• te l ls  where the encyclopedia  i s  

-> te l ls  which encyclopedia  might  be best  

suggests  a  number of  d i f ferent  places  that  might  have the information needed 

provides  a  detai led l is t  of  references 

>prepares  and screens a  l i s t  of  references 

reads the references & generates  a  summar-  report  

5 .  LOW 7 E DOCUMENTALIST APPEARS TO THE USERS 

< 
4- * 

<R 
{ 

warehouse-ran or  f i l ing clerk (kee s  things s tored and in  order)  

expedi ter  (knows where to  f ind hard- to-got  information)  

researcher  (pr  vides  good summarios  f rom the s -co mater ia l )  

press  c l ipping service (automatical ly  rout ,  s  ;  a  .  ^al  to  the persons that  may be interested in  i t )  

S f w c r  ' i HC"  f t & l )  C f  b e c o m e v T r i r t c v  
NOTE: The arrows with as ter isks  are  the i tems 

which are  general ly  considered ( today)  to  
be in  the f ie ld  of  documentat ion.  
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